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ABSTRACT
Labor Violations and D iscrim ination in  the 
Clark County Outcall Entertainm ent Industry
by
Candice Michelle Seppa Arroyo
D r. Barbara Brents, Examination Committee Chair 
Associate Professor o f Sociology 
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
Researchers who insist that sexual exploitation is intrinsic to sex work have 
deflected attention from  two key issues facing sex workers: labor violations and 
prejudice The purpose o f this study is to investigate unethical labor practices and 
institutional sexism, racism, and classism in  the Clark County outcall entertainment 
("escort") industry. To analyze these issues from  a sex radical feminist perspective, I  
spent 820 hours engaged in  covert participant observation while working as an 
appointment setter at two major outcall entertainment agencies in Clark County.
Much o f the abuse that outcall entertainers in  Las Vegas encounter could be 
eliminated by enforcing existing labor regulations. Other industry-specihc problems 
could be solved w ith the repeal o f repressive anti-prostitution laws. Unfortunately, 
combating racism, classism, sexism and whore stigma in the sex industry w ill require 
social change, as these issues are not restricted to the industry, but can be found in  all 
areas o f society.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
O U TC A LL E N T E R T A IN M E N T  IN  CLARK C O U N TY
Coatempotary feminist debate about the sex industry reflects a polarization 
between those scholars who believe that sex work is an occupation that is no more — 
or less — problematic than the other forms o f gendered wage labor that are created by 
and perpetuated in  capitalism and patriarchy (Delacoste and Alexander 1998; 
Kempadoo and Doezema 1998; Leigh 1998; Chapkis 1997; Pheterson 1996; Shrage 
1996; Rubin 1992), and those who equate commercialized sexuality w ith sexual 
exploitation (Farley and Barkan 1998; Barry 1995; Giobbe 1993; MacKinnon 1993; 
Hoigard and Finstad 1992; Overall 1992; Dworkin 1987).
Sexual service work in  the contemporary period is inextricably enmeshed in both 
capitalism and patriarchy. Every form  o f sex work is gendered labor in  a commercial 
context. However, the hypothesis that sexual labor is intrinsically harmful to sex 
workers cannot explain the variety o f positive and negative experiences that current 
and former sex workers have had in  every area o f the sex industry. Furthermore, 
much o f the academic writing on this topic has been produced by researchers w ith an 
admitted anti-sex work bias, which has been reproduced in  their empirical work^.
1 See chapter 2 for an in-depth review o f this topic and the social science literature on sex work in general.
1
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By insisting that sexual exploitation is intrinsic to sex work, radical feminists have 
deflected attention Aom two key issues that sex workers Ace: labor violations and 
various forms o f discrimination and prejudice. This study w ill show that much o f the 
abuse that outcall entertainers in  Las Vegas deal w ith on a daily basis could be 
eliminated if  the Nevada Labor Commissioner would enforce existing labor 
regulations. Other industry-specihc problems could be solved w ith the repeal o f 
repressive anti-prostitution laws and regulations. UnArtunately, combating racism, 
classism, sexism and "whore stigma" (Pheterson 199Q in  the sex industry w ill require 
social change, as these issues are not restricted to the industry, but can be found in  all 
areas o f American socie^.
Las Vegas, w ith its reputation as "Sin City" — an adult playground where sex is for 
sale — is an important and interestiog site for the study o f sex work. Prostitution is 
ill^ a l in  Las Vegas and surrounding Clark County, and legalized forms o f adult 
entertainment, such as totally nude entertainment provided by outcall entertainment 
agencies (which are also commonly referred to as escort agencies) and nude or topless 
dance clubs, are heavily regulated. Las Vegas is also situated a mere hour from  the 
closest o f Nevada's legal brothels. Yet, in  spite o f the illegality o f prostitution in  Clark 
County, the availability o f legal sexual entertainment, and the proxim ity o f legal 
brothels; ill^ a l prostitution in the Las Vegas metropolitan area continues to flourish 
in  many forms.
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The purpose o f this study is to investigate unethical labor practices and 
institutional sexism, racism, and classism in the Clark County outcall entertainment 
industry. I  w ill explore the relationships between and among owners and managers o f 
outcall agencies, the independent contractors or employees who answer incoming 
sales calls, and the independent contractors who are dispatched to entertain the 
customers. I  w ill also analyze the discourses o f race, class and gender utilized by 
customers, ofBce personnel and entertainers.
SpeciGcally, my research questions are: i)  W hat are the effects o f third party 
control o f labor on sex workers and other workers in  the outcall setting? 2) H ow  are 
these effects intensiGed or mitigated by the speciGc and complex legal and social 
position o f outcall entertainment in  Clark County? 3) W hat discourses ate used to 
fetishize, commodify and/or nullify race and ethnicity in the research setting? 4) How  
do race and class affect subjects' perceived attractiveness, honesty, reliability, 
propensity to violence, money-making potential, and class mobilier? 5) How  do race 
and class affect entertainers' and phone girls' artual money-making potential and class 
mobility?
In  order to answer these questions, I  spent 820 hours engaged in  covert 
participant observation while working as a phone gjrl at two o f the Gve major outcall 
entertainment agencies in  Clark Coun^, which I  w ill reA r to as Sweethearts and 
Playmates.^  In  this position I  was able to make direct contact w ith customers via the 
telephone, speak inform ally w ith other phone girls as we worked, and engage in
' The names I use for both agencies and all research contacts, are pseudonyms.
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exchanges and negotiations w ith outcall entertainers, managers, and owners o f the 
business. My study has been informed by the observations I  madp during this time, as 
well as an analysis o f legal, promotional, and media documents related to the industry. 
In  contrast, l^ ;islators and law enforcement personnel have shaped the history o f 
outcall entertainment in  Clark County based on political pressures rather than 
empirical evidence. In  the section that follows, I  would like to briefly describe that 
history.
Context o f Study
Outcall entertainment services, deGned as "a person or group o f persons who 
send or refer another person to a hotel or m otel guest room for a fee in  response to a 
telephone call or other request for the purpose o f entertaining the person located in  
the hotel or motel guest room ", are legal in  Las V ^ as and surrounding Clark County, 
provided the outcall entertainer and the agency are properly licensed.^  This type o f 
adult entertainment has been available in  Clark County since the 1960s. However, 
there have been a number o f changes over die years in the laws regulating outcall 
entertainment.
The Grst outcall entertainment agencies were simply called escort agencies and 
were licensed as such. Around 1970, a Las Vegas city commission eliminated the 
escort service license, due to suspicions o f prosdtuGon in the industry. However, any
‘ Clark Comity Code 6.140.020
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business that did not Gt into a speciGc category was eligible for a general M -7 
business Gcense. Many o f the escort services applied for the M -7 license and 
continued to operate as "tour guide" or "matchmaking" services (Langbell 1973).
In  1973, the City o f Las V ^ as  passed a new escort bureaus ordinance. However, 
the applicaGon o f the new law was problemadc. According to l^ ;islators, this law was 
passed to eliminate prostitution Gom escort services, yet die law required escorts to 
have semi-annual examinations for sexually transmitted diseases. In  addidon, under 
the new ordinance only individuals, not corporadons, were eligible to apply Gir the 
license, even though legally a corporadon is recognized as an individual person. A t 
the time the law was passed, sources dose to d ty  hall were su^esdng diat the 
ordinance was never designed for any actual licenses to be issued, but rather to 
eliminate escort services altogether (Langbell 1973).
From  the time the new escort bureaus ordinance was passed in February 1973, 
the Las Vegas City Commission refused all applicants for the license, lending 
credence to the theory that the law was designed solely to prevent escort services 
Gom obtaining general M -7 business licenses. However, after repeated Ailed attempts 
by several individuals and corporations to renew old escort agency licenses or apply 
for new licenses, the applicants started suing the dty, and in  each case, the presiding 
judges forced the d ^  to grant the licenses. In  unincorporated Clark County, the 
County Commission, which had been engaged in  a similar tacdc, was also being 
forced by judicial order to grant escort licenses to qualiGed applicants under the 
corresponding county escort service licensing ordinance.
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A fter several years o f court battles, the City o f Las Vegas began voluntarily
granting escort service licenses for owners o f escort services, escort licenses for
escorts, and escort runner licenses for employees o f escort services who were not
escorts in  Match o f 1976. These licenses were granted under a new set o f regulations
that eliminated mandatory health checks for escorts. However, this was only the
beginning o f the long war between outcall operators and die municipal, county, and
state le^ lato rs  and law enforcement. A t the time the Grst new escort service license
was issued. Las V ^ as License and Revenue Director Ila  BGtt made a point to
comment on the ongoing nature o f the city's battle with the outcall industry:
[BGtt| didn't expect even the strict new city laws to prevent outcall 
prostitutes Gom masquerading as escorts.
"N o ordinance could be strict enough to do that i f  the girls are 
determined to do otherwise," B ritt said. "But w ith the new controls,
we'll be on top o f them if they tty [emphasis mine]."
She was referring to the four vice ofGcers vdiich the Metropolitan 
Police Department is expected to hire to beef up its enforcement o f 
sex-oriented businesses in the city (Las V ^ as  Sun 1976).
During the late 1970s and into the 1980s, city and county ofGcials tried to tighten 
their control over escort services by passing laws to control escort advertising, restrict 
who may apply for an escort or escort service license, and even ban escorting 
altogether. During this tim e, agency owners stopped trying to apply for licenses 
within the city limits and concentrated their efforts on unincorporated Clark County, 
since the new licensing laws allowed companies based in the county to send 
entertainers to locaGons inside or outside o f the city lim its, whereas companies based 
in  the city were prohibited Aom sending entertainers into unincorporated Clark
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County. The entire Las Vegas Strip is outside o f the city o f Las Vegas, in  
unincorporated Clark County and most o f the agencies' customers are in  that area, 
due to the tourist trafGc.
Many court battles ensued, and while these cases were alternately won, lost and 
appealed by each side, eventually the escort services lost and escorting was banned in  
Cladc County. However, as before w ith the M -7 licenses, the outcall operators refused 
to give up their busioesses and they used semantics to their advantage. They stopped 
advertising as escort services, and started advertising as dating services, entertainment 
services, and nude modeling services.
During this tim e, M etro's vice squad doubled, but arrests were conGned to 
individual entertainers who either solicited M etro ofGcers for the purposes o f 
prostitution or violated any one o f a number o f regulations, such as the prohibition 
against requesting tips from  customers. It  was very di& cult for law enforcement to 
shut down an agency. Finally, in  March o f 1991, the state l^ ;islature stepped in , 
drafting a bill, AB 116, which would require privilege licensing for outcall entertainers 
and outcall agencies. The b ill was signed into state law in  A pril o f that year.
To comply with the state law, Clark County and the City o f Las Vegas drafted 
ordinances requiring a background check for outcall company owners and their 
entertainers before they are issued licenses. Each ordinance stipulates that outcall 
entertainers, agency owners, and managers cannot have any convictions for
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
8prostitution-related offences on their record or they w ill not be issued a hcense.'*
However, these requirements did not eliminate outcall entertainment in  Clark
County, and there is still a great deal o f animosity between the outcall services and
local government and law enforcement agencies. Every few years a new "crackdown"
on the local sex industry is announced. In  December 1999, Clark County D istrict
Attorney Stewart Bell stopped offering plea bargains to any person arrested on
prostitution charges. Originally, this policy was presented in gendered terms, as
announced by the D A .:
It  has been agreed amongst M etro, the district attorney's ofGce and the 
city attorney's ofSce that — except in  the cases o f Grst-time male 
offenders who opt for the diversion program (a class that costs $400) — 
we w ill not n^otiate the nature o f cases o f soliciting prostitution nor 
wiH we agree that they may be in the future dismissed for any reason.
The defendant w ill either plead guilty or be tried. (Koch 2000)
Bell later stated that he was distinguishing between sellers o f sex and buyers o f sex
and that the diversion program her referred to was for male gr female customers o f
prostitutes caught in  reverse sting operations. He further claimed that if  any male
prostitutes were given deals, his deputies violated the policy and he would clarij^ his
position to them in  writing. W hile the Nevada A C LU  fought this policy in  court, they
were ultimately unsuccessful, other than ensuring that the policy would be equally
applied to males and females accused o f working as prostitutes. Under the current
policy o f the D istrict and City Attorneys' ofGces, individuals accused o f any crime
other than prostitution, including murder, rape, and other violent crimes are allowed
' CCC 6.140.095 and Las Vegas Municipal Code 6.57.090 and 6.57.100
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to plea batgain, and those plea bargains ate commonly accepted. However, no plea 
bargains w ill be accepted Aom any person accused o f selling sex, including outcall 
entertainers, strip club dancers, and street or hotel prostitutes.
In  May 2002, Clark County Assistant D istrict Attorney M ike Davidson launched a 
new campaign against the outcall industry, seeking a moratorium on outcall agency 
licenses. This campaign was concurrent w ith Davidson's election campaign to 
succeed Bell, his boss and Arm er law partner, as D istrict Attorney. A t the time. Bell 
was campaigning A r a district judge seat and supported Davidson in  his efArts. O f 
course, the pair also had the A ill support o f Metro's vice department, which had 
grown to 30 members by 2002 Davidson lost the D istrict Attorney election, and 
current Clark County D istrict Attorney David Roger has stated that the war against 
the outcall industry is "not a priority." However, the county has continued to attack 
the local sex industry through new restrictions on lap dancing that were passed into 
law in  September 2002 (Wagner 2003).
This history o f the outcall industry in  Clark County illustrates three im portant 
points: 1) Lawmakers and law enArcement personnel whose livelihood depends on 
Gghting the local sex industry are not interested in listening to or presenting a 
balanced picture o f outcall entertainment agencies, their owners, or their workers. 
They preAr to stage battles w ith the outcall industry A r political purposes. 2) Outcall 
entertainment agency owners have been able to hold their own in  l^ a l battles w ith 
Clark County, the city o f Las Vegas and the state o f Nevada. The agencies have 
sustained some losses over the years, but the same individuals have been able to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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contiaue funning m ultim illion dollar businesses A r periods o f many years; 3) The 
only losers in  this continuing battle have been individual sex workers who have been 
arrested, denied plea bargain agreements, and subjected to worsening work 
conditions over the years due to increased government restrictions and agency 
owners' greed.
Currently, there are 124 active licenses A r outcall entertainment agencies in  Clark 
County, but most o f those licenses are held by the same Eve agencies. (Wagner 2003, 
Velotta 1998). Outcall services charge fees o f $100 to $250 for female or male 
entertainers to perArm  nude in  the customers' hotel room or private residence.
When the entertainer returns to the agency o&ce they have to turn in  the entire Ae. 
W hile it is ill^ a l A r outcall entertainers to request a fee or tip Aom a customer other 
than the basic agency fee, entertainers do not receive any portion o f the agency Ae.^  
Entertainers work A r tips only. In  addition, entertainers must pay a $300 non- 
refundable bond Ae to the company in  order to work A r the agency.
Outcall entertainment agencies advertise in  the phone book, in  trade publications, 
on the internet, throug)i the distribution o f flyers and cards, and on taxi-tops and b ill 
boards. Current phone book r^ulations do not allow photos or drawings o f 
entertainers, so pictures o f lingerie, high heels, hotel rooms, champagne gelasses and 
other seductive imagery are featured, including fetishized images such as oriental-style
5 LVMC 6.57.110 *nd CCC 6.140.140
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fans and dragons, university campuses and dorm rooms, and even a medical exam
room.
A ll o f the other Arm s o f advertising feature nude or scantily clad female and male 
entertainers. Ads use suggestive terminology that may lead customers to believe sex is 
for sale. Phrases such as "fu ll service," and "satisAction guaranteed" are used in the 
majority o f ads, and flyers, cards and internet advertising are even more risque, using 
phrases such as, "111 cum to your room ," and 'T fs  legal in  Las V ^ as." The latter 
statement is true, as outcall entertainment is legal in Las Vegas, but tourists may 
mistakenly believe that the statement refers to the legality o f prostitution.
Customers call the numbers listed in the ads and are connected to a phone girl 
who collects the customer's contact inform ation, makes a sales pitch, and dispatches 
an entertainer to str^  A r the customer. I f  the customer requests an act o f 
prostitution, the phone girl wiü always let him  know that prostitution is ill^ a l in 
Clark County, but that she can send him a beautiful girl or handsome guy A r the 
purposes o f nude entertainment. I f  he insists that he is only interested in  prostitution, 
however, she must hang up on him. Outcall services w ill try to keep a customer who 
does not understand the laws in  Nevada, and explain that they can accommodate his 
desires to a point, but one o f the reasons that the county has been so unsuccessful in  
their attempts to shut down escort services is that phone gids are trained never to 
solicit a customer or accept a customer's solicitation, and to hang up i f  he is 
unreasonably persistent and does not agree to simply accept nude entertainment.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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W hile gathering data A r this thesis, I  worked A r two o f Ae top Gve outcall 
entertainment agencies m  Clark Counqr, which I  w ill re A r to as Sweethearts and 
Playmates. BoA agencies were physically located m m ulti-room  ofGce suites near the 
T.as Vegas strip, like all o f the major outcall agencies m Clark County. Sweethearts 
was located m a commercial ofGce building near a shopping center and Playmates 
was located m a commercial/industrial complex m an industrial neighboAood.
The ofBces each consisted o f seven to nine rooms, including phone rooms, 
managers' ofGces, record-keeping rooms, computer rooms, and supply rooms. A  
adAtion, A e ofGce at Sweethearts had a kitchen, a security room  and a training room, 
while the ofhce at Playmates had a small employee restroom. The main room m each 
ofGce was A e phone room, where A e phone girls sat and answered mcoming calls 
and A e dancers dropped o ff money after each appomtment. Each phone room had 
A u r desks w iA  a switchboard-style phone on each desk. The phones had 
approximately 50 separate telephone lines on Aem , and each line was advertised w iA  
A e name o f a difArent agency or supposedly mdependent entertainer.^  Each phone 
line was marked so that the ofGce staff immediately knew which ad a customer was 
railing on every time A e phone rang.
The phone rooms also had safes m them, which were bolted mto A e ground, w iA  
a slot A r cash to be dropped in. Workers did not know the combinaGons to the safes
® Due to widespread customer dissatisfaction with agency policies and procedures, a huge percentage o f agency 
ads were written to mislead customers into believing that they were placed by independent entertainers.
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and we were encouraged to think o f Ae safes as bottomless boles: once money was 
dropped m  it ceased to exist. I f  a phone girl's dp was dropped into A e safe, either by 
accident or because o f a lack o f change, it  would not be refunded.
The ofGces were boA con^letely wired w iA  audiovisual surveillance, as are all 
major outcall agencies m A e Las Vegas area A t boA  agencies, A e focus o f Ae 
cameras and microphones was A e phone room, since boA  types o f assets that could 
be stolen ftom  Ae company, infbrmadon and casb, came directly mto that room. 
Customers' names and locadons were written on l^ a l pads that were provided by Ae 
agencies. Staff members were never allowed to remove pads from  the ofdce. Pads 
were reviewed, page by page, by management during every shift. A t SweeAearts, Ae 
used pads were Bled in a locked ofdce. A t Playmates, A e pages were shredded after 
A e managers reviewed A em
A t SweeAearts, Ae procedure A r allowing an employee, dancer, or any oAer 
person mto A e ofdce mvolved listening A r A e outside doorbell, buzzing only known 
persons mto A e building and ensuring that they were not accompanied by any oAer 
persons by viewing the outside security camera, waiting for A e individual m quesdon 
to ring A e inside doorbell, recheckmg A eir idendty on the indoor security camera, 
and buzzing Aem  mto A e ofdce. A t Playmates, dancers were only allowed mto the 
ofdce when Aey dlled out A eir applicadons. Dancers dropped the agency fees Aey 
collected through a slot m A e door. The same slot was used to pay food delivery 
people, who were instructed to leave deliveries outside on the sidewalk. A fter they 
walked away, a phone girl would request permission to open A e door and Ae
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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dispatcher would watch A e security m onitor while A e phone girl brought in  the 
food. The same procedure was Allowed whenever phone girls entered and left Ae 
building at A e beginning and end o f A eir shift, or vAen a dancer had to enter Ae 
ofdce A r a specidc reason.
The policies and procedures at A e two agencies were almost identical and boA  
agencies took advantage o f A eir workers. Yet SweeAearts had very high turnover in  
phone girls and dancers, and a reputation as a bad agency to w oA  A r, while turnover 
was signidcantly lower at Playmates, particularly A r dancers. This was due more to 
differences m management style than better working conAtions. A  addition. 
Playmates was a busier agency, and Aere was more potential A r prodt for phone girls 
and entertainers.
In  adAtion, A e dispatchers at Playmates made no e fA rt to hire Adican American 
entertainers, and many o f A e new dancers at Playmates had been referred by current 
o f Arm er employees. A  contrast, SweeAearts recmited dancers through A e use o f 
raAo and newspaper ads, a meAod wAch attracted mexpedenced dancers, and 
dancers who did not have many connections m A e mdustry. Black dancers dequently 
signed up w iA  A e company, only to leave after a few weeks because Aey were 
unable to earn any money.
As a result, over half o f A e available dancers on SweeAeart*s list, which held 
around 150-200 female and 50 male dancers at any given time, were African 
American. Approximately 30-35%  were Caucasian, 5-10%  were Latinas, and fewer 
than 5% were Asian. Around 85% o f A e 125-150 dancers who worked A r
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Playmates were Caucasian. Another 10% were Asian, and Ae remaining 5% was split 
faidy evenly between African Americans and Latinas.
Overview
A  A e remainder o f A is Aesis, I  w ill explore A e understudied outcall mdustry m 
Clark County, Nevada. A  chapter 2 ,1 w ill review A e literature on Ae sex mdustry, 
including the scant literature on A e outcall mdustry. I  w ill focus on A e contributions 
that radical feminism, socialist feminism, sex raAcal feminism, and Black feminism 
have made to A e study o f sex work, and also review A e meAodologies used m Ae 
sex work literature, focusing on outcall mdustry research and recent ethnograpAc 
studies o f A e sex mdustry.
A  chapter 3 ,1 w ill discuss my m eAod o f data collection, explaining how I  gained 
entrée to and observed two o f the top Gve outcall agencies m Clark County. I  w ill 
describe how and why I  chose ethnography as my research m eAod, discuss various 
possible research roles that ethnographers can take, and explain my reasons A r 
choosing full participation as well as a covert strategy A r accessing A e research 
setting.
A  chapter 4 ,1 w ill describe a typical call, outline the organizational structure o f 
A e agencies I  observed, and explam m more detail A e specthcs o f each role m A e  
agency setting: phone girl, entertainer, manager, customer, and owner. I  w ill also 
discuss A e contingent nature o f Ae sex mdustry labor Arce and describe Ae 
employment statuses and compensation structure used at each agency.
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In  chapter 5 ,1 w ill discuss labor and management issues, including Ae illegal and 
unethical labor practices that are common in  A e outcall mdustry, and the role conflict 
inherent m  A e phone girl role. I  w ill also discuss A e response o f agency owners and 
managers to the prevalence o f A eft in A e industry and explain some differences 
between A e management styles at SweeAearts and Playmates. I  w ill conclude this 
chapter by answering two o f my research questions, focusing on what happens when 
sex workers do not have control over A eir own sexual labor, and explaining how 
Aese difGculties are enhanced by the social and legal history o f outcall entertainment 
m Clark County.
A  chapter 6 ,1 w ill focus on race, class and gender issues m Ae outcall 
entertainment industry, mcluding discrimination, and economic concerns. I  w ill end 
A e chapter by answering my three remaining research questions, discussing how race 
and ethnicity are commodihed, fetishized, and/or nu llified through racial discourse; 
how race and class affect perceptions o f attractiveness, honesty, reliability, propensity 
to violence, money-making potential, and class mobility; and vAat A e effects o f Aese 
perceptions are.
Lastly, in  chapter 7 ,1 w ill present my conclusions and policy recommendations, 
which mdude mvestigating labor violations at outcall agencies and enforcing existing 
labor laws, decriminalizing prostitution m  Clark County, and ra ilin g  A r social change 
to reduce Ae racism, classism, sexism and whore stigma" (Pheterson 1996) 
experienced by outcall agency workers. I  w ill also suggest areas where furAer 
research is warranted.
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LITE R A TU R E  R E V IE W
A  this chapter, I  w ill review the academic literature on sex work. Scholarly 
attendoa to sex work Grst came Gom a deviance perspective, which studied sex work 
as a practice that violates social norms. I  w ill start by giving a bnef review o f this 
literature. The bulk o f A e chapter w ill review the feminist literature on A e sex 
mdustry, which has provided A e most analysis m recent years. I  w ill focus on A ur 
feminist perspectives on sex work: radical feminism, socialist feminism, sex radical 
feminism, and Black ferninism. I  w ill Aen review A e scant literature on outcall 
entertainment, and conclude by reviewing A e meAods used m previous sex industry 
research, focusiog on sex w oik ethnograpAes.
Sex Adustry Research Gom a Deviance Perspective 
There has been a long traAGon o f non-feminist research on A e sex mdustry that 
stuAes sex work Gom a deviance perspective and paAologizes sex workers on moral, 
psychological and medical bases. This traAGon b^an  w iA  the work o f Parent- 
Duchatelet, Ae Grst scholar to use A e meAods o f behavioral and social sciences to 
research sexual issues. Parent-Duchatelet's research was groundbrealGng, m that it 
represented the beginning o f a sAG Gom religious analyses o f prosGtutes as sinners 
to scientiGc analyses o f prosGtuGon that mcorporated psychological, sociological and
17
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economic explaaadoas for women's entrance into prostitution (Patent-DuchaW et 
1836, cited in  Bulloug^ and BuHoug^ 1998:31-32; Davis 1937; EUis 1936; Sanger 
1858).
However, Parent-Duchâtelet's stated view that his experience as a sanitation 
researcher, handling Elth in  the sewers o f Paris, prepared him to study the world o f 
prostitution reveals his moralistic bias. A fter analyzing the physical and social 
characteristics o f the prostitutes in  his study, Parent-Duchatelet found that prostitutes 
do not diSer physically 6om  other women, and that, for most, prostitution is a 
temporary occupation entered out o f financial necessity. Yet, elsewhere in his report, 
he ignored his own empirical Gndings and described genital, vocal, and other physical 
characteristics that he felt distinguished prostitutes from  'Virtuous" women. He also 
asserted that women are drawn to prostitution due to their own laziness (Parent- 
Duchatelet 1836, dted in  Bell 1994:47-50).
This tradition has been continued in modem non-fem inist research on 
prostitution, w ith its focus on prostitution as a public health concern, w ith the added 
implication o f prostitution as a public nuisance (for example, see Nahmias 1989). A  
recent content analysis o f an online database o f citations and abstracts shows that 
70% o f articles about prostitution published in  psychology journals between 1992 and 
1996 are about H IV  and STD transmission, w ith a focus on prostitutes as vectors, 
rather than receptors, o f disease (Farley and K elly 2000).
Current deviance-based sex industry studies m irror early sex research in three 
im portant v%ys (see critiques o f this literature by Bulloug^ and BuHough 1998; Eads
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and David 1989). One, sex workers are essendalized as deviant when researchers 
design studies to 6nd common traits, such as early drug use or early intercourse, that 
distinguish sex workers (tom  non sex workers (for exan^le, see Potterat et aL1998; 
Silhert and Pines 1983; Silbert and Pines 1981). This is more sophisticated than 
Parent-Duchâtelet's hypothesis that prostitutes in  Paris have different physical 
characteristics than other women, but it  follows 6om  the same logic. Two, the 
perspective o f sex workers was almost entirely absent from  classical analyses o f the 
sex industry and this continues to be the case in  deviance studies o f sex work. 
R^ardless o f whether researchers present themselves as sympathetic to prostitutes' 
needs, the focus o f the research is on sex workers as either passive victims o f abuse 
or active vectors o f disease (for example, see Kanouse et aL 1999). Sex workers ate 
not allowed any agency and their voices are never heard. Three, studies focus on low  
class sex workers and extrapolate results to all sex workers. Parent-Duchatelet studied 
poor registered prostitutes, rather than the courtesans o f his era. Modem sex industry 
researchers focus almost exclusively on domestic streetwalkers and impoverished 
prostitutes in  third world nations, sampling from  arrest victims, drug addicts, and 
clients o f social service agencies (for example, see Potterat et aL 1990; Centers for 
Disease Control 1987; Weisberg 1985; Davis 1971). For a methodological critique o f 
this last issue, see Earls and David (1989) and Pheterson (1990).
W hile the deviance perspective has essentialized sex workers as deviant women 
(and men), faninism  has moved beyond this perspective, Grst by introducing the 
concept o f patriarchy, or gender oppression, then by integrating analyses o f class.
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race, and ethnicity. However, this has not been a seamless transition. Feminists w ith  
differing viewpoints have been strong^ opposed to accepting arguments hom  
opposing camps. First wave feminists opposed prostitution vehemently, and while 
their campaigns were not successful — actually worsening conditions for the 
prostitutes they were trying to 'save' — the abolitionist approach to prostitution 
politics is still advocated by many schools o f contemporary feminist thoughL
First Wave Feminist Responses to Prostitution
The campaign against male control over innocent women's sexuality was a major 
focus o f the early feminist movement. During the latter half o f the nineteenth 
century, feminists and other reformers in  Great Britain became concerned w ith the 
problem o f prostitution as part o f their Gght against male vice. They focused 
attention on the alleged trafficldng o f English girls to continental Europe. By 1910, 
the panic had spread to the United States, and the Mann A ct was passed to prevent 
the trafScking o f American women across state lines. However, it  is now generally 
accepted that the "W hite slave" trade was not a significant problem. Most o f the 
women who entered prostitution did so due to economic concerns rather than 
through deception or coercion by procurers. (Rubin 1992; Dubois and Gordon 1983; 
W alkowitz 1983; W alkowitz 1980; Bristow 1977).
Feminist historians Dubois and Gordon (1983) criticize the early feminists' refusal 
to question the idea that women were sexually powerless against men. By 
exaggerating the extent to which prostitution was explicitly coercive, feminist 
reformers denied the prostitutes any agency. This was partly because the hght against
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prostitution was iaigely symbolic, signilÿing the 6ght against women's oppression and 
the hrustration feminists felt w ith their own lives. According to Dubois and Gordon, 
"The class nature o f American society encouraged these middle-class feminists to 
conduct their challenge to the double standard through other women's lives, and to 
focus their anger on men other than their own husbands and fathers (1983:15)."
In  the foDowing section, I  would like to present the viewpoint o f the radical 
feminists, who added an analysis o f patriarchy to the prostitution debate, althoug)i 
their perspective is very clearly derived 6om  first wave feminist work in opposition to 
prostitution.
Radical Feminist Perspectives on the Sex Industry
During the late 1970s, radical feminists developed theories o f prostitudon that 
mirrored nineteenth-century feminist thought on the subject Kathleen Barry's work 
illustrates this view point In  1979, Barry wrote which she
describes as an effort "to integrate die violadon o f women by prosdtudon into the 
faninist struggle" (1995:9). H er more recent work, T k  ^
developed out o f Barry's efforts to publish an updated version o f
In  Frwa6 Joowa/ Batty argues that prosdtudon "is the cornerstone o f all
sexual exploitadon" (1995:9). She decided to investigate the "most severe, global, 
insdtudonalized, and crystallized forms" o f sexual power as a way to mobilize 
feminists against the class condidon o f women dominated and oppressed by male 
sexual power.
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H er belief that "sex is power over all women" led her to the realization that the 
separation o f vdiores and women was "utterly false, a patriarchal lie" (1995:9-10). In  
T k  ^ B a r r y  shifts her focus from  the way that sexual power is
deployed in  prostitution to the way that women's subordination to men has been 
constructed on a model o f prostitution. She describes sexual exploitation as "the base 
from which discrimination against women is constructed and enacted" (1995:11). 
Radical feminists who follow  this argument hold commercial sexual transactions 
between consenting adults responsible for child sexual abuse, domestic violence, and 
rape (Barry 1995; MacKinnon 1993; Dworkin 1987; Barry 1979).
Barry fails to acknowledge that "sex" is a historical construct By placing sex as 
we understand it as the cause and discrimination against women as the effect, Barry 
reveals the sexual essentialism inherent in her argument
Barry describes four stages o f dehumanization that are normalized in  prostitution 
and harm all women: Distancing, Disengagement, Dissociation, and Disembodiment 
(or Dissemblance).
The first stage is distancing, whereby prostitute women "separate their sense o f 
themselves — their own human, personal identity — from the act o f prosdtution"
(Barry 1995:30). As examples, she cites geographic relocadon and the use o f a stage 
name while pardcipattug in  sex work. Batty then dismisses the idea that these acdons 
are simply, or primarily, a reacdon to the social locadon o f contemporary 
prosdtution. She claims that if  prosdtute women are encouraged, or even allowed, to 
reject these distancing strategies due to increasing social acceptance o f their work, the
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damage o f prostitution w ill be intensided, because the women w ill then be 
incorporating the knowledge o f themselves as socially acceptable sexual objects into 
their identities (1995:31).
For Barry, distancing sets the stage for disengagement, the practice o f establishing 
emotional distance from  the sex act being performed. She cites respondents in  
studies o f prostitution, who say things like, "I've taught myself to switch o ff.. .1 don't 
give a damn, as long as there's money, it doesn't have anything to do w ith feelings" 
(1995:31-32). Barry's aigument is that this is an explicitly &male strategy used to give 
the worker emotional distance from the experience o f sexual disempowerment in  
prostitution.
Barry's third stage o f dehumanization is dissociation. Even though the prostitute 
is disengaged from  her work, she is expected to act as if  she is engaged w ith the 
customer and the sex act itself
The final stage o f dehumanization for Barry is disembodiment and dissembling, 
where the prostitute constructs a disembodied self to protect herself from  the harm  
caused by prostitution, including the harm caused by the Grst three stages o f 
dehumanization. This disembodied self is characterized by the prostitute's attempt to 
distinguish between her true emotions, which she must protect 6om  the customer, 
and the semblance o f emotion, which she must project to the customer. This is 
further complicated because it  is possible to "actually feel sexual [during paid sex] 
because one has inadvertently sexually responded" (Barry 1995:35). Barry remarks.
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"That women respond in the sexual acts that dehumanize them is testimony to the 
patriarchal construction o f normal sexuality" (1995:35).
According to Barry, through this process o f dehumanization, women become 
interchangeable w ith blow-up sex dolls diGerentiated only by their response to the 
sex acts they are performing. However, Barry claim s that libertarians and sex radical 
feminists would have us believe that prostitution is an acceptable social institution, 
and a freely chosen occupation, due simply to the occasional "inadvertent sexual 
response" o f a prostitute to a customer. "Response is the differentiating factor, 
because consistent w ith legalistic values o f liberalism w ith the compulsive focus on 
w ill, response is considered an indicator o f choice" (Barry 1995:35).
Studies o f sex work from the radical feminist perspective are the hrst that 
introduce the concept o f patriarchy. Barry claim s that prostitution is the quintessence 
o f male sexual power over women, and that this sexual power is the cause o f all other 
forms o f sexist oppression o f women. In  doing so, she essentializes sex and assumes 
that gender is the only dynamic that can be used to explain oppression in  the sex 
industry. Furthermore, her four sta^s o f dehumanization, which she claims occur in  
sex work exclusively, can easily be generalized to other forms o f wage labor, 
especially service labor and industrialized labor, in  a capitalist economy.^  She also 
focuses on third world cases o f extreme exploitation o f sex workers without
 ^See Hochschild (1983) for an analysis o f the emotional labor inherent in non-sexual service jobs involving 
customer contact
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aoalyziag the economic and racial factors affecting women and children in  those 
countries.
In  the next section, I  would like to introduce the work o f Gayle Rubin, who 
offers a critique o f radical feminist analyses o f sexuality. H er work was fundamental 
to the development o f sex radical feminism, which w ill be discussed later in  this 
chapter.
Interlude: Thinking Sex 
Rubin (1992) calls for a truly radical theory o f sex. She argues that sexuality and 
sexual oppression oug^t to be understood as analytically distinct from gender and 
patriarchy. According to Rubin, conflicts over the morality o f sexual practices are 
deeply symbolic. "Disputes over sexual behavior often become the vehicles far 
displacing social anxieties, and discharging their attendant emotional intensity"
(Rubin 1992:4).
During certain historical periods, these disputes escalate into moral panics. M oral 
panics occur when a socie^s broad and unspecihed concerns and misapprehensions 
crystallize and are displaced onto a social group that is then demonized as a menace 
to societal values and interests through stylized and stereotypical depictions by 
religious leaders, politicians, and the mass media.^
Periods o f moral panic "recodify the relations o f sexuality... leav|in^ a residue in  
the form  o f laws, social practices and ideologies which then affect the way that
' Ffom  Stm  Cohen's /W A fw u/faiiK r (1972, p.9), cited in Weeks, 1981, p. 14.
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sexuality is expetieaced long after the immediate conflicts have 6ded" (1992:8). One 
contenqiorary example is die A ID S  panic that erupted in the 1980s, leaving a residue 
o f laws and attitudes regarding sex workers in  contemporary America. Prostitutes are 
perceived and represented by the media, the public and some academics as vectors o f 
disease, spreading A ID S  to their clients and their clients' partners and children (for 
exarrqile, see Nahmias 1989).
The long-term impact o f moral panics and the legal and social repression that 
emetges from  such panics make it  necessary to develop a radical theory o f sexuality 
that "identif|ies], describe[s], explain[s] and denounce[s] erotic injustice and sexual 
oppression" (Rubin, 1992:9). Rubin (1992) identifies six assumptions ingrained in  
Western sexual diought that hinder the development o f such a theory: sexual 
essentialism, sex negativi^, the fallacy o f the misplaced scale, the hierarchal valuation 
o f sex acts, the domino theory o f sexual peril, and the lack o f a concept o f benign 
sexual variation 11).
In  her argument for a radical theory o f sexuality that transcends these six features 
o f contemporary sexual thought, Rubin challenges the assumption that feminism, the 
theory o f gender oppression, is also adequate as a theory o f sexual oppression. 
Women and men have been oppressed because o f their sexual conduct and identities. 
The two issues should not be conflated simply because some o f these groups are 
doubly oppressed due to their low status on both the gender and sexuality hierarchies. 
W hile the prostitute body has been explicitly w ritten as female in  cultural, academic
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and legal texts, prostitutes as a group comprise fanale, male, and transgendered 
individuals. Moreover, the oppression that prostitutes experience cannot he reduced 
to simple gender oppression. Prostitutes are oppressed, not only as women, but also 
as deviants, criminals, and perceived vectors o f disease.
j'gxxw/ gmwjSWum Sexual essentialism is the idea that human beings possess a 
natural sexuality that resides in  their individual psyches or glands. This sexuality is 
ahistorical and shapes, rather than being shaped by, social life and institutions. This 
idea has remained largely unchallenged in  classical sexology due to the prevalence o f 
medical, psychiatric and psychological models in that held.
Sex negative thinking maintains that sexuality is dangerous, sinful 
and destructive. Unlike other activities, sex needs a redemptive n&M# such as 
procreation, in  order to be In tim ate . O ther biological imperatives, such as the 
consumption o f food for energy, can be harmlessly enjoyed for their own sake. 
However, sexual activity must always be justihed. Sex in prostitution is purely 
recreational, and is therefore seen as unjustLGable.
T k ^ T h i s  fdlacy is responsible for the importance 
accorded to sex in our culture. Sex is always seen as a special case, which accounts 
for the idea that a woman who sells sex is 'seUing herself in  a way that other laborers 
are n o t Differences in  sexual tastes or values are viewed with an anxiety that does 
not accompany differences in  culinary or sartorial preferences.
T k  jfwfwrAKa/ m&e. This system ranks sexual acts and rewards those
who restrict their sexual behavior to the most p riv il^ed  acts. Those individuals
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whose behaviors (all lower in  the hierarchy are punished w ith social stigma and legal 
sanctions. The original sexual hierarchy placed reproductive marital heterosexuality 
at the top, w ith commercial sex near the very bottom, above only sex between 
children and adults. However, the new politics o f radical feminism have moved 
monogamous, non-ldnky, lesbian sexuality to the top o f the hierarchy.
T k  ^ a  jKxxa/ MznüAÜM. In  order to be non-repressive (in the
political sense) and non-coercive, sexuality must be Geely chosen, which is impossible 
without a concept o f benign sexual variation. When one form  o f sexuality is imposed 
as the only safe or acceptable form  o f sexual expression, a hierarchy o f sexualities is 
inevitable. Variation is seen as acceptable and even desired in  cuisine, literature and 
fashion. We do not have to enjoy a sexual act in  order to recognize that others may 
prefer that activity to those that we End enjoyable. It  is dangerous to assume that this 
difference signiGes a deGciency on either side.
T k  dkmko ^ / w r Z  This model assumes that the sexual hierarchy is a 
slippery slope. Legal and ethical systems o f sexual judgment draw a line between 
valued and devalued sexual conduct. Conduct that falls on the wrong side o f the line 
may or may not be viewed as intrinsically dangerous, but it is always assumed to lead 
to behaviors that are further down in the hierarchy. Furthermore, only the sexualities 
on the proper side o f the line allow for moral complexities. For instance, 
monogamous relationships can be abusive or loving, hcabng or destructive, but 
commercial sex is intrinsically harmful and abusive.
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Tik ja c  TkoQ;
According to Rubin, die danger does not He only in  the fu ll acceptance o f these 
six sexual myths that are reproduced in radical feminist theories o f sexuaHty. Rubin 
(1992) also worries about the "emergent middle" (p. 30) in  the feminist sexuaHty 
debates, contemporary feminists who maiginalize the sex radical viewpoint, depicting 
the sex radical feminists and the radical feminists as equally extremist. "Whenever 
there is polarization, there is an unhappy tendency to think the truth Hes somewhere 
in  between" (Rubin, 1992:29).
This position allows for more Geedom o f sexual expression than the radical 
feminist position. N o t all sex is seen as inherendy negative. However, commercial 
sex and non-mainstream sexual acts are problematized in  a way diat privileged 
sexuaHties are n o t Firsdy, moderates accuse sex radicals o f "not pa(ying] close 
enough attention to the meaning, sources, or historical construction o f their 
sexuaHty" (Rubin, 1992:30). The hypocrisy in  this accusation Hes in  the idea that only 
unorthodox sexuaHdes should be questioned this closely. Sexual moderates are not 
willing to attack reproductive, monogamous heterosexuaHty in  the same manner.
Secondly, moderate feminists argue against disapproved sexual practices on the 
grounds that sexual Geedom or oppression cannot be distilled to the issue o f consent. 
Again, this argument is used only against marginalized sexual populations. The 
argument is Gequendy made that the condidons under which commercial sex is 
chosen (economic needs, preexisting social norms, etc.) invaHdate the very idea o f 
choice. Rubin acknowledges that structural constraints gready impede Gee choice
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regarding sexuality, but she argues against the idea that they coerce anyone towards 
abnormal sexual choices. "O n the contrary, they operate to coerce everyone toward 
norm ality" (Rubin, 1992:31). For example, since women are economically 
disadvantaged in relationship to men, they can use their sexuality for Gnanrial gain by 
allying themselves to one man through marriage or another form  o f domestic 
parmership, or they can barter w ith many men on an hourly basis through overt 
prostitution or other forms o f sex work. Most American women choose the former 
option, which is the socially acceptable action.
The work o f Laurie Shrage and Christine Overall typihes the new "emergent 
middle" (Rubin 1992:30) o f feminist sex theory. Both claim a middle ground for their 
work, which "suggests a partial resolution o f the problem o f the apparent conflict 
among some feminists and sex workers over the value o f the work and the rig^t to do 
it" (Overall, 1992:722) and "recognizers] the intellectual coherence and independence 
o f the views o f both feminist leaders and prostitute advocates regarding prostitution" 
(Shrage, 1994b:88). In  the next section, I  w ill discuss the work o f these two socialist 
feminists, which focuses on economic class position and labor relations within the 
sex industry.
Socialist Feminist Accounts o f the Sex Industry 
Overall and Shrage are ostensibly on opposite sides o f the dispute over 
commercial sexuality, yet neither one fully supports prostitution as a viable 
profession. In  their debates, both examine the relationship o f the sex industry to
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work and economic exploitation in capitalist societies, and explore the ef&cts o f 
class, in  the Marxist sense, on sex workers.
Shrage has argued for the legalization o f prostitution (1994b:83-87 and 158-161)^ 
(1996), but her more recent work has promoted decriminalization (Shrage 1996). Her 
stated goal is to deter prostitution without marginalizing or punishing sex workers or 
their clients (Shrage 1994:158). Overall (1992) takes a similar stance, arguing against 
prostitution while attempting to "maintain a crucial moral distinction between 
prostitutes as sex wodcers and prostitution as a practice and institution" (p. 708).
Neither theorist manages to maintain this distinction, however. Shrage (1989) 
writes, '"Rather than subvert patriarchal ideology, the prostitute's action's, and the 
industry as a whole, serve to perpetuate' women's social subordination" 357, 
quoted in  Overall 1992:723). Overall quotes Shrage and then fbllowrs the quote with 
her own injunction, "Thus i^  as some sex workers claim, some prostitutes genuinely 
choose the work they do, then they carry a responsibility fo r that work: at the very 
least, to recognize and evaluate its meaning, its implications, and its efEects on other 
women and on themselves" (Overall 1992:723).
In  the same article. Overall (1992:710) quotes Rubin (1992) in an attempt to use 
immanent critique against the sex radicals' support for sex workers, "A democratic
* Shrage acknowledges that state regulation o f prostitution has “subjectefd] prostitutes to the arbitrary and 
paternalistic authority o f government officials” (p. 159), but she believes, or believed, that a system o f regulation 
can work, as long as it “avoids some o f the problems apparent in systems build around publicly licensed public 
brothels, or in systems built on the public registration o f prostitutes” (p.l59). While the plan she details has 
various merits as well as some flaws, my main concern is that, until public opinion about prostitution changes, 
any attempts to introduce legislation regarding prostitution are vulnerable to conservative co-optation, and 
even egalitarian legislation is subject to selective enforcement.
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m ofality should judge sexual acts by the way pattnets treat one another, the level o f 
mutual consideration, the presence or absence o f coercion, and the quantity and 
quality o f the pleasures they provide" (p. 15). Overall's point is that prostitutioa is not 
always performed in a context o f consideration, consent, and pleasure.
However, it should be noted that the next line in  Rubin's (1992) text is, "Whether 
sex acts are gay or straight, coupled or in  groups, naked or in  underwear, commercial 
or Gee, [emphasis mine] with or without video, should not be ethical concerns" (p. 
15). Rubin's (1992) point is that every category o f sexual behavior (commerdai sex, 
homosexuality, reproductive sexuality, etc.) should be "accorded moral complexity" 
(p. 14). Individual sexual interactions can and should be judged according to the 
criteria listed above, but the idea that any entire category o f behaviors can be judged 
by the Gilings o f one act or a subset o f acts can never be part o f a radical theory o f 
sexuality.
Overall lists and then dismisses four possible criticisms o f prostitution Gom a 
feminist perspective. The first possible objection to prostitution listed by Overall is 
that prostitution has been a source o f physical and psychological danger for women. 
Prostitutes may be at risk for A ID S  and other sexually transmitted diseases, assault 
and battery, sexual assault, and psychological abuse. Overall concludes, however that 
these sources o f danger are neither lim ited to nor intrinsic to prostitution. Prostitutes, 
like other laborers, experience working conditions that range Gom abhorrent to 
"luxurious" (Overall 1992:711).
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The presence or absence o f coerdoa is listed next. Overall cites the radical 
feminist argument that there is no meaningful distinction between Gee and forced 
prostitution, since sex workers are coerced into prostitution by economic need and 
lack o f other viable opportunities. Again, though, this argument could be applied to 
any "other type o f paid labor under the lim iting and exploitive conditions o f 
capitalism" (Overall, 1992:713)" particularly those jobs available to persons w ith little  
to no educational, economic or social capital Overall makes it  clear that she does not 
want to fa ll into the radical feminist trap o f assuming that there are certain sexual 
practices that are so repugnant that anyone who performs them has been forced, 
coerced or brainwashed (what Rubin terms the "brainwash theory"). "Women who 
say they choose to engage in  activities that I  personally End bizarre or repugnant 
cannot merely be dismissed as having 'false consciousness"' (Overall, 1992:713).
Overall's (1992) third argument regards the "surrender o f personal power and 
control and loss o f independence on the part o f the women who engage in  it"  (p. 
713). This argument has two parts. Overall claims that prosdtutes are often 
controlled by pimps who lim it their autonomy and take the bulk o f their earnings.
She also states that prosdtutes may work very long hours, thereby lim iting the 
amount o f available time they can devote to leisure acttvides, interpersonal 
reladonships, and personal development. She refutes this argument by placing it in  
the context o f waged labor under capitalism. M ost workers have less personal time 
than they want or need, work the hours that are set by their employers, and earn little  
in reladon to the proGts that are generated through their labor.
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Overall's Goal potential feminist objection is that sex work is the non-reciprocal 
sale o f intimacy. A  satisGctory exchange requires only the customer's sexual 
pleasure, not the prostitute's. However, Overall recognizes that other seemingly 
intimate services that have been placed on the marketplace, such as therapeutic 
massage and psychotherapy involve a similarly one-sided exchange. "Clients do not 
provide massages for masseuses, nor do they provide therapy to therapists (Overall, 
1992)." Like in these service-based occupations, it is only the illusion o f intimacy that 
is for sale in  prostitution.
A fter working her way through these four possible objections to prostitution. 
Overall admits that many feminist arguments against commercial sex have taigeted 
worst-case scenarios. She explains what is really wrong with prostitution. "What's 
wrong w ith prostitution is not that it is the servicing o f sexual needs, but, rather, that 
it  is women's servicing o f men's sexual needs under capitalist and patriarchal 
conditions" (Overall 1992:724).
Overall supports this aigument in  two ways. First, she claims that while other 
forms o f labor are commodiGed, "these forms o f labor can and do exist 
independently o f any form  o f commercializaGon or exchange" (Overall, 1992:716). 
She cites jobs and duties, such as cooking, child care or nursing, which have 
traditionally been assigned to women, w ith or without pay. On the other hand, 
prosdtudon "is deGned in terms o f buying and seHing'' (Overall 1992:716). For 
Overall, domesdc services are still labor i f  they are unpaid, whereas unpaid sexual 
interacdons become a "sexual event or reladonship" (1992:717).
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Shrage rejects the semantics in this argument. Citing White's (1990) research on 
prostitutes in  colonial Nairobi, she discusses cases where prostitutes' customers 
turned into boy&iends or even husbands. "Presumably in such cases sexual activity 
occurs in  the context o f ongoing social relationships whose purpose is not primarily 
individual material gain, and yet at the same time it is culturally constituted as 'work' 
or a 'service' Gom which each proGts" (Shrage 1994a:68). The sex workers W hite 
studied provided domestic labor as well as sexual services to the men before any 
personal reladonship developed, so we can assume that the women continued to 
cook and clean for their husbands and boyGiends as personal reladonships developed 
as welL This example illustrates the false dichotomy Overall has set up between 
domesdc services and commodiGed sexuality. Furthermore, one does not have to 
travel to AGica to Gnd examples o f domesdc labor performed by women whose 
living expenses are paid by their husbands' pardcipadon in the paid workforce.
Second, Overall (1992) insists, "the inherent asymmetrical economic exchange in  
sex work, in which some persons sell sexual services to others, provides the context 
for other forms o f asymmetry" (p. 717). She denounces sex w otk as "a classist, ageist, 
racist, and sexist industry, in  which the disadvantaged sell sexual services to those 
who are more pdvil^ed" (1992:717). She goes on to claim that, unlike other 
gendered and exploitadve service industries where the disadvantaged sell services to 
the relatively pdvil^ed , such as ofGce work and domestic labor, sex work is 
irreversible and valueless. Overall (1992) explains this by stating:
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According to the prevailing division o f labor, then, sexual service, like 
nurturing and domestic work, is gendered: it is part o f the work that is 
prim arily allotted to women for the beneGt o f men. But though 
nurturing and domestic work is mostly performed by women for men, 
it  is also work diat seems to be what I  shall call "reversible." That is, 
there is nothing in the nature o f the work itse lf insofar as we can 
separate it Gom its working conditions, that would prevent it  from  
being performed by men for men, by women for women, or, most 
signiGcantly, by men for women. Moreover, the labor o f ofEce 
workers, sales clerks, cooks, cleaners, and child care workers has a 
value independent o f the conditions o f sexual and economic inequality 
under which it is done, and much o f it  would still be socially necessary 
in  a postcapitalist, postpatriarchal world. (P. 718)
But there are types o f sex work where the disadvantaged purchase sexual services 
Gom the more privileged and other types where the clients are disadvantaged on 
some axes and the workers are disadvantaged on others. Shrage (1994a; 1994b), again 
citing W hite's (1990) research on sex workers in  colonial Nairobi, presents the case o f 
petty-bourgeois women who sold sex and provided domestic labor to the men who 
rented accommodations Gom them. According to Shrage (1994a), "Like small-scale 
capitalists, these prostitutes chatged more for their wares than it  cost to produce 
them" 567). On the other hand, their clients were proletarian men, that is to say, 
wage laborers. Both the customers and the sex workers were part o f the same 
colonized population, but while the men may have had the advantage o f gender 
privilege, the women held a clear economic advantage.
Furthermore, there is nothing in the nature o f prostitution that would prevent it  
Gom being performed by men for women. Indeed, while it  is far more common for
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sex work to be performed by women for men (and by men for other men), there are 
male (and female) sex workers who work prim arily with female clients.
Shrage (1994a) refutes Overall's claim that "sex work is an inherently unequal 
practice deGned by the intersection o f capitalism and patriarchy" (1992:724). 
According to Shrage (1996), "Many on the le A want to believe that prostitudon 
would not exist or would not be common or tolerated in a world Gee o f economic, 
gender, and sexual exploitadon" (p. 41). However, for Shrage, this type o f abstract 
speculadon is useless. Prosdtudon is not a universal cultural pracdce with a clearly 
traceable historical background. Shrage (1994a) is "seeking, like Overall, to improve 
the socialist feminist account o f prosdtudon" (p. 569). However, she wishes to 
"develop a socially contextualized and comparative account" that does not "seek the 
universal causes o f sex work" or "presuppose the universal meaning o f sex'" (Shrage 
1994a:569). Rather, this account should "seek to understand how the nature and 
meaning o f pardcular sexual behaviors vary in  reladon to different cultural contexts," 
"acknowledge the Gcdon o f treating prosdtudon as an isolable phenomenon 
possessing a single transcultural meaning," and "recognize that while the meaning o f 
sex work in  our society is determined by sexist, classist, and racist ideologies, in  other 
contexts its meaning may be determined by dominant social ideologies that are not 
sexist, classist, and racist at all, or at least not in  the same way as ours" (Shrage 
1994a:569). Also, this socialist feminist account should not just assume that sex work 
would disappear in  a postcapitalist, postpatriarchal world. "A  socialist feminist need
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not treat sex work as a special, and more egregious, case o f capitalist exploitation — 
despite our own cultural sensibilities" (Shrage 1994a:569).
Shrage (1996) then admits that although feminists have opposed the 
criminalization o f prostitution, there has been no real fianinist movement to change 
the laws that punish prostitutes for their involvement in  the illegal sex trade. 
Undoubtedly, feminists have worked harder to oppose sex businesses, criminalize 
pornography and other forms o f sexual expression, and create civil ordinances to 
further restrict the sex industry than they have to decriminalize prostitution. 
According to Shrage, this is due to feminists' enduring ambivalence about the issue. 
Most feminists, including Shrage, are still uncomfortable w ith the idea o f prostitution. 
Many feininists have been concerned that decriminalization w ill lead to higher levels 
o f prostitution and more abuses w ithin the industry.
However, Shrage states, for an industry to be properly regulated, it must operate 
legally:
Such businesses would not be allowed to treat workers like slaves, hire 
underage workers, deprive them o f compensation for which they 
contracted, or expose them to unnecessary risks. The businesses could 
be required to enforce health and sa&ty codes, provide workers with 
minimum income and health insurance, and allow them to form  
collectives to negotiate for improved working conditions, 
compensation, and beneGts. (1996:42)
This is a key issue in  the analysis o f the outcall industry in Clark County, which is 
a legal industry that is not properly regulated, due to the public perception o f outcall 
as a Gont for ill^ a l prosdtudon. Since legislators and law enforcement agents are 
only concerned w ith entrapping illegal prosdtutes working as outcall entertainers.
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labor violadoas are rampant As independent contractors, entertainers and phone 
girls at outcall entertainment agencies are part o f the contingent workforce (Parker 
1994; Belous 1989). Previous studies o f part-tim e, temporary, and subcontracted 
employees show detriments to contingent employees such as employment 
uncertain^, inability to work as many hours as desired, lower wages, fewer employee 
beneGts, fewer advancement opportunities, and a higher level o f boring or unsafe 
assignments compared to core employees (Parker 1994; Belous 1989). The situadon 
at outcall agencies is perhaps more extreme, as my analysis in  chapter 5 w ill indicate, 
due to a total lack o f labor law enforcement.
Shrage's socialist feminist account analyses two im portant issues Gcing sex 
workers under capitalism: current restrictive laws that criminalize the acdons o f sex 
workers, pardculady prosdtutes, and a lack o f labor reguladons to protect sex 
workers. In  addidon, Shrage addresses the muldcultural, fragmented nature o f 
contemporary sex work. The next 6cdon o f feminists I  w ill discuss, the sex radicals, 
has begun conducting empidcal research to investigate how race, socioeconomic 
status, and reladon to the means o f producdon affect sex workers' experiences in  the 
sex industry (Hausbeck and Brents 2000; Hohmann 1998; Kempadoo and Doezema 
1998; M cElroy 1998; Chapkis 1997).
Sex Radical Sex Industry Research 
Sex radical feminists realize that the restdcdons that have been placed on 
women's sexuality are an integral part o f gender oppression, and view radical 
feminists' attempts to further restdct human sexuality as misguided. Radical feminists
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believe that one's sexuaHty is an inalienable part o f one's self W ith her research into
the labor that sex workers perform, Chapkis (1997) refutes the sexual essentialism
underlying this claim. Chapkis refers to sociology o f emotion literature that
denaturalizes emotion.
The insight that emotion is always already social — and thus can be 
performed, created, objectiGed, and exchanged — challenges its 
characterizaGon as uniquely unalienable. (Chapkis, 1997:72)
She cites Hochschild's research on emoGonal labor. EmoGonal labor is deGned 
by Hochschild (1983) as work that "requires one to induce or suppress feeling in  
order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state o f mind in  
others" 7).
Once we accept that our sexuality is culturally deGned, we see that it can be sold 
without requiring the sale o f the self. The emoGonal labor performed by sex workers 
becomes no more — or less — problemaGc than the emotional labor performed by 
flight attendants. And, as Chapkis (1997) notes, the majonty o f the flight attendants 
that Hochschild studied felt positively transformed by the effects o f doing emoGonal 
labor, "EmoGon was no longer something that simply happened to them, they felt 
pracGced in also creating and controlling it"  (p. 75).
Chapkis also makes the point that "the concepGon o f sex as inalienable 
pathologizes sex woikers who have successfully distanced themselves Gxxn their 
work, and thereby depGves them o f professional pGde in  what Hochschild descGbes 
as the most eGective strategy [for avoiding burnout and guilt] on the job." (1997:79)
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As individuals, sex workers and former sex workers have had positive and 
negative experiences in the sex industries. According to Chapkis, "the source o f 
those differences may lie less in the 'nature' o f erotic labor than in  the social location 
o f the worker performing it  and the conditions under which the work takes place" 
(1997:98). Chapkis identiGes four factors that can affect a woman's experience in the 
sex industry: third party control o f labor, socioeconomic status, cultural atdtudes 
about sex work, and posiGoo within social hierarchies such as race and age.
Owners, managers and pimps regulate which clients a sex worker sees, what acts
she performs, and how much is charged, as well as what she wears and what hours
she works. Jo Doezema, a Dutch prosGtute and activist, reflects on problems caused
by the inability o f brothel and escort prosGtutes who work for third parties to
negotiate directly with their clients:
You can't say in the beginning, " If  you want this, this, and this, it's 
going to cost this much, and this I  don't do "... I've  worked in some 
private houses where the men pay G. 100^ *^, the women get hal^  and 
the clients expect to come AwKK. Unbelievable. I  did escort wodr for 
avhile, too, but escort is only a litGe better than clubs... You have no 
sense o f the client when you agree to go out on a job. You have to 
trust the escott bureau that they aren't sending you into a dangerous 
situation, and they are so unscnq)ulous. They don't care about you. I  
had them send me out to a guy who was really drunk... (Chapkis 
1997:119-120)
In  contrast, Terry, an independent call girl working in San Francisco reports:
* Approximately US $50, leaving the prostitute with approximately US $25.
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One o f the reasons I  think I  can enjoy my work, is because I  carefully 
screen my clients. I  have no tolerance for any assholes... They have to 
show me the proper respect I  deserve that respect I f  they don't think 
so, then they should keep their cock in dieir pants and their money in  
their pocket (Chapkis 1997:100)
Chapkis notes that a shift in  control from  worker to manager can change the sex 
worlq)lace and restrict the rights o f sex workers, but also states that "self-employed 
workers face a different set o f challenges in establishing control over clients and 
determining the limits o f the erotic transaction" (1997:99).
Chapkis states that socio-economic status is the most im portant lim itation on sex
workers' abilities to set boundaries in  their work. Independent sex workers do not
have an employer or pinq) forcing them to see customers they are not comfortable
with, or engage in  pracGces that are unhealthy, or that they do not enjoy. However,
sex workers who are living in poverty may stretch their own boundaries in order to
make enough money to survive. Licia Brussa, who works on an educadonal project
for migrant prosdtutes in Amsterdam, states:
In  general, migrant prostitutes do all work w ith condoms. But in really 
tight times, during the winter fo r example, the pressure is on to take 
more Gsks. (Chapkis 1997:99)
In  contrast, upper class sex workers can avoid clients, situations, and activities 
that make them uncomfortable. These workers are also able to pursue other 
professional or academic interests, either while working in  the sex industry, or by 
saving money while engaged in  sex work and then transitioning into other 
employment.
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According to call girl and author Carol Queen, the majority o f the women at her
level o f sex work are able to support themselves through part time work:
A  lo t o f women in my circle are graduate students, law students, or 
women who have "straight" jobs that they supplement with work as 
jprosQtiHkXk I  donftlccuow ibooir%&oyrT%%yn]ciiTRdioar%:\9t)rkicyrliiU tune 
at our level And one o f the reasons that is true is we don't have to 
work full time to make ends m eet (Chapkis 1997:101)
By screening their clients, middle class and upper class sex workers are also able 
to reject clients who have extremely negative attitudes about sex work and the 
women who work in the sex industry. They are also able to work more discreetly, 
minimizing public perception that they are sex industry workers. This protects them, 
in  part, horn some o f the effects o f whore stigma, such as violence and the constant 
threat o f arrest.
Negative cultural attitudes toward prostitution can harm workers in  several ways.
Clients who have negative feelings towards women in general may view prostitutes as
less than human. These attitudes, which Pheterson (1996) labels "whore stigma" are
predominantly displayed against female sex workers. Ans, a Dutch woman who
worked in  window prostitution for a short tim e, relates a disturbing anecdote:
W ith my second client on my Erst day, a condom burst. A fter that, I  
couldn't shake the anxiety for the rest o f the time I  w orked... The 
worst part o f it was that the guy was so fucking unconcerned — he just 
laughed and said I  was a good fuck. I  was furious. (Chapkis 1997:116)
Besides showing a complete lack o f concern for the well being o f the prostitutes 
that they visit, some clients fieel the need to verbally harass or degrade the women. 
This is a more common problem for lower-class sex workers, who ate doubly
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disadvantaged. Marianne, a former street prostitute vdio works for the Red Thread,
discusses the n^ative attitude she received from  some o f her clients,
FL 50^  ^was standard, and I  never worked below the price. But 
somehow they always made you feel cheap. Especially after they came, 
then you were just another dirty heroin whore. You had seen them in a 
moment o f vulnerahili^ so it  was like afterward they had to put you in  
your place. (Chapkis 1997:198)
In  addition, prostitutes face stigmatization 6om  the public, from certain sectors 
o f the fieminist movement, and even from  family and friends. Women who work in  
the sex industry have to decide if  they want to work openly and deal w ith the stigma 
o f being a whore, or i f  they prefer to live a lie. Identifying openly as a sex worker can 
cause myriad practical and personal problems, including difhculty relocating, 
difBculty Ending acceptable housing, and difEculty requesting help from  law 
enforcement
Sex workers also have to deal w ith their own internalized whore stigma. Some 
current and form er sex workers are negatively aEEected by their work because they 
feel that there is something wrong w ith what they do. Susanne, an tq)scale call girl 
working in Helsinki, discusses her feelings on prosEtuEon:
some men, I  have to close my eyes and think o f the money, 
otherwise I  would get up and run out o f the room yelling, "Keep your 
money and get out o f here. I  don't want to see you, don't touch my 
face." ... The fact is that I  charge a lot. I  don't sell myself^  my services, 
cheap. That's not any excuse for being in  this profession, but I  pretend 
it  is. I  try to convince myself that I'm  not so bad because I  chatge so 
much. I  have to End something positive in  this. (Chapkis 1997:96)
' Approximately US $25.
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Clearly Susanne has very n^ative feelings about prostitution, even though she is 
earning a lo t o f money and can choose her chents, whom she describes as "middle- 
class men, businessmen, husbands, fathers, people who are afraid o f getting caught 
and are concerned about their health" (Chapkis, 1997:94). Control o f one's own 
sexual labor and a hig)i socio-economic status do not alleviate all o f the problems 
caused by working in  a profession that is not accorded any respect.
Chapkis also addresses the issue o f various social hierarchies, such as race, age,
and physical appearance. Some o f the women she interviewed discuss modi^ dng and
fnainrainifig their images with plasEc surgery, cosmetics and costuming. Others
manage their idenddes through discourse in  order to appeal to mainstream
consumers. Cheyenne, an A&ican American sex worker, states:
Over the phone, I  describe myself as half Native American and half 
Black. That way I  appeal to the guys who want something "exodc" but 
want it  packaged more like the girl next door. When I  just say I'm  
Black, I  get skipped over again and again. Look, I'm  not saying I  want 
it to be this way. I'm  just telling you what I've had to leam about 
packaging myself for this m arket (Chapkis 1997:105)
In  the next secdon, I  would like to address this topic further by focusing on the 
subject o f race, and racism within the sex industry, as discussed in Black feminist 
literature.
Black Feminist Thought on Sex W ork
In  her book, FgmwgÂr/ Patdcia H dl Collins (1990) cridcizes the sex
industry for perpetuating racist images o f Black women as "sexually promiscuous.
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potential prostitutes" (p. 174). Furthermore, she cdtiâzes the Black feminist
community for their "virtual silence.. .concerning the participation o f far too many
Black women in  prostitution" (Collins 1990:164). She continues:
Ironically, while the image o f Afdcan-American women as prostitutes 
has been aggressively challenged, the reality o f African-American 
women who work as prostitutes remains unexplored. (Collins 
1990:164)
Collins is correct in  this regard, for in  her work and in the work o f other 
prominent Black feminists, the image o f Black sex workers that is presented is o f 
'Jezebels" and "hot mommas" who exude an animalistic sexuality and are desired by 
all men, particularly W hite men (Collins 1990, W alker 1986, Hansberry 1969). This 
image, in  conjunction w ith the economic disadvantage experienced by many women 
o f color, may help explain why African-American women ate overrepresented in  the 
lower echelons o f the sex industry. However, Black women are actually 
underrepresented in  outcall entertainment and in other upper class sectors o f the sex 
industry, such as gentlemen's clubs.
One reason for this is the perpetuation o f racist standards o f beauty in  our 
culture. Collins (1990) discusses this concept through a review o f African American 
writers' work about skin color, facial features, and h a ir texture, but does not link it to 
her discussion o f sex work. A  more in depth discussion o f the topic is provided by 
hooks (1995), who introduces the concept o f the color-caste system. The color-caste 
system rewards ligjhter skinned Afncan-Americans w ith greater success in  W hite- 
dominated American culture. According to hooks (1995), this is a gendered system:
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The exploitative and/or oppressive nature o f color-caste systems in 
W hite supremacist society has always had a gendered component. A  
mixture o f racist and sexist thinking informs the way color-caste 
hierarchies detrimentally a fkct the lives o f Black females differently 
than they do Black males, lig h t skin and long straight hair continue to 
be traits that deEne a female as beautiful and desirable in  the racist 
W hite im aginatio n  and in  the colonized Black mindset. (P. 127)
This idea has been developed in two ardcles from  (F&ow aW
edited by J ill Nagle. In  "Showing Up Fully: Women o f Color Discuss Sex W ork," six
women o f color who have worked in various sex industry jobs ^eluding stripping,
prosEtuEon and professional domination) discuss racism, monolithic beauty
standards, and ethnic idenEEes. Gloria Lockett, form er prosEtute and executive
director o f the California ProsEtutes EducaEon Project, talks about the way that
clients desire and perceive sex workers' ethniciEes:
When I  was working as a prosEmte I  had a fdend who was Black and a 
prostimte who looked a lo t like me — a lo t thinner and sort o f taller — 
and she would wear long ponytails, okay? H er hair was shorter than 
yours but when she worked she wore this long ponytail and they called 
her Pocahontas. They wanted her to be anything but Black. (Aarens et 
al, 1997:199-200)
In  "Dancing towards Freedom," Siobhan Brooks discusses her experiences 
dancing at the Lusty Lady in  San Francisco. SpeciEcally, she addresses issues o f 
discriminaEon in  scheduling and wages as an AEican-American female. According to 
Brooks (1997), management at the club repeatedly mformed her that Black dancers 
were not scheduled for the more lucrative private booth very often because 
"customers did not want to pay the extra money to see Black dancers in Private 
Pleasures" 253). In  addiEon, hourly wages were based on seniority and booth 
performances, so Black dancers were not eligible for the top tier o f hourly wages.
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W hile Brooks felt discriminated against by management, she also noEced that
customers did treat her diGetenEy than they treated W hite dancers.
W hen I  Erst noEced customers not paying attenEon to me and that I  
was not being scheduled for the booth — and therefore earning less 
than  my W hite counterparts — I  internalized the noEon that I  was not 
as attractive as the other dancers. Like most Black women in this 
country, I  had to Eght insecurities about my appearance in  the presence 
o f W hite women, since they are perceived as the ideal beauty standard.
(Brooks 1997:253)
A lthorgh I  have included these last two examples in  the secEon on Black 
feminism, they exemplify the strengths o f that school o f thought combined w ith sex 
radical feminism. One o f the most im portant aspects o f sex radical feminism is that 
the voices o f sex workers are heard.
In  the following secEon, I  w ill briefly review the scant literature on different 
forms o f outcall entertainment. W hile exoEc dancing (Forsyth and Deshotels 1997; 
Ronai and Ellis 1989; Boles and Garbin 1974), street prosEtuEon (Weinberg, Shaver 
and Williams 1999; Farley and Barkan 1998; Hoigard and Finstad 1992), illegal 
brothel prosEtuEon (Heyl 1977) and Eie Nevada brothel industry (Radeloff 2002; 
Hausbeck and Brents 2000) have been the focus o f various studies, sociological 
research on outcall entertainment agencies and escort agencies in  N orth America has 
been lim ited to three published studies (Foltz 1979, Brock 1998, Lewis and MaEcka- 
Tyndale 2000).
Outcall Industry Research
In  its broadest sense, the term "outcall" refers to any form  o f entertainment 
where entertainers are sent out to meet clients, rather than meeting them at a Exed
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place o f busiaess. Tberefbre, this term  ran be used to describe the licensed 
entertainment services that are the focus o f this study, as well as ill^ a l escort agencies 
(Foltz 1979), licensed escort agencies (Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale 2000; Brock 1998), 
and independent outcall entertainers (Seppa and Sharp 2000). The term does not 
re& r to the type o f entertainment provided and is equally applicable to situadons 
where the entertainer performs in costume, topless, nude or provides sexual services.
The outcall entertainment industry as it  exists in  Clark County is characterized by 
three features: 1) licensed businesses that are fully legal, 2) workers who are clearly 
informed by the company about the illegality o f prosEmEon, and 3) suggestive, 
ambiguous advertising that allows customers to believe that sex may be offered for 
sale. W hile there has been no research to date that focuses on this form o f outcall 
entertainment, three studies have been made o f escort agencies in the United States 
and Canada that are similar to the outcall agencies in the Las Vegas area.
Two o f the Eiree published studies about outcall entertainment focus on the 
Canadian escort industry. They examine the effects o f municipal licensing on the 
health and well-being o f escorts (Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale 2000), and the creaEon 
o f escort services to replace adult businesses that had been shut down due to public 
pressure (Brock 1998). Both o f these studies used m ultiple methods, combining 
documentary analysis w ith qualitative interviews o f public ofBdals and sex workers.
Under Canadian law: 1) escort agencies are l^ a l and licensed in  some ciEes^ ,^ 2)
^ Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale (2000) list Calgary, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Windsor, and Sault Ste. Marie as 
examples.
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escorts can negotiate sexual services privately with clients^^, 3) "agencies cannot 
fegttire escorts to provide sexual services to clients" (Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale 
2000:440), and 4) "agencies cannot promise clients that particular sexual services, or 
any sexual services, w ill he provided" (Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale 2000:440).
The third study relied on interviews w ith one agency owner who the researcher 
admits lied to her or mislead her about several im portant topics. Foltz (1979) 
intended to supplement this data w ith interviews o f escorts who worked for the 
agency, but the owner refused to provide access to her employees. Foltz eventually 
interviewed a number o f massage parlor and street workers who had previous 
experience in  the escort industry to verify and expand upon the infbrmadon provided 
by her key informant. These interviews were obtained using a snowball sampling 
method.
According to Foltz (1979), at typical escort services in  Southwestern City,^ ^ 1) the 
agencies are neither legal nor licensed (p. 113), ^  applicants sign paperwork 
indicating that (hey are not associated w ith law enforcement and that they understand 
that they w ill not be engaging in prostimtion while working for the agency 116), 
and 3) after the applicants sign the paperwork and are hired as escorts, agency owners 
inform  them that they are expected to perform sexual acts for money (p. 116).
Prostitutioii is legal in Canada, however, the laws regarding solicitation for prostitution are very strict. For an 
in-depth analysis o f the legal status o f prostitution in Canada see Brock 1998.
'■* Foltz describes Southwestern City as “a large metropolitan community with a population o f about 1,300,000” 
during the time o f her research, July 1976 to June 1977. According to the U.S. Census Bureau report on the 
Population o f the 100 Largest Urban Places for 1970, Houston had a population o f 1,232,802. There is no 
possibility that Foltz”s research referred to Las Vegas, a much smaller town in 1976-1977, which did not make 
the 1970 list o f the 100 Largest Urban Places.
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In  the same atdcle, Foltz indicates that in  other areas o f the country, escort 
agencies instead provide dates with "women who may he Wren out in  public for an 
evening o f dining, dancing, etc." (1979:109-110). This is the only mention o f this type 
o f escort services in  the sociological literature.^ ^
In  an article that touches brieEy on outcall entertainment, Ronai and Cross 
(2002), conducted life history interviews with 14 females and 10 males who had 
participated in  one or more types o f striptease: "revues, strip-o-grams, topless/table 
danring, and nude dancing" (p. 399). Strip-o-grams, which are performed by outcall 
dancers, are usually sent by the customer to a Eiend or relative as a surprise for a 
birthday or similar celebration. The dancer arrives, often wearing a costume or other 
revealing outEt, and then performs a striptease for the recipient and his or her guests.
The ardcle does not delve into the differences between dancers vpho perform  
outcall sti^-o-gram s and other types o f striptease, and there is no discussion o f the 
agencies where the outcall dancers work. Ronai and Cross (2002) focus on resisting 
stigma through biographical narratives. Race is therefore used as a way for some 
dancers to distance themselves Eom others that they perceive as more deviant. 
SpeciEcally, W hite dancers construct narraEves about Black and Latino/Latina 
dancers, stating that m inority dancers are more sexual, more agressive, and more 
likely to cross legal and ethical boundanes in  sex work
This type of escort service may have been more popular in the 1970s, but I am unaware of any similar 
services curteadyiu operatiaa.
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The agencies in all o f these studies provide outcall services. However, the laws, 
policies and customs regulating outcall entertainment vary greatly by location. O f 
these studies, only the research by Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale (2000) and Brock 
(1998) focuses on the effects o f public policies on sex wotkers. These studies provide 
an excellent discussion o f the overall stigmatization escorts and outcall entertainers 
experience at the hands o f police, licensing agencies, and escort or outcall agencies. In  
the following section, I  w ill explore their Endings in  more detail
The Canadian escort agencies most closely resemble outcall entertainment 
agencies in  Clark County, since agency personnel can neither promise sexual services 
to clients, nor require escorts to provide sexual services to clients. According to Lewis 
and MaEcka-Tyndale (2000) agency personnel in  Canada cannot even indicate to 
escorts "that they are aware o f the sale o f sexual services" 441) or they w ill be 
subject to Ezderal charges. The same is true for agency personnel in  Clark County.
The difference lies in  the acceptability o f sexual services being negotiated between 
entertainers and customers. In  Clark County, where prosEmEon is illegal, outcall 
entertainers who negotiate to sell sexual services to their customers are also subject to 
cnminal sancEons. In  Canada, escorts may negotiate w ith clients privately for the sale 
o f sexual services.
According to Brock, prosEtuEon was not an overw helm in g  concern in  Canada
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priof to the 1970s. However, due to economic and social factors not directly related 
to sex work, certain areas o f the sex industry, such as indoor prosEtuEon taking place 
in  massage parlors and adult encounter studios, were seen as unacceptable and were 
heavily raided during the m id- to late-1970s. This forced large numbers o f prosEtutes 
onto the street w ithin a very short period o f time, creating a moral panic when 
homeowners and neighborhood associaEons complained about increased levels o f 
street solidtaEon in  residential areas. The police and the media helped scapegoat 
prostitutes for problems as diverse as rising rates o f property and violent crime, H IV  
transmission, and neighborhood disturbances, all o f which were actually caused by 
social inequality, changes in the urban landscape, and changes in  the world economy.
The problematizaEon o f both indoor prosEtuEon taking place in a Exed locale 
^ c a ll services) and outdoor prosEmEon (streetwalking) set the stage for outcall 
escort services to EouEsh in  Canada. Due to the proliferaEon o f escort agencies, 
some Canadian cities have passed legislation requiring escort services to be licensed.
In  their study o f the effects o f municipal licensing on the health and well-being o f 
escorts, Lewis and MaEcka-Tyndale (2000) use a case-study approach to examine the 
situaEon in Windsor, Ontario. The licensing requirements in Windsor are similar to 
those in  Clark County. There is a minimum age and applicants w ith a recent history 
(deEned as two years) o f prosEmEon, drug use, fraud, or violent crime are denied 
licenses. Names, addresses, phone numbers, and photographs o f licensed escorts are 
kept on Ele by the agency, the licensing ofEce, and the police The Windsor bylaw 
also included requirements supposedly "designed to facilitate police protecEon o f
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escorts, the appreheosioa o f customers when they engaged in crimes against escorts, 
and bylaw enforcement" (Lewis and MaEcka-Tyndale 2000:440) such as the 
stipulaEon that escort services keep records o f customer names and locations 
available for police to inspect.
Escorts initially fe lt that licensing conveyed three im portant occupaEonal beneEts: 
increased safety, added legitimacy, and more independence when dealing with escort 
agencies. Escorts felt that increased police protecEon, or the threat o f increased 
police protecEon, might lead to a decrease in high levels o f theft, fraud, and violence 
reported in  the local escort industry, as well as a decrease in  harassment from  police 
themselves. Increased legitimacy would be beneEcial for social as well as Enancial 
reasons. One interviewee gave the example that she could now show proof o f 
employment as an escort when she wanted to lease a car (Lewis and MaEcka-Tyndale 
2000:440). Finally, licensing lim ited the role o f the agency to answering customer 
calls, referring escorts to customers, and following up via telephone for secunty 
purposes. Many escorts felt this was necessary since some agencies were pressuring 
escorts to have sex w ith clients and making it difEcult for escorts to n^otiate their 
rates privately w ith customers (Lewis and MaEcka-Tyndale 2000).
However, the authors conclude "that although the potential exists for such 
policies to enhance Eie health and well-being o f sex workers, as such policies 
currently operate in  Windsor, they are not healthy public policies" (Lewis and 
Maticka-Tyndale 2000:437). For example, policymakers claimed that collecting more 
infbrmaEon about escorts' appointments w ith clients would assist police in protecting
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escorts against theft or assault However, police have not provided additional
protection for escorts, and seem unlikely to do so in the future, given the attitude o f a
high-level law enforcement agent interviewed for this study:
U n til these women hit rock bottom and experience hard times Erst 
hand they won't get ou t Making it easy for them isn't helping. It  just 
keeps them in the business. (Lewis and Maticka-Tyndale 2000:442)
There have been no ethnographic studies o f the outcall entertainment industry
published to date. However, there have been a number o f ethnographies and
autoethnographies o f different areas o f the sex industry, especially strip clubs,
published in  recent years (Ear example, see Frank 2000; Wood 2000; Ronai 1999;
Flowers 1998a; Ronai 1998; Ronai and Ellis 1989).In the next secEon, I  w ill review
various methodologes used in previous sex industry research, explain why more
ethnographic research is needed in EEs area, and examine some o f the
methodological successes and failures addressed in previous sex work ethnographies.
Methodological Review 
Researchers studying the sex industry most often adopt outsider, or non­
participant roles. Many studies that approach sex work &om the deviance perspective 
have employed quanEtaEve approaches, &om classical studies (Kinsey, Pomeroy, and 
M artin 1948; E llis 1936; Parent-Duchâtelet 1836) to conten^porary research (Potterat 
et aL 1998; Kanouse et a l 1999). QuanEtaEve studies, such as large-scale surveys, 
have also been used by feminist researchers who view sex workers as victims, rather 
than workers (Fadey et aL 1998; Fadey and Barkan 1998). However, the 
methodologies used in these studies have been plagued w ith problems.
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Sampling has been a particularly problematic issue, as most o f these deviance and 
victim ization studies have relied on convenience samples. Respondents have generally 
been selected from populations who by deEnition Et the model that the researchers' 
hypotheses are trying to legitimize. Samples have largely been lim ited to street 
prosEtutes, including those who have contacted service agencies because o f their 
desire to leave the industry, those who have been arrested for prosEtution, those who 
frequent Eee clinics due to poverty, and those who have simply been approached on 
streets that are frequented by the most disadvantaged streetwalkers (Fadey and 
Barkan 1998; Potterat et aL 1998; Giobbe 1993; Hoigard and Finstad 1986; for a 
discussion o f sampling problems in  prosEmEon research, see Pheterson 1990; for an 
article exploring the possibility o f using probability sampling techniques to study 
street prosEtutes, see Kanouse et al 1999).
One notable survey o f San Francisco street prosEmtes that does not fall into 
either the deviance or the victimizaEon categories examined the differences between 
the experiences o f male, female, and transgender sex workers regarding income, 
occupaEonal hazards, and sexual enjoyment w ith clients and partners. The 
researchers used a structured interview guide and interpreted the results quanEtatively 
using statisEcal analysis (Weinberg, Shaver, and W illiams 1999).
A  scries o f excellent policy studies on the creaEon and enforcement o f laws and 
regulations regarding sex work in Canada (Gemme and Payment 1992; Gemme 1993; 
Brock 1998; Lewis and MaEcka-Tyndale 2000), the United States (Pead 1987), and 
more spedEcaDy, Nevada (Radeloff 2002), use m ultiple methods, including in-depth
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interviews o f sex workers and public officials, reviews o f legislation and court 
decisions, and analyses o f newspaper articles and other archival sources.
Most recent research on the sex industry, however, relies on qualitative 
methodologies such as in-depth interviewing and ethnographic observation by non­
participants or peripheral participant-observers who have entered the sex work m ilieu 
only for the purpose o f gathering data, and who are unfamiliar w ith die lifestyle and 
work habits o f the research subjects (for example, see Hausbeck and Brents 2000; 
Chapkis 1997; Barry 1995; Finstad and Hoigard 1992). This research has contributed 
signiEcandy to the literature on sex work. However, these methodologies can only 
reveal infbrmadon about the sex industry that members choose to present to 
researchers and other outsiders.
SpeciEcally, there is a gap in  the literature that can only be Elled through covert 
observadon by a corrplete pardcipant in  the sex industry wodqilace. This is the only 
method that w ill illuminate the daily pracdces and interacdons that are unique to 
speciEc occupadons within the larger sex industry. This research Ells part o f that gap 
by investigating the outcall entertainment industry in  Clark County, Nevada from  the 
perspecdve o f a complete pardcipant
Several good ethnographies o f prosdtudon have emerged Eom anthropology over 
the years. Two recent examples are Nencel's (2001) AwrdiAyAba Ffw
and Hart's (1998) PMMWTvdaW&nÿwihgMw/ oa ProoAAA»»
j/wMT. Another notable ethnography, written Eom  a social work perspective, is
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ÏFôrèâg T k  ^  Pm^ jAAxAo» by Carmen and Moody
(1985). Each o f these ethnographers chose a speciEc sex w oA  locale, grounded in a 
particular histoEcal moment, described that moment and that locale, and investigated 
the issues at hand for the sex workers present.
Nencel (2001) focused her research on two groups o f prosEtutes. The Erst was a
group o f older women in their late 30s and 40s, who worked during the daytime on
one particular street in a slum in one o f the oldest districts in  Lima. Due to their age
and class position, the women accepted around US $250 per client According to
Nencel (2001), this pardcularly low pEce places these women into the lowest class o f
prosEtuEon in  Peru:
Nevertheless, some managed to earn at least three times the ofBcial 
minimum wage (US $90 a month); a Eait unlikely to be achievable 
woddng elsevWkiere because none o f them had completed secondary 
school and several had not gone further than the Erst years o f primary 
school (Nencel 2001:77)
The prosEmtes in  the second groiq) were younger, ranging in  age Eom 18 to their 
eady 30s, who worked in two locaEons in a tourist area. The women worked by 
streetwalking along a plaza, which they alternated with spending time at a parEcular 
club where prospective clients could buy them dEnks. These women were higher up 
in  the prosEmEon hierarchy, chargiog Eom US $15 to US $50 per client.
Nencel arranged an introducEon to the Erst group o f prosEmtes through contacts 
w ith a religious N G O  that did outreach to the prosEmtes. She was introduced to the 
second group by a Eiend o f her male research assistant, who had social contacts w ith 
some o f the prosEmte women who worked in  the area. Nencel originally planned to
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conduct life history interviews with as many prostitutes as possible. However, she 
found that the women did not wish to speak to her on a formal level They invited 
her to socialize, observe, and ask general questions, but only Eve women allowed her 
to complete actual interviews, and o f these Eve interviews, "two o f them resembled 
interrogadons" (Nencel 2001:86).
Due to problems she had imposing her original research design on her subjects,
and issues she faced w ith untruthfulness and illusion in the women's lives, and
therefore in  their relaEonship w ith her, Nencel (2001) states:
It  is a usual occurrence to thank the people who wear the label o f 
research subject because obviously without iheir help, cooperation and 
belief in  the research and researcher's commitment, the researcher 
would never have been able to complete the project. However, in this 
case I  End it difEcult to display my graEtude w ith any enthusiasm As 
w ill become clear in  the course o f this book, the word cooperaEon is 
not the most adequate one to describe our relaEonship.
However, her ethnographic account o f the women's lives is Ech w ith data and 
meaning, and the reader is leA wdth the impression that if  Nencel would have allowed 
herself to simply experience sooner, she would have been able to
uncover even more infbrmaEon. The lives o f sex workers are shrouded in secrecy and 
direct quesEoning is not often the best way to gather data. And the decepEons that 
Eustrated Nencel are an in t^ ra l part o f the sex work environment, and, as such, are a 
part o f the phenomenon to be studied, rather than a barEer to break through.
literally translated from Spanish, this phrase means “the environment,” but the prostitutes in lim a  appear to 
use the phrase much as American prostitutes use the expression, “the Kfe,” to mean the wodd o f prostitution.
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H aft's (1998) study examines power relations in the context o f gender and class
issues between clients and street prostitutes in  a poor, run-down in a coastal
Spanish town. H art completed 15 formal interviews w ith Wnw clients, and spoke
inform ally to about 85 more men who were uncomfortable w ith the interview
process. W hile she appears to have had a very similar experience as Nencel, her
reaction is strikingly different:
[The] SpeciEcally tape-recorded interviews provided me w ith a great 
deal o f useful infbrmaEon. However, they were not entirely worth the 
considerable energy put into obtaining them, as similar interviews 
could mostly have been undertaken on a more inform al basis with the 
same persons...
I  began to see that I  was using the taped interview mediod as a kind o f 
defensive shield, a shield that represented 'sEentiEc' authoEty. W hilst 
clients may have been much more at ease without a tape recorder, and 
may have revealed a great deal more about themselves infbrmally 
chatting to me at the bar, I  wanted to put them in a more formal 
situaEon where I  was clearly the researcher, authenticated by expenEve 
recording equipment. (H art 1998:65)
H art also spent many hours observing and interacting with sex workers and 
clients in  the Aamw. H er original introducEon to the study populaEon was through a 
Catholic social welfare agpncy, but she soon realized that while the introducEon itself 
was invaluable, she would have to distance herself somewhat Eom  the nuns, who 
were treated w ith formal respect, i f  she was going to Et in  to the and be allowed 
participate in  the daily acEviEes o f sex workers and their clients.
Carmen and Moody (198^ began their Eeldwork w ith New  York street 
prosEmtes and massage parlor workers as social service outreach workers. The pair 
engaged in direct outreach and observaEon for eigjht years as founders o f the Judson
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Church ProsEtuEon Project, which provided medical services, a professional journal 
for sex workers, and a mobile drop-in center, which was located on a renovated bus 
that made scheduled stops at areas where sex workers congregated.
W hile the middle class authors had difBculty gaining entree into the setting o f 
street-level prosEmEon, their perseverance paid of^ and once a few solid contacts 
were made, their project took o ff Perhaps due to the non-academic focus o f the 
project. Carmen and Moody were able to focus on relating to the women instead o f 
sEcking to a rigid plan o f acEon. The data in  the book also reflects the depth o f the 
relaEonships that were forged over such a long Eeldwork period.
T ike sex industry research in  general, most sex work ethnographies, including the 
three examples I  have reviewed here, focus on low-level sex work, in parEcular street 
prosEmEon.
Summary
Radical feminism has shed light on the signiEcance o f patriarchy in the sex 
industry, yet this perspective has essenEalized sex and assumed that gender is the only 
dynamic that can be used to explain oppresEon in  sex work. Socialist feminist 
perspectives added a focus on labor relaEons and the poEEon o f sex workers in  a 
patriarchal, capitalist society. Sex radical feminists have given more attenEon to sexual 
oppresEon as a separate system, and also have pointed to the importance o f honoring 
the lived experiences o f sex workers, including their expenences o f socioeconomic 
class, third party control o f labor and whore sEgma. Black feminists have focused on 
racist standards o f beauty, discourses o f race and ethnicity, and racial discriminaEon.
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An in-depth examination o f the outcall industry is needed to determine how all o f 
these issues afkct upper-level sex work. However, the research on outcall 
entertainment is extremely lim ited, as is the research on middle and upper class sex 
work in  general
In  particular, no research to date has examined the outcall entertainment industry 
in  the Las Vegas metropolitan area. By drawing on the strengths o f the feminist 
perspectives outlined above, I  plan to answer Eve questions about the outcall 
entertainment industry in Clark Country, Nevada. 1) W hat ate the effects o f third 
party control o f labor on sex workers and other workers in  the outcall setEngP 2)
How  are these effects intensiEed or mitigated by the speciEc and complex legal and 
social posiEon o f outcall entertainment in Clark County? 3) W hat discourses are used 
to fetishize, com m odi^  and/or nullify race and ethnicity in  the research setting? 4) 
How  do race and class affect subjects' perceived attractiveness, honesty, reliability, 
propenEty to violence, money-making potential, and class mobility? 5) How do race 
and class affect entertainers' and phone gids' actual money-making potential and class 
mobility?
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M E TH O D O L O G Y
Due to the secretive nature o f the outcall entertainment industry, it  is very 
difEcult for researchers and other outsiders to gain access to the owners, employees, 
and customers o f outcall agencies. In  the next secEon, I  w ill explain how I  gained 
entrée to and observed two o f the top Eve outcall agencies in Clark County.
In  the remainder o f this chapter, I  w ill describe how and why I  chose 
ethnography as my research method, discuss various posEble research roles that 
ethnographers can take, and explain my reasons for choosing full parEcipaEon as well 
as a covert strategy for gaining entree to the research setting.
Data Collection
I  became interested in  studying outcall entertainment agencies ethnographicaUy 
during the summer o f 2001, while I  was employed as a phone girl for Sweethearts, a 
latge outcall entertainment agency in the Las Vegas metropolitan area. The job was 
lucrative and, w ith my experience, easy to procure. Yet it was impossible for me to 
ignore the importance o f the access I  had into a wodd that most sociologists were 
not familiar w ith and would not be comfortable in. In  addiEon, I  had been frustrated 
by my lack o f success in previous attempts to research the local sex industry using 
both quanEtaEve surveys and qualitative interviews.
63
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I  decided to use my posiEon as a phone girl to covetdy observe outcall 
entertainment agencies Eom a worker's perspective. In  order to Eirther analyze the 
race, class and labor issues that I had observed at Sweethearts, I  applied E)t and 
obtained a posiEon as a phone girl E>r Playmates, another large agency.
I  applied E»r both posiEons by answering employment ads printed in the daily 
newspap»er. In  both cases, the fact that I  had previous experience working as a phone 
gid was helpful as a job qualiEcaEon, but more than anything, my knowledge o f die 
occupaEonal and social norms w ithin the outcall agency setting helped me know how 
to present myself in a manner that would get me the job.
I  did not request permission Eom either agency owner to observe the agencies for 
academic purposes. Revealing my status as a researcher, either before or after 
securing employment as a phone gid, would have compromised my ability to access 
the research settings.
I  spent 430 hours working in  the ofEce at Sweethearts and 390 hours working in  
the ofEce at Playmates. During my shifts, I  made direct contact w ith customers who 
called the agencies, spoke infbrm ally w ith other phone gids, and engaged in  
exchanges and negotiaEons w ith entertainers, managers, and agency owners. I  also 
spent many hours socializing w ith three phone gids in particular who became my 
Eiends. During these times, the topics o f our discussions varied, however, like most 
colleagues, we would often return to the subject we had most in  common: our work.
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It  would be difEcult to estimate how many hours I  spent in the Held in this manner, 
but the data collected this way was invaluable.
In  the next section, I  would like to discuss the ethnographic approach, SpeciEcally 
the method o f covert pardcipant observadon, and explain why I  believe this is the 
best method for examining upper-level sex work, such as the outcall entertainment 
industry.
Method Selecdon
Due to the interpersonal nature o f the data to be collected, quantitative methods
would be completely inappropriate fo r this study. Data was created in  the interactions
among subjects and between the subjects and the researcher.
Some feminist researchers continue to reject positivism as an aspect o f 
patriarchal thinking that separates the scientist Eom  the phenomenon 
under study.^  ^They repudiate the idea o f a social reality "out there" 
independent o f the observer. Rather, they think that social research 
should be guided by a constructivist Eamework in  which researchers 
acknowledge that they interpret and deEne reahty.^ ^ In  this context, 
feminist Eeldwork has a special role in upholding a nonpoEtivist 
perspective, rebuilding the social sciences and producing new concepts 
concerning women. (Reinharz 1992:46)
QuanEtaEve methodologies generally rely on assumpEons o f value-neutrali^, 
objectivity, and ontological truth claims. W hile some social science research can be 
carried out using the methods o f the natural sciences, these methods would not be
For a rejection o f this criticism, see Joey Sprague and Mary K. Zimmerman, “Quality and Quantity: 
Reconstructing Feminist Methodology,” The American S o d o h ^, 1989, 20(l):71-86 (note in original).
See Rhoda K. Unger (ed.), Representations: Social Constructions o f Gender, Amityvflle, NY: Baywood Publishing
Company, 1989 (note in original).
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the most effective in  the outcall industry setting for three main reasons. 1) Research 
subjects can not always be expected to respond tmthfuHy to direct questioning, 
especially when there is a great deal o f social stigma attached to the topic to be 
studied. This is particularly relevant in  the occupational subculture o f the sex industry 
where decepEons are common because it is often in members' best interests to lie 
about or conceal certain information. 2) Researchers do not always know the right 
quesEons to ask, especially given the lack o f infbrmaEon about the outcall industry. 3) 
Subjects don't always understand the quesEons put to them, especially in  studies that 
use self^administered surveys or interview schedules that are designed to process as 
many respondents as possible to ensure large enough sample sizes fbr quanEtaEve 
analyses.
Even qualitative, in-depth interviews might fail to capture themes that subjects, or 
the researcher, were unaware o f or unwilling to discuss in  a research setting. For 
previous research, I  conducted in-depth qualitative interviews (Seppa 2000) and used 
self^ administered surveys (Seppa and Sharp 2000) to explore the issue o f burnout in  
legal and illegal sex work. However, I  was extremely disappointed w ith the difhculEes 
I  encountered recruiting parEdpants. The superEciality o f research results was also a 
concern with the self-administered surveys. Many o f the respondents did not answer 
all o f the quesEons on the survey, perhaps skipping the quesEons that they did not 
fully understand or that they were uncomfbrtable answering.
Since this study is o f a setting that has not been researched in the past, 
ethnographic methods seemed most appropriate. As a parEdpant, I  could observe
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the Etuatioa and record the most striking or prominent themes. Further research 
using other methodologies, such as in-depth interviewing, to elicit deeper responses 
on SpeciEc topics highlighted by this preliminary study may be warranted.
In  addiEon, due to the nature o f the outcall industry, recruiting participants in  an 
unbiased manner would not be possible using tradiEonal sampling methods. One 
sim ilar study o f workers in a phone sex workplace included a parEdpant observaEon 
component, supplemented by qualitative interviews. However, the interview data, 
which was the only data published in the Enished dissertaEon, was collected Eom  
informants who had self-selected themselves fbr indusion into the study after reading 
an ad the researcher had placed in  the local sex trade papers (Flowers 1995).
In  sex industry research, the only way to ensure a representative sample is to 
parEcqiate fully in  the operaEons o f the sex workplace. Even then, the sample is only 
representative o f the speciEc populaEon studied. This research may have implicaEons 
Ear the wider sex industry, but my Endings are lim ited to sex workers at large outcall 
services in Clark Country, Nevada.
Three features characterize ethnographic research: enpiEcal observaEon, rather 
than deducEve introspecEon; openness to new data, in  contrast to a reliance on pre­
existing knowledge; and grounding social facts in  their speciEc Eeld, instead o f 
analyzing data out o f context (Basanger and D odier 1997). Historically,
Flowers was advised by her dissertation committee to suppress the data she collected as a participant 
observer, due to their discomfort with her use o f covert methods and with her status as a sex 
worker/ researcher. This data was later published in book format (1998a). Also see Flowers (1998b) for a 
discussion o f the issues o f ethics, censorship and stigma that led to the loss o f her data.
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ethnographers have followed a oatuialistic tradition that focuses on minimizing
presuppositions in order to understand subjects' wodds on their own terms,
becoming a participant in  the subjects' worlds, and represendng those worlds
AiirhAdly (Gubrium and Holstein 1997). To this end, a variety o f methods are used,
aldiough participant observation is generally considered the most central to the
ethnographic project.
Contemporary ethnography or Eeldwork is multimethod research. It  
usually includes observation, participation, archival analysis, and 
interviewiog, thus combining the assets and weaknesses o f each 
method (Reinharz 1992:46).
Some topics that are particularly appropriate for ethnographic Eeldwodr are 
groups or phenomena that have not previously been studied, groups or subcultures 
that view their worlds very differently 6om  how outsiders view them, and 
phenomena or interactions that are hidden from  public view Jorgensen 1989). 
Outcall entertainment agencies, and the people who work for them, 8 t all three o f 
these criteria.
In  the next section, I  w ill summarize some o f the potential roles an ethnographer 
ran take, including levels o f participation and secrecy. I  w ill then discuss some o f the 
issues inherent in  full participation as an employee in the research setting and the use 
o f a covert strategy for entrée into the research setting.
The key feature o f participant observation is that the researcher observes and 
participates directly in the daily lives o f the research subjects. One popular typology 
o f roles the researcher can take while collecting data includes: the complete
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participaAt, the patticipaat-as-observer, the obsetver-as-paftiapaat and the complete 
observer (Gold 1958; Adler and Adler 1994:379). Some feel that this typology is too 
rigid, obscuriog that the role that the researcher assumes can often change as the 
research progresses. Jorgensen (1989) prefers to view research roles as varying along a 
continuum from  a marginal, or complete outsider, role to a membership, or con^lete 
insider, role.
From  the beginning o f my Eeldwork, my status as a wother made me a complete 
participant in the ofBce, yet 1 would only label myself as a complete insider in  relaEon 
to the phone girl role. Since the outcall agencies arc staffed, owned, and patronized 
by distinct groups with very different pEoEEes, inclusion in one group automaEcally 
means exclusion Eom another.
Another scheme for classifying research roles has been proposed by M itchell, 
based on cognitive and affective aspects o f the researcheds relaEonship to the group 
she is studying. The four roles are: informed-sympatheEc, infbrmed-unsympathedc, 
natve-sympatheUc, and naïve-unsympathedc (1993:14). Researchers may not aWrg 
their cognitive-affective role in  the same way they choose their level o f participation 
in the research setting, but it is ethically im portant to reveal this role in disseminating 
research results. When I  entered the Eeld, 1 was both knovdedgeable about and 
sympathenc towards sex industry workers, so my role was that o f an inform ed- 
sympatheEc researcher.
Ethnographers who id en ti^  or sympathize w ith their research subjects have been 
cEticized for 'going native' or over-identi^ dng w ith subjects to the point that they can
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no longer analyze them critically. According to Jorgensen (1989), this difEculty can be 
overcome by using other members o f the sociological community as sounding boards 
to "talk out the analytic sociology o f what [one is] doing and separate it Eom the 
intrusion o f the [member's] perspective" (p. 64). As long as the researcher can 
separate these two perspectives (member and researcher), the strategy o f becoming 
the phenomenon can provide a level o f insight into the insider's experience that 
cannot be accessed in any other manner Jorgensen 1989:64-65). In  the following 
section, I  w ill review the positive and n^ative implicanons o f my partidpauon as a 
worker at the outcall agencies I  observed.
Most sex industry researchers do not opt for full participanon in  
the occupaEons they study. This is due to several reasons, including the stigma 
attached to parEdpaEon in the sex industry, the difference in  the type and amount o f 
training required to work in the sex industry versus academia, and the illegal or semi­
legal status o f many types o f sex work.
Through full parEdpaEon as an employee in the research setting, I  was able to 
access inform ation about outcall entertainment's backstage that was unavailable to 
outsiders. The three main issues that I  feel could not have been resolved without 
becoming an employee o f an outcall entertainment agency are: admittance to the 
setting, training in the daily operaEons o f an outcall entertainment agency, and the 
empathie understanding I  gained by working under the same condiEons as the other 
phone girls.
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By working as a phone girl, I  was able to access an otherwise closed setting. In  
Clark County, outcall agencies are open for business 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. 
However, the ofHce doors are always kept locked and only employees are allowed 
inside the ofHce. Security is tight due to concerns about informadon theft, armed 
robbery and other forms o f assault against agency owners and personnel The idenhty 
o f persons requesting entrance is ascertained via the surveillance m onitor outside 
each ofEce. Casual observers are not allowed iu the ofBce and any inquiries about 
ofGce policies and procedures, or even the locadons o f the ofBces, are rebujSed.
As a new phone girl, I  was given three days o f unpaid training at each agency. The 
training procedure at Sweethearts included reading a comprehensive training manual 
and policy handbook, watching a training video, observing senior phone girls at work, 
and role-playing to practice accepting telephone calls. A t Playmates, the training 
period comprised one-on-one instruction from  the dispatchers and senior phone 
girls, as w ell as an observaEon period and role-playing exercises. A t both agencies I  
was encouraged to take comprehensive notes on everything I  read and observed. 
However, I  was not allowed to take my notes or any other training materials home, as 
agencies are very secretive about their business pracEces. The infbrmaEon in  the 
training manual, and all other infbrmaEon about ofBce policies and procedures, was 
kept secret from  dancers, employees o f other agencies, and outsiders.
In  addiEon, since I  had die same duEes and responsibilities as the other 
employees, I  was able to experience the setting from  the perspective o f a phone girl, 
thereby allowing me to understand the emoEons and acEons o f the research subjects
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in  a way that would not be possible without actually participating in the day to day 
operations o f an outcall entertainment agency. I  not only understood academically, 
but also fe lt the same pressures that the other phone girls felt as a consequence o f 
their work environment and the expectadons that were placed on them. W hile my 
long-term dependence on the job was not high, due to my educational attainment and 
other work experience, I  was still dependent on the income I  was earning at the time 
o f my Eeldwork, as I  was not employed by the university or any outside employer at 
that time.
There are also several difficulties associated with taking the role o f an employee in  
the research settiog. Marquart (2001) discusses the moral and ethical dilemmas o f Edl 
pardcipadon in  a setting where illegal activides may occur and the researcher may 
discover "discrediting informadon" (p. 44) about his or her research subjects. He has 
two main observadons about this issue. First, he states that he had an obligadon "not 
to use informadon to injure the subjects" (p.44). For example, Marquart reEised to 
testify in a case against the department o f correcdons where he worked. Secondly, he 
points out that:
Complete involvement or immersion means just that, and like it or not, 
the insider must sometimes come to gr^s w ith various difEcult and 
trying situadons^... In  some cases, getting too close to the data might 
force the observer to compromise his or her values and morals in  order 
to remain a trusted member. In  the end, ethics are purely situadonal 
and no research method is completely safe for the researcher and the 
subjects.^
20 Styles 1979 (citation in original).
2* Humphreys 1970 (citation in original).
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W hile this is certainly a dilemma for researchers who choose fu ll participation, 
other methods that allow the researcher to avoid knowing too much about the 
population under study obviously are missing im portant aspects o f the research 
setting. In  research settings where "discrediting inform ation" exists, the researcher 
must uncover this inform ation or risk having only a superficial understanding o f that 
setting.
According to Marquart (2001), three main problems w ith the participative 
research role in  the prison setting, which also apply to the outcall entertainment 
m ilieu, are occupational pressures, reactivity, and coping w ith violence.
Marquart (2001) describes three methods he used to keep his sociological 
perspective, despite the occupational pressure o f being "expected to think, act, and 
talk like a guard" J). 41) during the period o f his Eeldwork: leaving the research site 
on his days o ff and discussing his experiences w ith fellow  sociologists, refusing to 
insult or Eght inmates for his own amusement, and writing at length about the 
experience o f role conflict I  used similar techniques during my tenure as a phone giH, 
discussing the ftustrating events o f the day w ith Eiends who had experience working 
in  the sex industry, other sociology graduate students, and my professors; attempting 
to enforce the agencies' unreasonable policies as 6 iE y as possible; and writing daily 
Eeld notes about the sociological implicaEons o f the role strain I  was experiencing, as 
well as the actual events o f the day.
W otting as a phone girl is very stressful due to the fis t pace, the pressure to make 
money for the company and for oneself the atdtude o f the agency owners and
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managers, and the ethical dilemmas present in  the job. Phone gids at outcall agencies 
are expected to manipulate and coerce entertainers to accept appointments they do 
not wish to accept; remain in situahons in which they are not comfortable, accept tips 
that are below their standards, and pay exorbitant Enes; all in  order to maximize 
proEts fo r the agency. Many o f the tactics that were encouraged, including 
intimidaEon, decepEon, and lying outEg^it, were against my personal belief that sex 
workers should be treated with respect.
However, while working as a phone girl, and having the same tactics used on me 
by management, it was difEcult to resist adopting the same perspective as the other 
phone girls. I  knew that my income depended on booking appointments and 
ensuring that the entertainers not only stayed and entertained the customers, but also 
reported their Eps honestly. I  was often very Eustrated by the difEculty we 
experienced in  keeping dancers on call duEng slow peEods, making sure they arrived 
at their appointments on tim e, and making sure that they did not steal Eom the 
company. A t times, I  felt that dancers were indeed lazy, lying thieves and I  worked 
hard at foiling their efforts to deprive me o f my hard-eamed Eps. W hile dealing w ith 
these occupational pressures was difEcult fo r me personally, I  do believe the 
expeEence was invaluable in  understanding the role conflict experienced by phone 
girls, which was merely enhanced by my addiEonal role as a researcher.
According to Marquart (2001), "the issue o f reactivity speciEes the proclivity o f 
the research subjects to alter their behavior as a consequence o f the researcher's 
presence" (p. 42). This problem was vastly reduced for me due to the fact that I  did
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not present myself as a researcher, and to my knowledge, no one in  either setting ever 
suspected that I  was fulEHing that role. My previous experience as a phone gid 
allowed me to relate to, and Et in  with, the other phone girls Eom the beginning o f 
my Eeldwork. Conversely, my role as a phone gid made it  more difEcult to interact 
w ith the dancers at each agency. Dancers concealed infbrmaEon Eom phone girls on 
a r^ u la r basis in  order to maximize their own proEts and avoid getting in  trouble. In  
general, I  was able to culEvate a fEendly, if  superEcial, relaEonship with most o f the 
dancers on my shifts, while some o f the other phone gids followed the agency rules 
so stdcdy that they were hated by the dancers. Yet, my attempts to be personable and 
fair could not completely mitigate the fact that I  was in a posiEon o f power over the 
entertainers, which did not allow for as many meaningful interacEons as I  would have 
liked.
W hile there were only a few sedously violent incidents during my Eeldwork, the 
threat o f violence is always present in  the agency setting. One o f my managers openly 
carded a gun w ith him at all times, and he would oEen leave the ofEce w ith his gun 
drawn when he saw something suspicious on the surveillance monitors. The secuEty 
procedures used in both ofEces had been developed due to counEess past incidents 
o f armed robbery and assault that had occurred at these places o f business. Current 
and fbrmer phone girls at one o f the agencies told me that a fam ily member and 
business associate o f the owner had demanded money Eom  the phone girls at 
gunpoint and even raped phone girls in  the ofBce. A t Emes this man was banned 
Eom die ofEce, but at other times I  saw him  enter at w ill. O n one occasion I  watched
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a manager lift up an angry dancer and throw her into the hallway. In  addition, verbal 
abuse o f phone girls and dancers by the managers was a common occurrence at both 
agencies, and there was always the possibility that a dancer might be assaulted by 
customers or the police when I  sent her on a call
Tike Marquart, I  dealt w ith actual and potential violence by accepting it as an 
inevitable element o f the research setting. This is another area where my previous 
experience as a phone gid was invaluable. Compared to some incidents I  had 
experienced while woddng at a previous agency, my two Eeldwork experiences were 
relatively uneventful In  comparison, some o f the novice phone girls who did not 
have previous experience in the Eeld were unable to cope w ith the verbal abuse 
and/or the threat o f violence and quickly quit the job, sometimes even before their 
unpaid training period had been completed.
In  addiEon to the level o f parEdpaEon in  the setting, a distincEon can be made 
between researchers who enter the setting in an overt manner, "openly requesting 
permission to observe" Jorgensen 1989:45), versus those who gain access in  using 
covert strategies, by "assumjin^ some parEdpant role without inform ing people in  
the setting that research is under way" Jorgensen 1989:46). O vert strategies are 
considered more ethically acceptable by mainstream academics, however this method 
o f gaining entrée leaves the study in quesEon open to the Hawthorne effect, vdiereby 
research subjects change their behavior simply because they know they are under 
study (Babbie 1998:235-236,286; see also Roethlisberger and Dickson 1939). In  
addiEon, access to many settings, especially criminal, deviant, or elite populaEons,
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may be denied to any researcher who attempts to gain entrée using an overt strat^y 
Jorgensen 1989:42-49). In  the section that follows, I  w ill review some ethical and 
practical issues relevant to the use o f covert observadon.
Gwert Most methodological discussions o f covert participant
observation focus on the "decepEon debate" (M iller and Selva 2001; Bulmer 1980; 
Galliher 1973; Humphreys 1970; Roth 1962) regarding whether the use o f secrecy in  
social science research is ethical or unethical More recent work on the subject has 
focused on the pracEcal aspects o f using this method, as well as the strengths and 
weaknesses o f the method (H ilbert 2001; M iller 2001).
According to M iller (2001), there are vaEous methodological and theoreEcal 
reasons for engaging in covert participant observaEon, including the impossibility o f 
gaining access to certain populaEons using overt methods, and the desire to avoid 
distorting data through a "qualitative Hawthorne effect" (p. 17).
M iller (2001) speciEcally menEons that persons and groups "engaged in  illegal or 
unconvenEonal behavior" and "those in  powerful and authoEtative poEEons" are 
parEculady "secretive and difEcult to openly observe" (p. 17). The entire sex industry 
611s in to the Erst category, due not only to the illegal or quaE-legal nature o f many 
types o f sex work and the current or past cEminal activity o f sex industry workers 
and business owners, but also due to the social stigma attached to all types o f sex 
work, regardless o f l^ a lity . Outcall entertainment agencies in parEcular Et into the 
second category. Outcall entertainers are elite sex workers, and many hide their 
parEdpaEon in the sex industry Eom Eiends, family, and the public. Therefore, they
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are not as visible to teseatcbers as lower status sex workers, such as street prosdtutes. 
In  addiEon, agency owners have the power and authoEty to completely restEct access 
to the research setting.
Since the goal o f this study was to understand what actually occurs in a 
stigmatized setting that is generally obscured Eom public view, it was necessary E>r 
this research to be conducted coverEy (M itchell 1993). There are two main reasons 
why this project would not have been possible i f  I  had attempted to request 
permisEon Eom  an agency owner to conduct a study. First, due to the compeEtive 
nature o f the outcall entertainment industry, agency owners do not allow informaEon 
about their companies' customers, policies, or daily operaEons to leave the ofEce in 
any form  E»r any reason. Second, worker-management relaEons were one o f my main 
areas o f inquiry. In  the unlikely event that an agency owner was to accept my research 
proposal, I  E el that my assodaEon w ith management would compromise my 
invesEgaEon. I  wanted to know what polides and procedures management was able 
to enforce, what workers E el comfortable saying about relations w ith management, 
and what actually occurred when the two groups interacted.
The AmeEcan Sodological AssodaEon's Code o f Ethics states that informed 
consent may be waived "when (1) the research involves no more than minimal Esk 
E r research parEdpants, and (2) the research could not pracEcably be earned out 
were informed consent to be required" (ASA 1997). Furthermore, the ASA Code o f 
Ethics states that when informed consent has been waived, "the conEdentiality o f any 
personally identiEable informaEon must be maintained" (ASA 1997). These
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requiremeats have been met and this research has been approved by the U N L V  
Social and Behavioral Sciences InsEtuEonal Review Board.
As conducted, this study presented minimal nsks to the research subjects. Due to 
the social stigma surrounding the sex industry, research subjects could have suffered 
social, emoEonal, and/or psychological harm if  their idendues were publicly revealed 
However, since I  did not coUect any infbrmaEon about my research subjects' 
idenEties, they are assured o f complete anonymity, not just the promise o f 
conEdentiality. W ithin the outcall industry, the iKe o f pseudonyms is universaL 
Owners, managers, support personnel and sex workers all use work names rather 
than their legal names. In  my notes and in  this thesis, I  have used a pseudonym for 
both companies I  studied, and I  have disguised the idenEties o f individual subjects by 
creating another pseudonym to replace their work names. Since my research interests 
were in  the interacEons between individuals, I  had no reason to keep records o f 
identifying infbrmaEon.
The oEier main Esks to research subjects were the threat o f arrest fbr any 
entertainer who was parEcipating in  illegal prosEtuEon and the threat o f violence 
Eom a customer. DuEng the course o f my EeldwoA, I  sent dancers on calls where 
they were arrested, threatened, and in one case, phyEcaüy assaulted. Still, as an 
experienced phone gid, I  employed the best techniques I  could to avoid these 
outcomes and I  believe that the rates o f arrest and violence on my shifts were as low  
as could be expected within this parEcular setting. Sex work is often dangerous work.
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Nevertheless, more research that changes public perceptions o f sex workers and 
public policies on sex work is essential to change the material conditions o f sex 
workers lives, including lifting the threat o f arrest and reducing on-the-job violence.
Hoarding the practical aspects o f covert participant observaEon, rather than any
ethical concerns, H ilbert (2001) states:
M y concern lies mainly w ith the nature o f covert parEcipant 
observaEon per se, that is, what it  is that covert analysts are actually 
doing when they enga^ in covert activity. 1 w ill argue that analysts' 
pracEcal concerns w ith protecting their idenEties closely coincide with 
other methodological strategies o f ethnographic investigaEon. (P. 21)
Hilbert's (2001) main point is that, through the act o f concealing the secret o f 
their alternate idenEty as researchers, covert parEcipant observers leam what "typical 
members" do to maintain their membership in  the group. He goes on to list eight 
"general features o f social settings which covert parEcipant observers can depend on" 
J). 24), one o f which is parEcularly relevant to my study.
According to H ilbert (2001), "First and most useful is the tendency for people to 
view others as what they riaim  to be^ - in  cases relevant to this discusEon, as fellow  
members." lik e  H ilbert, I  did not encounter any suspicion that I  was secretly 
researching the setting. W hile agency personnel were concerned with ensuring that 
infbrmaEon did not leave the ofBces, their suspicions regarding my potential secret 
agenda, or that o f any other phone girl or dancer, was lim ited to secretive or 
dishonest activities that were typical o f the setting. Phone girls and dancers were 
routinely accused o f stealing infbrmaEon or underreporting tips in  order to increase
22 See Goffinan 1959 (citation in original).
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their proEts. New hires were sometimes suspected o f spying on the agency for 
another agency owner or even law enforcement, but no one was ever suspected o f 
investigating the agency fbr academic or joumalisEc purposes.
H ilbert (2001) states, "to sociologists entering a setting fbr covert research 
purposes, the likelihood o f exposure may be drasEcally overestimated" (p. 25). Due 
to my own fear that my research interests would be discovered, I  presented myself as 
an undergraduate sociology student at U N L V , rather than a graduate student 
However, at no time did any member o f the setting, even those who became my close 
Eiends, ask substantive quesdons about my schoolwork. Questions and comments 
were restricted to mundane topics such as the date o f my graduaEon, the difEculty o f 
working full-tim e and also going to school, and the desire expressed by some other 
phone girls to start (or return to) c o llie  or trade school
I  even worked with one other phone girl who was a graduate student in a 
different department at U N LV . W hile she did not exactly Et in  w ith the other phone 
girls, as she was quieter and better spoken, w ith a more conservative presentaEon o f 
sel^  no one quesEoned her presence at the agency. In  general, agency personnel felt 
that working as a phone girl was a lucraEve, i f  stressful, poEEon, suitable fbr anyone 
who could handle the pressures o f the job.
Summary
In  this chapter, I  have outlined my method o f data collecEon, explained how I  
gained entrée to both o f the agencies where I  was employed, and discussed my 
reasons fbr choosing ethnc^raphy as the research method fbr this project. In
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addition, I  have justihed my choice o f fu ll participanon as a phone gjri at each agency, 
and my use o f a covert strategy to access the research settings.
In  the next chapter I  w ill discuss the process o f booking a call, dispatching an 
entertainer, checking her in  and out o f the call, and collecting and dropping the 
agency fee. I  w ill also describe the duties associated w ith each occupational role in  the 
agencies, and explain fhe compensadon structure fbr dancers, phone girls and 
dispatchers.
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CHAPTER 4
A G E N C Y  O PER A TIO N S A N D  O R G A N IZ A T IO N
In  this chapter I  w ill describe a typical rail, outline the organizational structure o f 
the agencies I  observed, and give a brief demographic sketch o f the customers who 
called the agencies. I  w ill also give a proEle o f each occupational role within the 
agency setting: phone gid, entertainer, manager and owner, and explain the 
compensation structures and employment statuses that the agencies use.
A  Typical Call
Outcall agencies advertise in phone books, in  trade publications, on the internet, 
th ro t^  the distribution o f flyers and cards, and through outdoor advertising, such as 
taxi-tops and billboards. The content o f ads has changed over the years, due to 
legisladon that restricts the wording than can l^ a lly  be used to describe the services 
provided, as well as changing guidelines by publishers such as Reuben H . Donnelly, 
producers o f the Sprint Yellow  Pages.
Currently, ads typically refer to "strippers," "girls," or "entertainers," who can be 
sent to clients' hotel room  to stdp totally nude. Some ads claim to be placed by 
individual entertainers or state that the entertainer is "not an agency." Other ads 
describe the entertainers available as "soroEty sisters," "college co-eds, " "student
83
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nurses," "Asian dolls," or some other speciEc female population. Independent 
entertainers do place ads in the same venues as agencies. However, a large number o f 
ads that refer to non-agency entertainers are actually placed by agencies.
W hen a customer calls the agency and a phone girl answers, she w ill greet him  
politely but sexily. The phones used at outcall agencies are large switchboards, and 
each line is labeled with a word that refers to the ad where that line's phone number 
appears.
I f  the phone line that the customer called in  on is matched up w ith an agency ad, 
such as the Yellow Pages ad that states, "Full Service Asian Connection — Exotic 
Females — Licensed Outcall Service — Adults Only — Private Parties — Call 24 Hours a 
Day, 7 Days a W eek,"^ (Sprint Publishing &  Advertising 2002:696) the phone girl is 
told to greet the customer with, "Hello, can I  help you?" However, i f  the phone 
number is matched up to a non-agency advertisement, such as the one that states, 
"N ot an Agency — Brandy — Beautiful Lady — 24 Hours — 7 Days," (Sprint Publishing 
&  Advertising 2002:732) the phone girl is told to greet the customer with a simple 
"H i," to encourage him  to believe that she is an actual entertainer answering her own 
phone.
A t this point; the customer may or may not greet the phone girl in  return. He w ill 
often jump straight to his Erst quesEon, which usually has to do w ith the pEce o f the 
entertainment or the physical attEbutes o f the available entertainers.
2) To maintain the confidentiality o f my research sites, I have chosen ads that illustrate my points from all 
available ads, and have not limited my selections to ads placed by Sweethearts and Playmates.
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A  good phone girl w ill ignore his quesEon and steer Eie conversaEon to vho the 
customer is and where he is staying. This is im portant because once a customer 
knows — or thinks he knows — how much his entertainment w ill cost him, he is ready 
to get o ff the phone and call around fbr a better price Eom  another agency. I f  the 
phone gEl doesn't have the name o f his hotel, his room number, and the full name o f 
die registered guest, she has no way to call him  back or send an entertainer over to 
his room , and the call w ill go to a sharper phone girL However, if  she can divert him  
Eom his line o f quesEoning by asking his name, and then use a rapid-Ere series o f 
quesEons to get these three cEEcal pieces o f infbrmaEon, known as "fu ll 
infbrmaEon," then she can call him back to verify that he is actually in  the room.
This is done fbr several reasons. One, she has now vcEEed that the call was not a 
prank. H e may still be a "parader", a caller who requests entertainers Eom mulEple 
agencies fbr the juvenile th rill o f seeing them arrive in his room and getting to reject 
them, but at least he is not a prank caller who simply enjoys harassing phone gjrls and 
having them describe entertainers' physical characteEsEcs over the phone.
Tw o, she can now send an entertainer up to his room, whether he decides to 
make an appointment ("book a call") or n o t OEen, customers refuse to book a call 
w ith the Erst few phone gids they talk to, instead calling various agencies fbr the best 
pEces or the prettiest-sounding dancers, but the call usually goes to the Erst dancer 
who gets to the room , not the dancer Eom  the agency that actually booked the call 
Since the company does not pay the dancers fbr then tim e, gasoline, or other
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expenses, agency owners have nothing to lose by enforcing a policy o f sending out a 
dancer every time a phone girl gets full inform ation Eom a potential customer.
Ih re e , she can now reach the customer and the entertainer in  the room during the 
call She can let the dancer know when her time is up, and i f  there is a problem with 
the call, she can speak to the customer while the entertainer leaves the room. I f  a call 
is going badly, for example i f  a customer does not want to let an entertainer leave 
because he did not Eel that he received his money's worth, agency personnel would 
prefer to talk to the customer and resolve the issue in  that manner. However, during 
my Eeldwork I  heard o f rate instances where phone gtds felt that the entertainer was 
actually in  physical danger and hotel security was called.
A fter the phone girl veriEes the customer's informaEon, she describes ("pitches") 
the entertainers on duty to the customer and quotes a pEce to him. A t Sweetheatts, 
the standard agency Ee is $175 in cash, $225 on a standard credit card, or $250 on 
American Express. I f  a customer asks about tipping, phone girls are required to state 
that tips are "appreciated but not required," regardless o f the fact that both dancers 
and phone girls depend on customers' Eps E r  theE income. A t Playmates the usual 
fee is $250 in cash or on credit and phone girls are allowed to tell customers that they 
are expected to tip the entertaiuer.
The agency Ee can be lowered to $100 cash at either agency if  the customer is 
unwilling to book the call at a higher pEce, or i f  he has been quoted a lower pEce by a 
competing agency. However, i f  the pEce is lowered and the entertainer earns a Ep,
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she^ has to pay the difference out o f her tip. So, i f  a call is booked at $125 and the 
girl makes another $200 in tip , she has to bring the agency Ee up to $175, which 
reduces her t^  to $150. This is particularly im portant because a guy who dickers over 
$50 or $100 in agency Ees usually isn't going to be the best tipper, so her Ep is going 
to be small anyway.
A t all Las Vegas area agencies, these pEces are E r  "up to the hour." I f  a customer 
asks what up to the hour means, he is told that it can mean any amount o f time up to 
sixty minutes, and that the more he Eps, the longer the gid w ill stay. However, a 
"dancer's hour" is actually Erty-Gve minutes long, so up to the hour really means any 
amount o f time Eom one minute to Erty-Gve minutes. A fter Erty-Gve minutes, the 
entertainer must collect another agency Ee Eom the customer or leave. Otherwise 
she w ill be Gned E r the pEce o f an addiEonal hour.
Once the customer has selected an entertainer and he and the phone gid agree on 
a pEce, she writes up his informaEon on a special E rm , known as a "Ecket", and she 
either selects a dancer to take the call or requests that the dispatcher does so, 
depending on the preErence o f the dispatcher on duty. I f  the call is undesirable, the 
phone gid may be in the poEEon o f having to sell the customer to the entertainer, 
convincing her to accept a call that she does not really want to take.
Even if  the customer has requested a speciGc entertainer, based on her 
descEpEon or a picture in  an ad, the agency does not worry too much about sending
2+ Although there were male and female entertainers at each agency, I have used feminine pronouns when 
discussing entertainers for ease o f reading, as most calls were for females.
25 Daily totals at Sweethearts ran from 8 am to 7:59 am the next day. At Playmates, the workday ran from 7 am 
to 6:59 am the next day.
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that particular eatertainer on the call, because she may not be available or even 
actually wodr E r  the agency. Many o f the pictures used in agency ads are o f 
proEsEonal models or entertainers vho are no longer with the agency.
The phone gid and the dispatcher w ill try to match the customed s request to the 
best o f their ability by matching the characteristics described to the customer w ith the 
most Efnilar available dancer. However, a dancer must be sent to entertain the 
customer, regardless o f whether or not she Gts the customeds request When the 
dancer is dispatched, the time is written down on the ticket; and she has twenty 
minutes to ardve at the cliends hotel (or residence). I f  the hotel or house is E rther 
than twenty minutes away ftom  the Strip, the dancer is given additional time.
W hen the dancer arrives at the lobby or parking garage o f the hotel, she calls the 
agency and is told the customeds name and room  number. She then has three to Gve 
minutes to get up to the room and call the agency Eom the telephone in the 
customed s room.
The dancer is supposed to call the agency as soon as she arrives inside the 
customeds room  She then attempts to collect the agency Ee while she is still on the 
phone. By telling the customer that she can get oE  the phone and begin his 
entertainment as soon as he pays the Ee, she may be able to divert his atteoEon Eom  
what the fee actually covers. I f  the customer insists on n^otiating beEre paying the 
agency fee, the entertainer has Eve minutes to complete the negotiaEons and collect 
the agency Ee.
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I f  the dancer cannot come to an agreement and coDect the agency Ee, she must 
call the agency back and then leave the room immediately. I f  this happens, the phone 
girls are required to send another dancer to the room to "back-up" the call, whether 
or not the customer is still interested in paying E r entertainment. Most agencies, 
including Sweethearts and Playmates, w ill keep sending back-up dancers until the 
customer agrees to pay E r  entertainment or until Eve dancers have been to the room, 
whichever comes Erst.
AEer collecting the agency Eom  the customer, the entertainer calls the agency 
back and lets the phone girl or the dispatcher know that she is "checking in". Once 
she has collected the agency Ee Eom the customer, there are no reEmds E r  any 
reason and the entertainer becomes responsible E r paying that EiU amount to the 
agency. I f  she returns the money to the customer E r  any reason, or i f  the customer 
takes back the money by Erce, she owes that amount to the agency out o f her own 
pocket
A t this point the phone girl w ill ask the entertainer if  she wants Eve, ten, EEeen, 
etc. minutes w ith the customer, all the way up to 45 minutes, until the dancer says 
yes. This is known as the danceds "wake-up" call I f  the dancer has not received her 
tip yet, she may ask E r only Eve minutes beEre her wake-up call Then, aEer using 
that Eve minutes to negotiate and collect her tip , she wiU ask E r  up to 40 minutes 
more, based on the amount o f the Ep and how long she thinks she needs to entertain 
the customer. I f  he does not Ep very well, she might simply want ten minutes w ith 
him. I f  he has Epped her well, and especially if  she thinks she can get more money
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out o f him  if  she has an unintetfupted period o f time w ith him, she might ask E r the 
E ll 40 minutes.
W hen E e  allotted time has passed, E e phone girl w ill call the entertainer back and 
ask her i f  she wants to "check out" or i f  she needs more time. I f  E e entire 45 
minutes has passed, she w ill ask the dancer if  she think she can convince E e  
customer to pay anoEer agency Ee E r anoEer hour. I f  not, E e entertainer must get 
dressed and leave immediately.
The dancer can use Eese wake-up calls to request more tip money Eom the 
customer, stating that she is needed on anoEer call, and that she has to leave unless 
she gets m ote money.
A fter E e entertainer leaves E e  customeds room, she calls the agency to let Eem  
know she is out and Een E e  has another twenty minutes to arrive back at E e agency 
w iE  E e agency Ee. I f  E e  agency is busy and E e  entertainer is needed at another call, 
she may be dispatched directly to anoEer hotel or residence, but only if  her or his 
bond is paid, and Een only to one more call, never more.
Upon returning to E e agency, E e dancer turns over E e  agency Ee and E e phone 
gid's tip. I f  she owes any money to E e agency fbr bond or Enes, she is encouraged to 
pay o ff at least a portion o f the debt out o f her tip money. Dancers are not allowed to 
tip E e  phone girls i f  they owe money to E e  company E r  bond or Enes. Any money 
Eey plan on Epping E e phone girl w iE  must be turned over to E e  company and 
applied to E e ir bond or Enes. A fter E e  dancer drops o ff E e  money, she is eiEer 
dispatched to another call or told to go back to E e Strip and wait E r  a call Many o f
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E e dancers waited at E e bars in  the major casinos, while a few who had apartments 
near E e  SEp went back home to wait on slow nigjhts. Sometimes dancers would call 
the ofHce to say that Eey had m et a prospective customer in  a bar and that Eey 
would call back on when Eey were done entertaining him.
The number o f successful calls booked varied greatly by shift, agency, and season, 
but on a typical Saturday,^  about 50 calls might go through at SweeEearts, while 
Playmates would usually put through about 75 calls. A t boE  agencies, Saturdays and 
Fridays were E e busiest days. The Friday and Saturday graveyard shifts were equally 
busy, but Saturday was busier dunng E e evening shift. Thursdays and Sundays were 
moderately busy, and Wednesdays, Tuesdays, and Mondays were slow to extremely 
slow. It  was not uncommon E r Eere to only be 3-5 calls at SweeEearts or 5-10 calls 
at Playmates on a Monday or Tuesday.
Agency rules are designed to regulate E e phone girls' and dancers' work so that 
calls conErm  as closely as possible to E e  m eEod outlined in  this section. However, 
E e type o f entertainment provided on a call can vary depending on E e customer's 
interests and budget, and the entertainer's personal policies and lim its. E  E e  next 
section I  w ill provide a general demographic overview o f E e  types o f customers who 
use outcall agencies.
Customers
Customers were divided into two main categories: Eose who were staying at 
hotels and motels, and Eose who wanted entertainment in  E e ir homes. It  was also
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im portant to ascertain i f  E e customer wanted to see a female entertainer or a male, 
and whether he was seeking one-on-one entertainment or entertainment fbr a gtoup, 
such as a bachelor party. About a E ird  o f all customers stated that Eey had never 
used an outcall service beEre. Others inEcated that E ey had had unsatisEctory 
experiences w iE  agencies in  E e past and wanted the phone girl to know that Eey 
understood E e system and were trying to manipulate it to their advantage.
Phone gids Ed not ask customers if  they were Æ c a n  Amedcan, but Eey did 
wdte this inErm ation down, based on E e  sound o f E e customer's voice. Only a 
small percentage o f customers were Black, but this percentage increased dramatically 
during certain cultural events, such as nights vEen there were boxing matches or 
music award ceremomes. Many o f E e dancers would not entertain Black customers 
and E ey would complain if  a phone gid did not tell them in advance that a customer 
was Black.
Phone gids only asked customers about their age i f  Eey sounded underage, but 
sometimes customers would volunteer this inErm ation, along w iE  inErm ation  
about their madtal status. Customers were o f all different age ranges, ftom  18 to 70+, 
but Eose extremes were rare. Most were between 30 and 55. Some were single or 
divorced, while others were married or had a signiEcant other. A  signiEcanr m inority 
stated that Eey were sharing a hotel room  w iE  E e ir wife or girlfriend, who was out 
shopping or sightseeing.
Over 95% o f all customers were male and E e  vast majority o f female customers 
were part o f a m ale/female couple or else part o f an all-female group looking E r
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eateftaiom ent fo i a party. The 'typical' customer was a W hite male tounst staying at a 
major hotel on the Las Vegas Strip who had never used an outcall agency before and 
wanted to see a blonde Caucasian female entertainer for one-on-one entertainment.
The main types o f customers in rough order o f frequency were: a male calling 
alone for entertainment by one female entertainer, a group o f males calling for one or 
more females to entertain at a bachelor party or sârrûlaj:€rverit,2ijiia le  caJlirys alone fcrr 
a niale entertainer, a gpROiq) cdF females calling for one male to entertain at a 
bachelorette or birthday party, a m ale/fianale couple calling for entertainment by a 
female, twotojBouriiiales calling together to be entertained separately by an equal 
number o f females, a male calling alone to be entertained by a male-to-female 
transsexual entertairwa^ aric  ^rareJy^ , a fcrruiLeiialUiig alone to be entertained by a 
fanale entertainer. About 65% o f all customers &t into the hrst categoty, w ith 
another 20% falling into the second category.
In  the next section I  w ill describe the different roles that phone girls, managers, 
dispatchers, agency owners, and other personnel play in  the operation o f the outcall 
entertainment agencies I  observed. I  w ill also give b rief biographical sketches o f some 
o f the workers at each agency.
W o rt Roles
Managerial hierarchies vary from  agency to agency. Owners may be more or less 
involved in the day to day operations o f the agency, and workers may be supervised 
by managers who have a strictly disciplinary function enforcing company policies, or 
dispatchers who take part in  the process o f booking and hlling calls. However, the
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bulk o f the labor at all o f the large agencies is performed by an expendable workforce 
o f phone girls and entertainers.
Customers call the numbers listed in  each agency's ads and are connected with a 
female employee or independent contractor known as a phone girL The phone girl is 
responsible fo r answering incoming sales calls, finding out the prospective customer's 
contact inform ation, and making a sales pitch.
Jaw/ikwA. A t some agencies, such as Sweethearts, the phone girls are also 
responsible for dispatching entertainers to appointments, verifying that the 
entertainer has actually collected the money from  the customer once she arrives at the 
appointment location, notifying the entertainer that her or his time is up, and 
collecting the money when the entertainer returns to the ofBce.
Two to three phone girls work each shift. One or two phone girl trainees may be 
observing or working at the same time. One girl per shift is selected to sit at desk one, 
where dancers drop o ff agency fees and all other money owed to the agency. In  
general, since the position entails more responsibility, either the phone girl w ith the 
most seniority or the most competent girl on a shift sits at desk one. The phone girls 
usually n^otiate among themselves to determine who sits at desk one. A t times, the 
managers or the owner specif which girl should sit at desk one during a particular 
shift This generally happens when they want to give more responsibility to a girl who 
is learning to perform  the desk one functions and w ill be supervised by another 
phone girL A t other times, managers may seat a specihc phone girl at desk one
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because they suspect auother phone girl o f theft and do not want her handling the 
money or keeping the financial records for that sh ift
W hile many phone girls were hired and Gred in  the time I  worked for 
Sweethearts, only 6 other phone gids were employed for over a month during my 
Geldwotk. Lainey was hired at the same time I  was, and was Bred a week or two after 
me, so she was employed for a little over three months. She was W hite, 20 years old, 
with a h i^  school education and hopes o f attending beauty school someday. She had 
never woiked as a phone girl before. Lainey and I  became fdends during the time we 
worked together and I  kept in touch w ith her until I  moved away Grom Las Vegas.
The phone girl w ith the most seniority at the time I  was hired w^s Ashley, who 
had been workiag at Sweethearts for Gve months. Ashley was W hite, 20 years old, 
w ith a hig^ school education and no phone girl experience prior to working at 
Sweethearts. She worked for Sweethearts for seven months before she was Bred. 
Afterwards, she wotked as a phone gW for a smaller agency and then took a low  
paying job as an appointment setter for a non-adult company. She later applied for a 
job at Playmates, but was told that she could not work there because o f her 
friendship with Lainey, who was working at Playmates at the time Ashley applied for 
a job there. Agency owners discourage any fdendships between and among phone 
girls and dancers. I  was told that the reason for this was because employees who 
know each other mig^t partner iq) to steal money from  the company.^
^  See the section on theft prevention policies in chapter 5 for ways that this might be accomplished.
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Karen was W hite, 21 years old, w ith a high school education and a part-time retail 
job diat she kept throughout the time she worked at Sweethearts. She had no prior 
phone girl experience. She was hired about a month before I  was and Bred after three 
months o f employment. She later applied for a job at Playmates, a few days before I  
did, and she began the training period, but she was Bred within a couple o f days. A t 
the time I  was hired, I  was asked i f  I  knew Karen, and I  later overheard Kay telling 
another dispatcher that she Bred Karen because she didn't trust her.
Melissa was W hite, in  her late teens or very early twenties. She did not have a high 
school diploma or G E D . Prior to workiog at Sweethearts, she had worked on and o ff 
fo r a local chain o f take-out pizza parlors. As a young teenager, she had worked in  
street-level prostitution and had spent many years under the control o f one or more 
violent pimps. She worked for Sweethearts for a total o f about Bve months and was 
Bred during the time o f my Beldwodc A  few weeks after she was Bred, she called and 
begged for her job back. She simply didn't have any better prospects. A t that time, 
she was not hired back by the company.
Sonya was Latina and W hite, in  her early 20s, w ith a high school d^lom a. She had 
quit Sweethearts once before and been allowed to come back. I  estimate that she 
worked at Sweethearts for a total o f Bve or six months. When I  spoke to her a couple 
o f months after she had been Bred, she told me that she was working as a secretary at 
a law Brm and had no interest in  ever returning to agency work.
M arilyn was a W hite woman in  her 50s w ith a spotty employment history. She had 
worked in non-adult telephone sales, but had no previous phone girl experience. She
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had been with Sweethearts for two months when I  was hired and was Bred less than a 
month aAer I  was, for a total o f almost six months o f employment. However, it  took 
her Bve entire months to work her way o ff o f the day shift, because she was not a 
good closer, but she was very methodical w ith the morning paperwork. She later told 
me that she would like to Bnd another agency job but that she didn't know if  that 
would be possible, since she had been Bred Bom Sweethearts. W hile she fû t that the 
managers had been very abusive at Sweethearts, she was not doing very well 
Bnancially and felt that working as a phone girl was the most lucrative employment 
option she had.
A t Playmates, one to three phone girls work each shift. During busy 
shifts a senior phone girl is designated as the assistant dispatcher. In  addition to her 
regular duties, the assistant dispatcher is responsible for assisting the dispatcher in  
counting money, recording the amounts, and dropping money into the safe. Only 
gids who the owner and the head dispatcher want to promote to dispatcher are given 
the privilege o f working as an assistant dispatcher. Gids are selected based on their 
level o f experience, but also on their aptitude and personality. I  was promoted to 
assistant dispatcher in  my second month at Playmates, while several girls had been 
working at the company longer but were not trusted to ascend to this position.
Several phone girls were also hired and Bred during the time I  worked at 
Playmates, although the turnover was somewhat lower. Lainey was also employed at 
Playmates during the time I  worked there. She had been hired two months before I  
applied for a position w ith the company and promoted to assistant dispatcher after
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working there for one month. A fter two months, she had been given her own 
dispatching shift. A fter she had worked for the company for six months, she was 
Bred due to a disagreement with the owner. She applied for a job with a brand new 
agency (hat Ashley told her about, but quit after working an eight-hour shift during 
which the phone didn't ring once. A fter not working for several months, she started 
doing some Beelance work as an adult phone actress, and was also trying to earn 
additional income as a freelance phone girl by placing internet ads for independent 
entertainers and collecting a commission if  (he ads resulted in  any calls.
Dana was another phone girl who had worked at Sweethearts for a brief period o f 
time. She was in her late twenties, Caucasian, w ith some college coursework, but no 
degree. She had been working at Playmates for three months when I  was hired, and 
was employed (here for seven to eight months before she was terminated. A fter 
leaving Playmates, she worked w ith Lainey placing internet ads for independent 
entertainers.
Shelly was an African American phone girl in  her mid-twenties vdio had a day job 
at a Bnandal institution and was also pursuing a graduate education. She worked the 
day shift on weekends (he entire time I  was employed at Playmates, but I  do not 
know how long she had been employed before I  was hired or vdiether or not she was 
eventually terminated. However, she did state that she was working two jobs in  order 
to pay for her education, and that she was planning to go to law school after she 
received her Master's degree. O f all o f the phone girls I  worked w ith at both agencies.
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Shelly was the only one who seemed to have good future prospects for employment 
in the straight world.
Lori was 27 years old. W hite, unmarried, w ith a young child. She was hired at the 
same tim e as me. She had no previous phone girl experience, but stated that she had 
always wanted to work for an agency because she had known a phone girl when she 
was in her teens and that woman had always had a lo t o f cash to spend. A fter about a 
month and a half o f working at Playmates, she was told that she was not booking 
enough calls and she was given take-home assignments about the art o f selling that 
she was required to read. She complained to me about this, but accepted it, and after 
another two weeks she was put into training to be an internet girl instead o f a phone 
girl. She was employed at Playmates for at least four months, but I  do not know what 
happened to her after I  le ft the company.
A t Swneethearts, there were managers wdio were responsible for hiring new phone 
girls and supervising the phone girls and dancers. During most o f the time I  was 
working at Sweethearts, the managers were two men who were relatives o f the owner. 
When they were present, they collected money from  dancers and assisted the phone 
girls by dispatching dancers to appointments. Due to low  call volume, the morning 
shift, which runs from  8 a.m. to 4 p.m ., was generally unsupervised at Sweethearts. 
One manager^  Larry, was roughly responsible fo r the swing shift, which runs Grom 4 
p.m. to midnight, while the other manager, N ick, was mostly responsible for the 
graveyard shift, which runs from  midnight to 8 a.m. However, neither manager kept
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to a schedule, and as a worker, it was impossible to know if  a particular shift would 
be supervised, unsupervised, or i f  the owner would simply be watching and listening 
in  over the security cameras. Near the end o f my employment at Sweethearts, both 
N ick and Larry were Bred and the owner's Bancee, Maria, who had wotked for the 
company as a phone girl for several years, came back to work as a phone girl and as 
the night-tim e manager.
A t Playmates, the dispatcher on each shift supervised the phone gids and dancers, 
collected the money that dancers dropped o ff after each call, recorded the amounts 
collected, and dropped the money into the safe. They were also responsible for 
deciding which dancer w ill be sent on which call and dispatching the dancers to the 
location o f each call, but these responsibilities were oAen delegated to the phone 
girls. During the time I  worked at Playmates, there were three dispatchers who 
worked full time in  that position, as well as three phone girls who were given one or 
two dispatching shifts per week.
A ll o f the dispatchers were female, and were expected to answer customer calls i f  
the phones were busy. Kay, the head dispatcher, was very knowledgeable about the 
business and had worked w ith many o f the dancers for a number o f years, both at 
Playmates and at other corrqtanies. During the early nineties, she had managed 
Sweethearts for several years, and she had been working w ith some o f the dancers for 
almost a decade. She was also very close to the owner. She didn't answer the 
advertised lines very often. I f  a customer or dancer asked to speak to her directly, the
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phone gifis were instructed to put the caller on hold and ask her if  she wanted to take 
the call. Kay spent most o f her time managing and disciplining the entertainers, 
wooing high-roller customers, and discussing business and personal matters with the 
owner. She often spent many hours during each o f her shifts in  discussion w ith him, 
either in  person or on the phone. She told the phone girls that she was absolutely not 
to be disturbed vhen she was speakiog to the owner, even i f  an im portant decision 
needed to be made.
Anna and Kristy, the other full-tim e dispatchers, spent more time managing their 
shifts. They were responsible for defeating work when the phones were not busy, 
such as directing phone girls to do "callbacks" (calling customers who had seen a 
dancer w ithin the past week to try to book another call), clean the ofBce, take out the 
trash, or stuff envelopes w ith promotional materials. They also answered calls Gom 
customers and dancers.
The three phone girls who worked part-tim e as dispatchers, Lainey, Becky, and 
Gina, dispatched during slower shifts w ith only one other phone girl working. 
Therefore, their responsibilities were more like the desk one girls at Sweediearts. In  
addition to answering the telephone and dispatching dancers, they were responsible 
for ensuring that all agency Ges and Gnes were dropped in  the safe after each call, 
and that the proper amounts were recorded on each day's call sheet.
In  addition to the phone girls and dispatchers. Playmates employed workers who 
are responsible for responding to email sent by potential customers to a variety o f
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addresses posted online, as well as minor maintenance to the company's websites. 
During the time I  was employed, one girl worked exclusively in  this position, one 
worked as a phone girl and an internet girl on different days, another worked as an 
internet girl on all o f her shifts, but answered the phone as a phone girl i f  the odier 
phone girls on duty were all on other lines, and another worked full time as a 
dispatcher, but also had the duties o f an internet girl on some o f her shifts. One odier 
phone g irl was being trained to work as an internet girl when I  left the company.
Each agency had a list o f entertainers, also referred to as dancers, who were on 
call for the company. The lists were categorized by gender, race, and hair color, and 
included the entertainers' cell phone and pager numbers. A t Playmates, this 
information was posted on laige erasable white boards that hung on the phone room  
walls. A t Sweediearts, the lists were kept in  three-ring binders and also included basic 
physical statistics on the entertainers, including their measurements, height, build, and 
eye color.
The dancers were dispatched to customers' hotel rooms and homes to provide 
totally nude entertainment to the customers. The type o f entertainment offered by 
the dancers during each call varied depending on the dancer's lim its, the customer's 
preferences, and the customer's budget.
Each entertainer was responsible for collecting the agency fee Gom the customer 
as soon as she arrived at his hotel room or residence. A fter she collected the Ge, she 
was expected to entertain the customer as quickly as possible in  order to be available
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for another call The agencies preferred that customers be satisfied with their 
entertainment so that they would become repeat customers, but dancers were rarely 
chastised for not providing quality entertainment, whereas they were often 
reprimanded for taking too long to get to a call or taking too long to entertain a 
customer.
If^ after the agency Ge was collected, a customer and an entertainer could not 
come to an agreement about the tip and the type o f entertainment to be provided, it 
was considered acceptable G r the entertainer to undress quickly G r the customer and 
then get dressed and leave immediately. The only times that the managers or 
dispatchers at both agencies would discipline an entertainer G r shortchanging the 
customers was if  she got into the habit o f accepting a tip and them leaving the room  
without getting nude or spending any time w ith the customer. This would sometimes 
happen when an entertainer got tired o f the work or dissatisGed with the dps she 
received.
Nadia, an entertainer who wotked at Sweethearts, started telling all o f her 
customers that she had to go down to the casino to buy something beGre she could 
start her entertainment, and then she would leave the hotel A fG r one night when 
Maria was unable to rebook any o f the customers who Nadia had seen on the 
previous day, she inGrm ed the phone girls that we could not send her out on any 
more calls, even though she was a good tipper. When Nadia complained that she was 
not getting any calls, she was told to talk to M aria, who let her know that she would
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have to stay and eatettain every customer if  she wanted to keep her job. Nadia 
stopped cheating her clients, but she quit Sweethearts shortly thereafter.
A t Sweethearts, a general ofBce assistant performed all accounting and payroll 
functions. H er duties were restricted to billing disputes, paying employees and 
vendors, and other similar tasks. She had her own ofBce and did not enter the phone 
room or answer any customer calls unless the owner scheduled a meeting G r all o f 
the phone gids to attend, which happened twice dudng Ge period o f my 
employment In  addition, Gere was one account executive who had his own ofGce in  
G e suite, but he was mvolved w iG  a new mtemet venture that Ge owner was 
promoting, and his duties Gd not have any relation to Ge operation o f Ge actual 
outcall agency. I  was told that Gere was also a webmaster who sometimes came into 
Ge ofGce to take pictures o f Ge dancers G r Ge company's website, but I  never met 
him.
A t Playmates, Gere was a webmaster who came in  a few times a week to take 
pictures o f Ge dancers and also to do major site upgrades that Ge internet girls could 
not handle. Playmates had a various websites used to promote Ge agency and 
generate appointments, vh ile SweeGearts simply had a few adult pay sites w iG  
pornography and live shows. Customers could not view photos o f SweeGearts' 
dancers or request appointments w iG  dancers from  online.
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Owners vary in Ge amount o f w oG  and hands-on supervision Gey do at G eir 
agencies. BoG agencies I  observed were owned by men. N eiG er owner worked on a 
schedule. When Gey did appear, the entire atmosphere o f Ge ofGce changed. A ll o f 
Ge phone girls at boG agencies were afraid o f the owners, since Gey often came in  
yelling and would Gre phone girls for minor infracGons. The owner at Sweethearts 
preferred to sit at home and watch Ge phone room on his remote surveillance 
system, barking commands over Ge mtercom and only showing up at Ge ofBce on 
occasion. The owner o f Playmates came in more regularly, usually during Ge three 
shifts per week that his head dispatcher was present. The owners o f outcall agencies 
in Clark County are very secredve about G eir idenGGes and G eir business pracGces, 
so I  do not know if  eiGer owner had any silent partners.
In  Ge next secGon, I  w ill describe Ge contingent nature o f Ge outcall agency 
workforce and explain Ge compensation structure that agencies use to pay their 
workers.
CompensaGon and Employment Status
According to Parker, contingent workers are "employees w iG  a looser, 
nontradiGonal afGIiaGon w iG  G eir employers" (1994:1). This catenary includes day 
laborers, guest workers, part-tim e workers, subcontracted workers, temporary 
workers and independent contractors. Independent contractors are workers who 
derive Geir enGre income from  Gps or commissions and do not receive any 
compensaGon or beneGts &om Ge company. These workers often have to pay a fee
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of a percentage o f their earnings to the company and are not eligible for 
unemployment beneGts if  Ge company decides that G eir services are no longer 
needed. A ll outcall entertainers at Las Vegas agencies are mdependent contractors. A t 
Playmates, phone girls were also independent contractors, while at Sweethearts phone 
girls were minimum wage employees.
The entire agency fee that the customer is quoted over Ge phone goes directly to 
Ge agency owner. None o f that money goes to the dancer who entertained Ge 
customer, G e phone girl who booked G e call, or the dispatcher who managed the 
shift. A ll o f Ge workers earn tips only. The only eicepGon was Ge two male 
managers at SweeGearts, who were relatives o f Ge owner. I  was never told how Gey 
were compensated, but Gey did not receive tips.
Turnover at boG  agencies was h i^  among phone gids; however, turnover was 
much higher at SweeGearts. A t SweeGearts, turnover was also very high among 
dancers. N ew  dancers were hired on almost every shift, and dancers quit or were Gred 
every week. A t Playmates, Ge top dancers had been working for Ge company for 
many months or even several years, and dancers were rarely Gred. A  few new dancers 
were hired every week, but many were referred to Ge company through current 
employees.
Agencies may be more or less acGve in  recruiting new entertainers. Some agencies 
run ads constantly in  G e newspaper, on Ge radio, or online. OGers may place ads 
when Geir list o f on-caD entertainers is low, or when Gey need a speciGc type o f
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eatertaiaer. For instance. Sweethearts ran ads constantly, but never had enough Asian 
entertainers. Management tried to correct this imbalance by running ads for Asian 
entertainers. There was much less turnover at Playmates, so Ge company Gd not run 
any ads for entertainers during Ge time o f my employment. A ll o f Ge dancers who 
were hired during that time period had eiGer called one o f Ge numbers listed in Ge 
yellow pages, or had been referred to the company by a fdend or relative.
However, all major agencies hire^ every prospective entertainer vGo inquires 
about a job, as long as she meets three basic requirements. 1) As required by law, 
entertainers must obtain a scope Bom Ge Las Vegas Metropolitan Police 
Department. The scope is a document that lists an individual's arrests and 
convictions. Prospective entertainers must not have any convictions for prostitution. 
2) The entertainer must have a cell phone or pager in  order to be on call for the 
agency. 3) The entertainer must pay a $300 non-refundable bond to the company in  
order to work. This amount is standard among all o f Ge major agencies in  Las Vegas 
and was originally a refundable form  o f insurance The standard agency fee in  Clark 
County used to be $150. By holding $300 worG o f bond money Ge agency could 
send an entertainer on two calls w iGout worrying that she would run o ff w iG  Ge 
conq)any's money. Generally, whoever is doing the hiring w ill try to convince the 
new entertainer that she must come up w iG  Ge entire amount before she is allowed
^ The “hiring” process refers to the collection o f necessary paperwork to retain the individual as an 
independent contractor. However, the term “hire” may be more appropriate than not, because dancers were 
treated like employees in many ways. See the section on illegal labor practices for more information.
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to work. However, i f  she only has a portioa o f Ge money, that amount is accepted 
and she is told that she can work o ff the rest.
Entertainers negotiate w iG  each customer mdividually for a tip, which can range 
&om $50 on Ge low end to several Gousand dollars on the extremely high enG 
These negotiations are conducted privately in  Ge customer's hotel room or home, 
however, my research leads me to Ge conclusion that tips in  Ge $100-$500 range are 
average for a call where Ge dancer stays and entertains Ge customer. However, many 
times G e customers does not understand Ge tipping system and girls leave Ge room  
w iG out collecting Ge agency fee (referred to as a "no-go") or after collecting Ge 
agency fee, but without coming to an agreement about a tip and w iGout entertaining 
Ge customer (referred to as a "base call").
In  addition, an entertainer may be on call for an agency but not receive any calls. 
The dancers who consistently earn Ge most money for Ge agency and Ge phone 
girls are sent on as many calls as possible, while Ge less successful dancers are sent 
out only when a top girl isn't available.
Phone girls earn G eir money from  Ge dancers' tips. Entertainers must tip phone 
girls 20% o f what Gey make on a calL However, phone girls at boG agencies are 
prohibited from  accepting tips &om dancers who owe Bnes or bond money to Ge 
company. Audiovisual surveillance ensures that Ge employees record all mcoming 
money and do not violate any o f the rules regarding tips, iixduding returning a 
portion o f tips back to the company.
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A t SweeGearts, phone girls are employees, earning minimum wage in adGtion to 
G eir tips. However, this money goes straigjkt back to Ge company in several ways. 
First o f all, phone girls are required to clock out after every eight hour shift, and are 
paid for a maximum o f 40 hours per week (netting a grand total o f $187 per week), 
even Goug)i they are required to work double shifts and adGtional shifts Wienever 
anoGer phone girl quits, is Bred, or simply doesn't G ow  tp  G r her shift. So phone 
girls often put m around 20 hours o f overtime per week G r which Gey receive no 
pay other than tips. ^
Second, phone gids are required to pay a portion o f each tip back to Ge 
company. This is mandatory, and based on a sliding scale from  25%  to 45% . For 
example, i f  a phone girl receives a $20 tip , she has to tip out $5, or 25%, to Ge 
company. The percentage increases w iG  Ge size o f Ge tip, so G r tps o f $100 or 
more, G e phone girl has to pay 45% o f her tip to Ge company.
Third, phone girls are Bned G r various offenses, such as failing to fn e  dancers, 
not "backing up" calls, which means failing to send ip  to Gve dancers to a customer 
until he selects one, not sending a dancer when Ge phone gM has a customer's fuH 
inGrm ation, having too many calls no-go, etc. These Gnes are generally low  
compared to the Gnes G r entertainers, often only $25 apiece. However, phone girls 
are often Gned in  groups on nights when revenues ate low, in  order to bring up daily 
or week^ totals. Also, Gere are often situaGons where a phone girl cannot avoid
^ I often woiked ten-hour shifts, and it is not uncommon for phone girls to work sixteen-hour shifts if  the 
phone gtd who is due in for the next shift suddenly quits or is fired. See the section in chapter 5 on illegal labor 
practices for more on this issue.
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getüog Gned. I f  a customer gives his name, hotel and room number to a phone gjd 
but states that he did not want to see an entertainer, Ge phone girl can choose 
between sending a dancer and getting Gned G r having the call no-go, or not sending 
a dancer and getting Gned G r failing to send on full inGrmaGon.
Fourth, phone girls work long shifts and are not allowed to leave the ofGce, 
except to use Ge restroom, G r peGods o f eight hours or more. Management at 
SweeGearts decided to take advantage o f this by putGng m vending machines at twice 
Ge regular pGce. One o f the managers, N ick, told me that Ge vending company 
asked Gem  what Gey wanted to set Ge pGce at and Gey said Gey might as well set it 
high and make money o ff us because we can't go anywhere else. When I  heard this, I  
started extending my bathroom breaks and stopping at a vending machine on Ge 
oG er side o f Ge building to b tp  beverages, but I  was soon reprimanded. I  was told 
that I  could leave the ofGce only to use Ge restroom and that any drinks or snacks 
must be purchased Gom Ge company.
A t Playmates, phone girls are independent contractors and are not paid by Ge 
company. Phone girls pay desk rent o f $25 per shift in  order to work at Ge conpany, 
alGoug^ this policy is enGrced during good weeks and good shifts and not enGrced 
during slow Gmes. I  never saw any phone girl pay desk rent out o f her pocket during 
a shift when she had not made any money. Smce Playmates had a dispatcher on duty 
during each shift who collected all o f G e money from  the entertainers, phone girls 
were unaware o f how much Gp money Gey were earning until Ge end o f Ge night. 
Instead o f openly collecting money Gom phone girls as a set percentage o f each tip.
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dispatchers pooled all o f Ge Gp money togeGer and turned a poGon over to Ge 
owner, based on how well Ge shift had gone. Only phone girls who were in  training 
to become dispatchers were told about this practice
A fter Ge company's percentage is taken out, Ge dispatcher divides aU o f Ge 
money up between herself and the phone girls on duty. Phone girls are told that Ge 
split on each call is eiGer 50% to Ge phone giG who actually booked Ge call and 
50% to Ge dispatcher gr 50% to Ge dispatcher and Ge oGer 50% divided among all 
o f the phone giGs on duty (G r instance 50%, 25%, 25% if  there were two phone giGs 
working a parGcular shiA), depending on Ge preGrence o f Ge dispatcher or Ge 
phone girls working a particular shift. G  reality, dispatchers gave more money to 
phone gids who were acknowledged as moving up m Ge company hierarchy, and 
often the owner w^auld tell Ge dispatchers to cut into a certain gid's t i^  when she 
was on her way down Ge company ladder.
Summary
G  this chapter; I  have discussed booking calls, dispatching entertainers, backlog 
up calls, checking entertainers m and out o f calls, and collecting and dropping Ge 
agency fees. I  have also descGbed Ge dudes associated w iG  each occupadonal role at 
an outcall agency, and explained Ge compensaGon structure G r dancers, phone girls 
and dispatchers.
G  the next chapter I  w ill I  w ill discuss common outcall industry labor violadons, 
employee theA and the meGods that agencies use to reduce Ge Gsk o f theft, Ge role 
conflict G at phone gids experience, and Ge differences between Ge management
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styles at Sweethearts and Playmates. I  w ill conclude by answering my Hrst two 
research questions: 1) W hat are Ge effects o f third party control o f labor on sex 
workers and oGer workers m Ge outcall setting? 2) H ow  are Gese effects intensihed 
or mitigated by the specifc and complex legal and social position o f outcall 
entertainment in  Clark County?
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CHAPTERS
LABOR AND MANAGEMENT
la  this chapter I  wiU discuss commoa outcall industry labor violations, agency 
policies designed to combat G eft, Ge conflicting expectations G at phone gids must 
meet to earn money and keep G eir jobs, and Ge differences between the 
management styles at SweeGearts and Playmates. I  w ill conclude by answedng my 
Erst two research questions: explaining Ge problems that are caused by third-party 
control o f sexual labor, and focusing on how Gese diGSculties are enhanced by Ge 
social and legal history o f outcall entertainment in  Clark County.
H l^ a l and Unediical Labor Practices
W hile Clark County politicians and vice ofGcers work hard to police the outcall 
industry for violations o f local prostitution laws, labor violations are ram pant There 
are 30 vice ofGcers working G r the Metropolitan Police Departm ent, yet only 4 
investigators working G r Ge Southern Nevada ofGce o f the state Labor 
Commissioner.
According to Nevada law, employers are required to notify employees o f their 
rights by posting an abstract o f chapter 608 o f the Nevada Revised Statutes,
113
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"Compeasadoa, Wages and Hours: General Provisions" in  a conspicuous place.^  
This inform ation was not posted in  Ge ofEces at SweeGearts, Playmates, or any o f 
Ge Gree oGer outcall agencies I  visited during my Eeldwork. In  adGtion, many o f 
the provisions speciEed in  Ge Nevada Revised Statutes and Ge Clark County Code 
were not being m et
Due to Ge nature o f each position, Ge labor violadons outlined m this chapter 
affected phone girls and dancers differently. Under Nevada law, dancers are 
mdependent contractors and GereGre not protected by most labor laws. W hile 
phone gjrls at some agencies are treated as independent contractors. Gey do not 
qualify G r this status under Nevada law, and l^;ally are endded to employee status. 
ThereGre, the majority o f this secdon w ill address violadons o f phone girls' l^ a l 
rights as employees.
The phone girls at Playmates were hired as independent contractors raGer than 
employees, so that Ge company would not have to pay us wages and would not be 
liable G r unemployment insurance. A t Playmates, we Gd not earn any wage oGer 
than tips Eom Ge entertainers. However, an mdependent contractor is deEned by 
Nevada state law as "a natural person, Erm or corporadon who agrees to perGrm  
services G r a Exed price according to his or its own meGods and w iG out subjecdon
® Nevada Revised Statutes 608.013 Employer to post abstract o f chapter. “Every employer shall conspicuously 
post and keep so posted on the premises where any person is employed a printed abstract o f this chapter to be 
furnished by the labor commissioner.”
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to the supervision or control o f the oGer contracting party, except as to Ge results o f 
Ge work, and not as to Ge means by which Ge services are accomplished."^
Phone girls at Playmates were subject to supervision and control by Ge agency 
owner and the dispatchers, and were GereGre eligible G r hourly wages. Phone girls 
worked set shifts, and were required to answer Ge phone in  a particular manner. 
AlGoug^ we were usually only scheduled G r 40 hours o f work each week, we were 
expected to stay at work until all o f Ge paperwork G r each shift was completed and 
Ge next shift o f phone girls had arrived. On busy shifts, we were not allowed to leave 
i f  Ge call volume was too high G r Ge number o f phone girls scheduled to stay.
W hile I  was working at Playmates, I  typically woGed 50 hours per week, which was 
about average G r Ge oGer phone gjrls as welL
W hen the phone lines were not busy w iG  incoming calls, we were also required to 
call customers who had seen entertainers on previous shifts and customers vGo had 
missed their appomtments or rejected all o f the girls who were sent to see Gem , and 
try to convince them to see anoGer entertainer. G  adGtion to our primary job o f 
setting appointments, we were required to do work that did not directly affect our 
tips, such as stufGng envelopes w iG  advertising materials, and cleaning Ge ofSce.
Also, since phone girls are dependent on tips from  dancers. Gey cannot be 
considered to be working G r a Exed price. W e were not even paid a commission on
*  NRS 284.173 Deftnition; contracts for services. Section 2. See also NES 617.120 “Independent contractor” 
defined. “ “Independent contractor’ means any person who tenders service for a specified recompense for a 
specified result, under the control o f his principal as to the result o f his work only and not as to the means by 
which such result is accomplished.”
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the amount that Ge agency earned G r each call Agency owners in Clark County have 
effectively created a system o f compensation that does not include any positive 
Ananrial mcentive G r phone girls who mcrease company revenues. Phone girls are 
motivated to work hard G r Ge company only through threats, mtimidation, and Ge 
Gar o f being fned or Gred G r violating company policies.
Phone girls at SweeGearts were paid minimum wage G r 40 hours o f work each 
week, but we were oAen requited to work over 40 hours per week. We were required 
to clock out after 8 hours o f work each day, and we were not allowed to clock in on 
our sixG or sevenG work day o f the week. Regardless o f the number o f hours 
worked each week, we were only paid G r a maximum o f 40 hours o f woG.
According to Nevada state law, employers are required to pay wages G r every 
hour Ge employee woiks.^ ^ G  adGtion, employers are required to pay one and one- 
half times an employee's regular wage rate whenever an employee works over 40 
hours m one week or over 8 hours m any one day.^
During Ge time I  worked at SweeGearts, I  generally worked 50 hours per week. 
Most o f Ge phone girls worked at least this many hours, and several worked 60 hour 
weeks. When I  asked oGer phone girls why Gey put up w iG  this practice, a few told 
me that Gey did not realize that it  was illegal G r Ge company to require unpaid
NRS 608.016 Payment for each hour o f work; trial or break-in period not excepted. “An employer shall pay 
to the employee wages for each hour the employee works. An employer shall not require an employee to work 
without wages during a trial or break-in period.”
-’2 NRS 608.018 Compensation for overtime: Requirement; exceptions.
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overtime. However, most o f Ge phone girls simply stated that being a phone girl was 
a good job and Gey Gd not want to be GreG
Maureen, vGo was one o f Ge oldest phone gids working at SweeGearts when I  
hired, became disgruntled and started to complain to the rest o f us about the 
working conGtions at Ge agency. She stated that she planned to sue Ge company G r 
unpaid overtime and oG er labor violations. She was Gred soon after she started 
making Gese threats. Since Ge entire ofGce was under auGovisual surveillance, I  
assume that management heard her comments and Gred her G r that reason, alGoug^ 
I  was never told Ge reason G r her GsmissaL I  never heard anything about a lawsGt 
actually being Gled against Ge company.
I f  her dismissal was due to her intent to sue Ge company G r unpaid overtime, 
SweeGearts was also guilty o f violating Ge Nevada state law against threatening or 
penalizing employees G r bringing a labor complaint against Ge company.
G  Nevada, it is illegal G r employers to take any percentage o f employees' Gps.^  
Yet, at boG  SweeGearts and Playmates, Ge agency owner collected a percentage o f
^ NRS 608.015 Unlawful to induce employee to refrain from testifying. “It is unlawful for any person by force,
intimidation, threat o f  procuring dismissal from employment or in any other manner to induce or attempt to 
induce an employee to refrain from testifying in any investigation or proceeding relating to or arising under this 
chapter, or to discharge or penalize any employee for so testifying.”
^  NRS 608.160 Taking or making deduction on account o f tips or gratuities unlawful; employees may divide 
tips or gratuities among themselves. “1. It is unlawful for any person to: (a) Take a l  or part o f any tips or 
gratuities bestowed upon his employees, (b) Apply as a credit toward the payment o f the statutory minimum 
houdy wage established by any law o f  this state any tips or gratuities bestowed upon his employees. 2. Nothing 
contained in this section shall be construed to prevent such employees from entering into an agreement to 
divide such tips or gratuities among themselves.”
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the tips that the phone g ifk earned on each shift. The agencies did not collect any tip 
money directly Etom the entertainers, but since the phone girls' tips came out o f the 
entertainers' tip money, the company was, in effect, taking a percentage o f 
enüerbdnet^iqpsasTvelL
A t Sweethearts, phone gidm were informed that they must pay a percentage o f 
their tips to the company. The entertainers came into the office to drop o ff the 
agency fee and the phone giti's tqp after each call The phone girl collected the tqp 
immediately and had to make change out o f her own pocket to pay the company 
percentage, ixdiich had to be dropped into the safe w ith the agency fee. I f  the phone 
girl did not have correct change, she had to drop her entire tip into the safe and 
would not be reimbursed for this amount ever.
There was a chart on the wall that indicated how much o f each tip would be 
turned over to the company. The percentage ranged from  25%  o f a $20 tip, to 45%  
o f any tip that was $100 or more. However, the chart was expressed in concrete 
amounts, rather than percentages, listing a $5 kickback on a $20 tip , $10 on a $30 tip, 
and so on, up to $45 on a $100 tip. When I  questioned other phone girls about 
having to pay such large percentages o f their earnings back to the company, it  became 
clear that some o f them had not realized that the amounts were calculated on a 
sHdiog scale.
A t Playmates, phone girls did not accept tip money directly from  the dancers. The 
dispatcher collected the agency fees and the phone girls' tips directly from  the 
dancers. The entertainers were required to place each amount in  a separate sealed
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envelope w ith the amount written on the 6ont. They were not allowed to ask for 
change or combine the agency fi^  and the tip in the same envelope. The envelopes 
were dropped through a slot in the door and the dispatcher often did not open the 
envelopes until the end o f the shift Phone girls were not told how much o f a tip they 
earned from  each dancer, and they did not receive their tip money until the end o f 
the shift or even the next day.
The dispatcher for each shift was in  chatge o f dividing up the tip money, and she 
always took a portion out for the house before she divided the tips among herself and 
the phone gids. When I  was in training to become a dispatcher, I  was told that there 
was no set percentage for the '%ouse drop" but that if  it wasn't enough, the owner 
would be upset. I f  the night was bad, the house drop had to be high enough to make 
up for it, and if  the night was good, the house drop had to be high, too, because it 
wouldn't be fair for the phone gtds to be greedy and take all o f their tips home when 
they had earned so much. Kay, the head dispatcher, encouraged me to think o f the 
house drop as '^ ob security". When I  was promoted to dispatcher, I  should drop as 
much as I  could to the company so that I  would be allowed to keep working good 
shifts.
A t both companies, phone girls and dancers were continually Bned for both 
major and minor rule violations. The rule at both agencies was that every call that was 
booked had to be paid by either a customer or a dancer. I f  the customer did not want 
to see the Erst dancer, the call was backed up four times. I f  he none o f the Eve 
dancers were able to coEect an agency fee Eom  him , then company policy dictated
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that the 6rst dancer be Ened for the price o f the call This policy was based on the 
assun^Eon that the dancer had accepted a tip in  exchange for entertainment without 
coEecting the agency fee.
In  addition, dancers were also Ened the entire agency fee if  their tardiness caused 
the customer to cancel the caE or see a dancer &om another agency. Dancers could 
also be Ened for not calling on when they were scheduled to work, not answering 
their pages when they were on call, and quitting without giving noEce. This last Ene 
was applied retroactively when a dancer vdio had quit abruptly decided that she 
wanted to come back to work for the agency. She would then be charged the total o f 
the Enes she had accrued before quitting, plus an addiEonal Ene. The amount 
charged to return to work was often several hundred dollars, although the amount 
could total rq) to two thousand dollars.
Fines were calculated in part based on how much the dancers could afford to pay. 
I f  a dancer earned a lo t o f money w ith one o f the agencies, she was Ened more often, 
because management knew that she had the Enanrial resources to pay the Enes. She 
would also be more wEEng to pay to stay employed at the agency.
Phone girls could be Ened for not taking out the trash, not booking enough calls, 
having too many no-gos, or less Eequently for tardiness. Phone girls were almost 
always Ened the amount o f $25. OccasionaEy, i f  a phone girl did something that 
resulted directly in the loss o f a call, she would be Ened the cost o f the agency f^ . 
This amount could be spEt among two or three phone girls if  they were aE 
responsible fo r the error.
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A t both agencies, phone girls were often Ened in groups instead o f individually. I f  
the ofEce was found to be a mess when the owner visited one afternoon, every 
phone g irl who had worked the previous two shifts would be Ened. I f  the weekly 
revenues were low, all o f the phone gids currently working for the company would be 
Ened.
The owners o f both agencies were aware that it was illegal to Ene dancers and 
phone girls, so we were not allowed to use the word "Ene" in the ofEce. Instead, we 
used the abbreviation "D .O ." which stood for "does owe".
Managers at Sweethearts openly discriminated against Black women who applied 
for employment as phone girls. I  was told that the owner had an explicit policy 
against hiring AEican American phone girls. According to the Nevada Revised 
Statutes, " It is an unlawful employment pracEce for an employer to f ^  or refuse to 
hire or to discharge any person, or otherwise to discriminate against any person with 
respect to his compensaEon, terms, condiEons or pEvileges o f employment, because 
o f his race, color, religion, sex, sexual oEentaEon, age, disability or naEonal oEgin."^^
Racial discEminaEon was discussed semi-openly in the ofGce and neither the 
owner nor the managers seemed to be at all concerned Eiat they might be sued or 
prosecuted for racial discEminaEon. For a more discussion on the racist rhetoEc used 
to justify racial discEminaEon at Sweethearts, see chapter 6.
^ NRS 613.330 Unlawful employment practices; Discrimination or segregation on basis o f race, sex, sexual 
orientation, age or disability, refusal to permit guide, heating or helping dog or other service animal at place o f
employment
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One o f the phone gjds' dunes at Sweethearts was to prescreen applicants who 
called about the agency's employment wanted ads for phone girls. Since the company 
was continually running ads, each phone gid Eelded several o f these calls every day, 
especially on the day shift. When prospective applicants called in , we were supposed 
to ask three questions before explaining the job to the caller: Are you over eighteen? 
Can you work any shift, twenty-four hours a day? D o you have reliable transportation 
and childcare? I f  an applicant answered no to any o f these questions, they were told 
that they did not meet the cdteda o f the job.
We were instructed to then tell the applicant that our job involved sending adult 
entertainers to perform totally nude in the pdvacy o f our customers' hotel rooms. We 
then asked if  the caUer was comfortable w ith this. I f  the appEcant said yes, we asked 
i f  they had any experience as a dancer, whether for a service or in  a club. Often, 
callers answered this question afErmatively. They may have assumed that reveaEng 
industry experience would work to their beneEt:
However, ary applicant who revealed previous experience as a sex worker was 
immediately disquaEEed. I f  an appEcant stated that she had previous expedence 
working as a phone gid, or i f  she had a good phone manner, this was a plus, and we 
were supposed to note that next to her name and number on the applicant list. I f  a 
caller passed the screening, we would set up a time for her to come in and EE out an 
application. CaEers who did not pass were told that a manager would caE them.
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Then, when the agency needed mote phone gids, which was often, due to the 
random Brings as well as women quitting because they didn't want to put up w ith the 
abuses o f the job, the managers would call back those phone girls who had EEed out 
an application and have them come back in  for an interview. The interview was 
generally short and many girls started their unpaid training on the same day.
It  was my belief that management only hired phone girls who were signiEcantly 
overweight (200+ pounds), older (over 35), or did not Et agency standards o f beauty 
due to being ugly, plain or having a particular aesthedc (such as a punk look). This 
belief was due to my own observadons, as well as conversadons I  had held with other 
workers at the agency and other individuals who were fam iliar w ith the outcall 
industry. The interview may have been a simple way to ascertain that the applicant Et 
the physical descripdon required to work as a phone girl, since there were no real 
occupadonal requirements for the job.
For example, when I  started working at Sweethearts, N ick and Larry were 
responsible for hinng all new phone girls. However, as they began skipping more and 
more o f their shifts, or showing up near the beginning o f their shifts only to 
disappear soon after, this responsibility shifted onto the current phone girls. I  usually 
worked on Nick's shift, and one weekend while he was putting together the schedule 
he told me that I  would have to "get some phone girls in  here for training." He gave 
me the list o f names and phone numbers o f die prospective applicants who had 
passed the initial screening and I  asked him what he was looking for in a phone girL
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N ick let me know that he didn't want me to hire anyone who I  found out had 
worked as a dancer, anyone vdio revealed that they had fdends who worked as 
dancers, or "anybody who seems screwy." However, other than relying on my general 
impression o f whether she had a good voice and whether it  seemed like she could 
handle the pressure o f working on the phones, he didn't state any positive basis on 
which to evaluate applicants, such as previous experience in related Eelds.^  In  this 
way, he made it clear to me that the application itself was the least useful tool in  
evaluating a job applicant.
This is partly because phone girls were required to attend three days o f unpaid 
training, including one day o f actual work on the phones, so management felt that 
unproEtable workers could be weeded out without incurring any labor costs to the 
company.^ ^ Also, even unproductive phone girls paid at least $185 back to the 
conq>any every week in  Enes and Eps, so whether or not they were good phone girls, 
they brought in  more in petty cash than their minimum wage paychecks took out in  
labor costs.
This additional task o f interviewing phone girls gave me an opportunity to test my 
assumpEons about management's lookist poEcies for hiring phone girls. O n one 
occasion when I  was interviewing phone gid appEcants, I  came across a stellar 
appEcant who was also a very beautiful woman. Nicole had worked for many years as
^  I already knew that prior phone girl experience was a plus, but very few phone girl applicants at Sweethearts 
had prior experience.
This is also illegal according to NRS 608.016 Payment for each hour o f work; trial or break-in period not 
excepted. “An employer shall pay to the employee wages for each hour the employee works. An employer shall
not require an employee to work without wages during a trial o r break-in period.”
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an execuEve assistant for one boss, and he had wEtten her an excellent letter o f 
recommendaEon. W hile she had never worked in  the adult industry, neither had the 
other two phone girls I  hired that day. She was personable and professional in  her 
demeanor and I  knew that she had the skills necessary to do the job welL I  hired her, 
as she was cleady the most qualiEed applicant for the job. However, I  did not think 
that management would be happy w ith my choice.
The next day, Nicole arrived for her Erst day o f unpaid training, wearing a white 
button-down blouse and a professional-looking skirt, cut above the knee. H er hair 
was attractively styled and she wore makeup that was appropriate for an ofSce 
setting. I  leA her in  the training room w ith the phone gid manual and a pad to take 
notes on and went back into the phone room  A  few hours later Larry arEved late to 
manage the afternoon shiA and I  buzzed him into the ofSce. Since the monitors in  
the phone room only show the outside door to the building and the inside door to 
the ofGce, I  did not witness Larry's in itial reacEon to Nicole's presence in the training 
room, however, I  didn't have long to wait. W ithin Eve minutes, he stormed into the 
phone room, dragging her behind him by her elbow. He screamed at me,
L: Is this what you think a phone gid looks Eke?
Me: (Larry]...
L: (Cuts me o ff) W e don't hire phone gids that look Eke this. Look
around. This ain't what phone gids look Eke. This gid looks Eke 
a dancer. (Turns to N icole) D id  she ask you if  you wanted to be 
a dancer?
N: (Bewildered look on her Ace) I  applied for the posiEon o f
phone gid. I  don't want to be a dancer.
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A t this point he turned on Nicole, accusing her o f actually being a dancer, 
screaming that she had applied for the position in order to steal caDs or spy on the 
company. She denied this and was sent to the next room to wait, at which point Larry 
continued yelling at me, saying that I  should not be hinng phone girls if  I  did not 
know what I  was doing. Yet I  had fbUowed the procedure exactly as it had been 
explained to me. Nicole leA that day and I  never saw her again.
W hile this incident occurred at Sweethearts, my experience at Playmates as well as 
other agencies, leads me to believe that all o f the established agencies in Las Vegas 
use this technique o f hiring phone girls that management believes are not attractive 
enough to work as dancers.
In  general, labor violaEons and poor working conditions went unreported because 
the women who worked as phone girls and dancers were generally not aware o f their 
rights as employees. In  addidon, they did not A el like the system would work for 
them if  they chose to enter a complaint against the agencies. Neither the Las Vegas 
Metropolitan police department nor the Nevada Labor Commissioner's ofBce take 
the task o f protecting the rights o f sex workers very seriously, and I  would have to 
agree that workers vdio complained about the working condiEons at outcall agencies 
would be Aced with the loss o f their jobs and no possibility o f real jusEce.
Before I  b ^an  my Aeldwork, I  was involved in  an incident where an acquaintance 
o f the agency owner I  was working for at the time came to my apartment and 
threatened me at knifepoint. I  told him that I  did not have any cash on me, and 
luckily some neighbors called apairtment secuEty before he was able to harm me or
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escape. However, once the M etro ofEcers arrived, they were more interested in  how I  
knew the man and what I  did for a living dian anything else. He was arrested, and I  
was called upon to testify, hut vhen I  was on the stand my profession and reputahon 
were repeatedly maligned, and I  was harassed by the police after the trial was over as 
w ell This is the type o f experiences that outcall agency employees have had with the 
police in  the past, and most are reluctant to bring law enforcement into any situadon.
TheA PrevenEon PoEcies 
Many outcall agency poEdes are designed in  response to real or imaginary theA by 
employees and others. I t  was difhcult for me to determine the amount o f actual theA 
by phone gids and dancers actually occurred at the agencies. W hile some amount o f 
theA does occur, some rules and strategies seem designed mainly to intim idate and 
disenAanchise workers in  order to maximize profits A»r the conq)any.
For example, during my Erst day at Playmates I  was taken into the owneds ofEce 
and grilled about my assodaEon w ith Sweethearts. The owner and the head 
dispatcher, Kay, took turns aslEng me quesEons. D id  I  know that some o f the phone 
gids I  had woiked w ith at Sweethearts were now wodEng at Playmates? W ho had I  
worked with when I  was at Sweethearts? Had I  maintained any connecEons to the 
managers or employees at Sweethearts? D id  I  know why certain employees had been 
Ered? The message was clear. Management wanted to know everything they could 
about d id r employees and about other services, but any sharing o f infbrmaEon 
outside o f one's current service would not be tolerated.
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I  believe diis intetrogaEoa was conducted more to intim idate me, rather than to 
uncover any inform ation about Sweethearts that the management at Playmates did 
not already know. As long as the phone girls felt that they could be Ered at any time, 
they were unlikely to complain about poor working condiEons, and they were more 
likely to comply w ith the agencies' rules and regulaEons.
There were three basic types o f theE that did occur at the outcall agencies. Stolen 
calls were the most common, since the calls occurred in hotels and private homes, 
away Eom  the agencies' surveillance cameras. Embezzlement and armed robbery 
were less common, but also a concern.
A  m ajor focus o f the anE-theA policies is deterEng workers Aom stealing calls. 
Since entertainers and phone girls are not given any porEon o f the agency fee, many 
workers choose to steal calls, especially in  cases where they would otherwise not 
make any money. This can be accomplished in a variety o f ways.
One, a phone gid can call or page a dancer who is not working for the company 
and give her the customer's infbrmaEon while delaying giving the infbrmaEon to the 
company's dancer. This can be achieved due to the rapid pace o f agency business, 
especially on weekend evenings and nights.
In  order to prevent this Aom happening, owners prohibit phone girls Aom  
bringing in any cell phones, pagers, and even pens; anything that could conceal a 
recording or transmission device.
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Another way phone gids can steal calls is by recording or remembering the 
inform ation o f customers who have pre-booked calls for later in  the evening or on 
another day. The phone gid can leave work after her shift and then visit the customer 
herself o r send an entertainer \%ho works exclusively for her to the call. Tim ing is 
everything, as whoever goes on the call must atdve before the agency's dancer does.
E ither o f these plans can be combined with the tactic o f not writing a dcket for 
the call. The ticket is the ofHcial record o f the customeds appointment, and is used to 
schedule and send out a dancer on the calL I f  there is no dcket, the company wiH be 
unaware that the customer requested a dancer.
However, owners combat this tdck by giving phone gids legal pads to wdte down 
the details o f each phone call Each page o f the pad is divided into eig)it squares, and 
each square represents a telephone call into the agency. The phone gid's name and 
the date are printed at the top o f each pad. The phone gid must mark each square 
with a highlighter to indicate whedier or not that call was booked. I f  a phone gid has 
a customed s full inform ation in  one o f the squares, but has not wdtten a ticket for 
the call, she w ill be Ened the entire pdce o f the call, under the assumption that she 
stole or intended to steal the call Constant audiovisual surveillance is also used as a 
deterrent to this type o f theft.
Entertainers can also steal calls in  a variety o f ways. The simplest method is to 
convince a customer to tell the agency that he has changed his m ind and is no longer 
interested in entertainment, and then collect the agency fee as her tip. I t  is my 
impression that the dancers only engage in  this type o f call theE when the customer
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does not have a lo t o f money to spend, perhaps only the agency fee. In  this case, the 
dancer can choose between collecting the fee for the agency, being stuck in a room  
with an angry customer who feels that he has been deAauded, and wasting 
approximately an hour o f her time, or collecting the money for herself and 
entertaining the customer quickly before she has to be back to the agency.
To combat this type o f theft, agencies impose strict time limits on dancers. I f  an 
entertainer has a call no-go, she has to leave the room immediately and drive all the 
way back to the agency to sign a no-go slip. She only has 20 minutes to do this or she 
w ill be Aned the entire pnce o f the call, again under the assumption that she did 
actually entertain the customer and collect a tip Aom him without collecting the 
agency fee.
When a customer states that he has changed his mind about getting 
entertainment, or i f  he says that he simply doesn't like the dancer at his door, another 
dancer is immediately dispatched to his room. I f  there are many dancers available at 
the time two or three may be sent immediately. I f  any o f the back-up dancers see the 
Arst dancer just leaving vdien diey arrive, or i f  the customer refuses to open the door 
for the back-up dancers, management assumes that the Arst girl stayed to entertain 
the customer and she is Aned the entire pnce o f the call I t  was agency policy at both 
Sweethearts and Playmates to keep sending back-up dancers until the customer agrees 
to see one or until Eve entertainers have been to the room, whichever comes Erst
Another way that entertainers can steal calls is by riding w ith a dancer who is not 
signed up w ith the agency. The dancer who is signed up w ith the agency accepts the
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caü and they both drive to the hoteL When the dancer gets the customer's full 
infbrmaEon, she gives the infbrmaEon to her fEend who goes up in  the elevator Erst 
When the company dancer arrives upstairs a few minutes later, if  her Edend has been 
successful in collecting some money Eom the customer, the company dancer calls the 
agency and tells them that a giE Eom another agency beat her to the call The fEend 
then stays and entertains the customer, and Eie company entertainer drives back to 
the agency to sign a no-go slip.
W hile agency policies were often inEexibly applied to situaEons where theE had 
not occurred, it is also true that dancers often stole calls. During my Eeldwork at both 
agencies, I  and the other phone gids on my shifts usually caught a dancer stealing a 
call at least once a week. We strongly suspected, but could not prove, theA on many 
more occasions, up to two or three times per sh ift Managers and dispatchers at both 
agencies encouraged us to combat theA by backing all calls up aggressively, sending 
more than one dancer at a time i f  we had enough entertainers on caü. We were also 
encouraged to think up creative ways to catch dancers in  die act, such as calling the 
customer after the dancer was on her way back to the ofGce and pretending that we 
were her. For instance, I  m ig^t caü a customer in  his hotel room and pretend ask i f  it 
he could look fbr an earring that I  lost whüe entertaining him. I f  he went to look fbr 
the earring, that was considered proof that the dancer had actually stayed and 
entertained.
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Agency owners at both agencies also guarded against the theA o f cash by phone 
girls and other employees. Phone girls and dispatchers are required to keep detailed 
records o f all agency Aes and Anes diat are collected. Each Ae or Ane must be 
wrapped in  a separate piece o f paper beAre being dropped into the saA, so that the 
written records can easily be reconciled w ith the amounts in  the saA. Each deposit 
(or "drop") into the saA must be counted by the dispatcher or desk one girl and 
veriAed by another phone girL Both employees must in itial the slip o f paper around 
the cash, as well as the sheet where all o f the deposits are recorded (the "drop 
sheet"). This way, i f  any cash is missing, the owner knows who was responsible A r 
that amount. A t Sweethearts, phone girls were also required to clap their hands and 
show their palms to the camera after every deposit mto the saA, just like casino 
dealers.
Both agency ofAces were kept locked and under audiovisual surveillance 24 hours 
a day. One reason A r this was the threat o f armed robbery. Phone girls and Arm er 
phone girls at Sweethearts told stories about employees being held at gunpomt by 
strangers as well as known associates o f the owners. W hile no one related a story m 
which they were the victim  o f such a robbery, these stories were too widespread to be 
without basis.
Two phone gids who I  worked w ith at Sweethearts did say that one o f the 
owneds brothers, a man who was said to have raped and robbed g;ids at gunpoint
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before, had asked them for a loan o f several hundred dollars in cash one day. W hile 
he did not threaten either o f them, they did not feel comfortable turning down his 
request.
Stories also circulated about various agency owners ordering contract killings o f 
other agency owners in order to gain control o f the Clark County outcall 
entertainment m arket Newspaper reports conArm that in 1998, several men 
connected w ith New York crime Amihes planned to kill or intimidate the owners o f 
three m ajor outcall agencies in order to eliminate competiüon for the owners o f the 
remaining two large agencies (Smith 1998; Fink 1998). Media reports also verify an 
apparently successAd LA^. mob attempt to secure, through the use o f force and 
intimidaAon, a large amount o f cash and a future percentage o f revenue Aom one 
agency owner in 1996 (Smith 1998).
A t Playmates, the owner was convinced that the owner o f another agency had a 
hit out on him , and he was extra cautious about the procedure fbr opening the front 
door, even A r a restaurant deliveryman, when he was in the ofGce. The head 
dispatcher, Kay, stated that the ofGce had been robbed beAre, and that the owner 
had been threatened by other owners.
Role ConAict
One o f the major difGculAes phone girls face is the role conflict inherent in their 
job. According to Schaufeh and Fnzmann (1998), "Role conAict occurs vhen  
conflicting demands at the job have to be met" (p. 82). The structure o f outcall 
entertaitiment agencies and the attitudes o f the owners preclude any win-win
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situaEons. Rather, aü o f the persons involved have mutually exdusive goals, induding 
the phone girls. Unless all o f the other parties meet their goals to some degree, the 
phone gjHs cannot be successful in their jobs.
Onwrr
Agency owners want to charge die highest possible agency fees, commitEng the 
customer to spend the bulk o f his money just to meet the entertainer and leaving him  
litde or no money to tip the dancer fbr any actual entertainment For this reason, 
owners do not want the customer to realize that die dancers do not receive a porEon 
o f the agency fee. Owners push phone gids to ^oss over the subject o f tpping, or 
downplay the cost o f tips to the customers, even if  this results in the customer 
spending all o f his money on the agency fee, not having money to Ep the dancer, and 
not receiving any entertainment A r his money. In  addition, phone gids are expected 
to book calls at the highest possible price, w ith m ultple entertainers A r m ultple 
hours, if  possible. Owners also want the phone gids to be hard on the entertainers, 
always checking up on them to reduce theft, sending three to  Eve entertainers to the 
same call to avoid no-gos and stolen calls, and fining entertainers A t the smallest 
infractions.
Dancers want the customers to spend as htde as possible on agency fees, in order 
to leave money A t high tp s , which are the dancers' only source o f income. I f  a 
customer sounds like he is on a budget, dancers would prefer he be talked out o f 
requesting m ultple entertainers or m ultiple hours. Dancers wiH also often request
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that the agency Ae be lowered A r customers who do not have enough money to pay 
the Ae and also tp . I f  a dancer collects the agency fee Aom a customer who has no 
more money to tp , she has already wasted a significant amount o f time, because she 
still has to  return to the agency to drop oA the agency fee, in addition to paying 
transportation costs, such as g ^  and valet tp  or dse taxi Are. Also, she is now alone 
in a hotel room with a man who is generally quite angry that he has paid $100-$250 
(or more fbr m ultple entertainers) fbr absolutely nothing.
A t both agencies, approximately two or three times per busy shift, a dancer would 
call the ofGce to let us know that the customer refused to tp  at all and was mad that 
he would not be receiving entertainment The phone girls would then have to talk to 
the customer and convince him to let the dancer leave the room. We oAen had to lie 
and tell him that we would send him another dancer and that her tp  would be 
covered by the fee he had already paid. Then he would call repeatedly to ask where 
his free dancer was. When he Gnaüy realized that his free dancer didn't exist, he 
would ask to speak to the manager, scream at the phone girls, threaten to call the 
cops or the better business bureau, etc. This happened on every busy shift, and we 
usually just started putting the call on hold as soon as we realized it was the same 
customer calling back
Due to the difGcult position they are put in , dancers w ill sometimes try to steal 
calls, telling the phone girls that a call is a no-go, when really they have stayed and 
entertained the customer without collecting an agency Ae. In  this case, the dancer 
cannot tp  the phone gid because the phone gid would then know that the call had
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gone throng^. O f course, dancers also prefer to be treated reasonably by the phone 
girls and do not like being Ened for m inor rule violaEons, or being sent to "back up" 
rails where a customer has already turned away up to A ur other entertainers.
Every customer who calls always wants to negotiate the lowest possible pEce for 
his entertainment. New  customers try to negotiate the lowest agency fee, and 
experienced customers want an entertainer who w ill stay and entertain A r the lowest 
possible total pnce, including the agency Ae and the danceds tip. Customers w ill call 
dozens o f phone lines, iududing multiple lines at the same agency, in order to get 
lower quotes. About one out o f every ten customers was a serious budget customer, 
who wanted to get the agency Ae down to a hundred dollars or less and planned on 
tipping about Efty dollars.
These same customers are invariably disappointed when they see the quality o f 
entertainer that phone girls send out to budget customers. They w ill call back 
repeatedly and state A at a certain entertainer is not up to their standards, but they w ill 
not pay more to see a more attractive dancer. O ften, if  a customer rejects a homely 
entertainer and requests someone more attractive, the phone girl who booked the call 
has to send in a better-looking entertainer in order to avoid having the call no-go.
The pretty entertainer w ill collect the low agency fee and then request her usual 
tp , which is way above the budget customer's expectations. A t this point, he can 
either pay the amount she is asking A r or forfeit the agency Ae, which to him is a lot 
o f money. I f  he refuses to pay the high tp , or if  he simply does not have the money.
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he win often call the agency repeatedly to complain, harassing the phone gids at the 
agency. O f course, since the dancer did not earn a tp , neither did the phone gid who 
booked the call, and all o f the phone gids have to put up w ith verbal abuse Aom the 
disgrunded customer, even though the owner is the only person who earned any 
money on the call.
Since they only earn a percentage o f the dancers' tips, it is in the phone gids' best 
finanrial interests to maximize the dancers' proAts, rather that the agenc/s proAts or 
the customers' satis Action. However, a phone gtd who does not book enougb calls, 
repeatedly books calls at low prices, or allows calls to no-go w ill suffer the 
consequence o f being yelled at, Aned, and eventually Ared by the owner. In  addition, 
if  the customers are not happy w ith their entertainment, the phone gids w ill be yelled 
at and threatened by the customers as w ell
The same problem exists when Aning dancers and sending them on undesirable 
calls. I f  a dancer does not like how a particular phone gid treats her, she is more likely 
to lie about whether she got a tp , or pretend her tip was smaller, in order to avoid 
paying the proper percentage to the phone gid. However, owners and managers 
repeatedly state that the phone gids should not care if  they ate popular w ith the 
dancers and that phone girls caught giving dancers breaks w ill be Ared. They expect 
the phone gids to act in the owners' best interests instead o f their own without giving 
any incentive to do so, other than keeping their jobs.
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For example, if  a customer rails Playmates and inquires about having two dancers 
entertain 6 guests A r a 2 hour-long bachelor party, the phone gid must quote him the 
pdce o f $250 per dancer per hour, totaling $1000. I f  the customer states that the 
group only has a grand total o f $800 to spend, the owner expects the phone gid to 
reduce die rate to $200 per dancer per hour in  order to accommodate the customer's 
request and maximize proAts A r the agency. However, this does not leave any money 
A r the dancers' tps.
I f  the customer accepts this pdce, he wiH pay the dancers when they atdve, only 
to And that they refuse to entertain him unless he or his guests dig deeper into their 
wallets or visit the A TM  machine to withdraw several hundred dollars A r tp  money. 
From the dancers' point o f view, it would have made more sense to convince the 
customer to see one dancer A r up to one hour. Even at the standard agency fee o f 
$250, this would leave $550 for tps, which could be considered reasonable, 
depending on the type o f entertainment the customers requested.
This would also maximize proAts A r the phone gid who booked the call, who 
only earns a percentage o f the danceds tp , not the agency fee. However, the phone 
gid also has to keep in mind that if  she is caught convincing a customer to give less to 
the agency and more to the dancer, she w ill lose her job. Since aH o f the phone lines 
are tzpped and die entire ofAce is bugged, she can never be sure if  the owner is 
listening in, or if  he w ill review die tapes later and discover what she has done.
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Management Styles
Whüe both agencies applied the same abusive policies to d ieit workers. 
Sweethearts bad a particularly bad reputation among phone girls and entertainers. 
Turnover was very high in both positions. Experienced phone gids and dancers 
sometimes called the help wanted ads placed by Sweethearts. However, once they 
Aund out what agency placed A e ad, Aey were often unwilling to come in and All 
out an pphcation.
In  contras^ many o f A e entertainers who worked at Playmates had been w iA  Ae 
company A r a pedod o f several months to several years. Kay, A e head dispatcher, 
had a good working reladonship w iA  Ae dancers at Playmates, especially A e very 
successful entertainers. The turnover rate was still high A r phone gids at Playmates, 
but it was only about half as high as at SweeAearts.
This difference in A e way A e two agencies were perceived may have had more to 
do w iA  each agency^ s management styie and less to do w iA  which agency actually 
took advantage o f its workers to a greater d ^ e e . The management at boA  agencies 
relied on intimidation to maximize proAts and reduce A efL However, at SweeAearts, 
A e managers were less Aexible and more abusive. The owner and all three managers 
at SweeAearts verbally abused A e phone gids and dancers on a regular basis.
A t SweeAearts, A e company was very stdct on A e amount o f time that 
entertainers had to arrive at a hotel, get into A e room , and coHect A e agency fee. 
Entertainers were told to literally walk into A e room , introduce Aemselves to A e 
customer, and ask to use A e phone. The dancer should never n^otiate or even
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menEon Eps before A e agency fee had been collected. Only once A e entertainer was 
on A e phone should she ask A r A e agency Ae. I f  A t some reason she could not get 
A e agency fee while she was on A e phone, she had 5 minutes to collect it.
This is a woEoble policy in many situations, since it not only reduces A eft by 
entertainers, but also gives A e customer less time to question wheAer he wants to 
see an entertainer, wheAer he Ends this entertainer attractive or personable enough 
fbr his tastes, and wheAer he really has enough money to aEbrd an agency Ae plus 
whatever tp  A e gid might request A r herself However, management at SweeAearts 
did not see individual persons and situations as variable and saw any deviation from  
A e prcper script as an excuse to increase revenue by fining A e entertainers, even if  
Aey were simply delayed due to trafGc or slow elevators, or if  Aey were unable to 
bully A e customer into handing over his money w iA out negotiating, or "talking 
tps," Erst
A t Playmates, where a laigp percentage o f A e entertainers had been working for 
A e company A r many years, and many had even worked A r Kay, A e head 
dispatcher, at oAer outcall agencies A r up to a decade prior, this level o f distrust was 
not present Entertainers were expected to move quickly so that Aey wouldn't lose 
calls to oAer agencies. However, Aey were not timed so precisely and A e dispatchers 
stated that it was more im portant to give A e dancer time to negotiate a good deal so 
that she could earn a good tp  in addition to A e agency Ae.
On my Erst day o f training A r SweeAearts, I  was watching a company video in 
A e training room when I  heard la rry  yelling at K im , A e ofEce assistant, outside in
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A e hallway o f A e oAce suite. She had asked him A r a raise, as A e ofGce manager 
was leaving A e company, and Kim  would be taking over her duties. Larry screamed 
that she shouldn't be asking A r a raise, because he didn't even know if  she could 
handle A e  added responsAility yet. He berated her, 'T  could pay you $100 an hour 
and it wouldn't help you if  you can't hanAe A e job, because in three days I  could Gre 
you, and you'd be working at McDonalds."
A t one employee meeting, A e owner walked into A e room and threw a stack o f 
no-go tickets at A e assembled phone girls. H e yelled at us for losing money A r A e  
company and Gned us each $25. W hile he was still working A r A e company, Larry 
yelled at A e phone girls on swing shift almost every day that he made it into Ae 
o Ace. N ick was more easygoing on a daily basis, but he carried a gun w iA  him at all 
times, and I  once watched him throw a dancer into A e hallway o f A e ofGce building 
when she started arguing w iA  him.
AlAough Larry and N ick could be quite intim idating, Aey had allowed A e rules 
to become more relaxed, simply because Aey were not present during every shift. 
When Maria, A e owner's Gancee, came back to A e ofGce to work, she immediately 
hdd a meeting to announce that A e rules would be much stricter Gom A en on, and 
she started cutting into A e phone girls' tips more and more w iA  additional Gnes and 
Aes.
A t Haymates, A e rules were enArced w iA  some discretion. The dispatchers did 
not hesitate to Gne dancers A r stealing calls or losing a call to anoAer agency due to 
tardiness, but Aey would not Gne a dancer A r a no-go if  it was dear A at Ae
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customer really had no iuteutioa o f paying fbr entertainment. Kay also made an effort 
to speak to Ae entertainers and warn Aem  about A e consequences o f A eir actions if  
Aey were b^jnning to break A e rules. She spent a lo t o f time mentoring A e dancers 
who she felt could be good money-makers fb r her and A e company. A  addition, 
when she was taking advantage o f A e phone girls or A e dancers, Kay usually rehed 
on manipulation raAer than violence or yelling.
The owner and A e dispatchers at Playmates could still be very veAally abusive. 
There was one incident when I  was on A e phone w iA  a potential client and Kay 
started screaming at anoAer phone gid A r not picking ip  a ringing phone fast 
enougA N o t only was it difGcult A r me to hear what A e customer was saying, but he 
could cleady hear Kay, and she was making our agency seem very unprofessional 
W iA  my ear still up to A e phone, I  turned in her direction and made a shushing 
gesture by placing my Gnger in Gont o f my lips. She started yelling even louder, 
saying, 'T )o n 't shush me! D on 't you ever shush me!" A t this point, I  was Aoroughly 
embarrassed and I  knew that I  was going to lose A e sale. When A e client ended A e  
call by telling me that he would think about it and call me back, I  told Kay that I  had 
only tried to silence her because I  wanted to book A e call, but she was not interested 
in listening to reason at that po int I  insisted that making A e sale was more im portant 
than anything else, and told her that I  would not object to someone else silencing me 
in A e same situation, but she was still angry. I  couldn't bring m ysdf to apologize 
sincerely, and our relationshp deteriorated Gom that day Arw ard, even Aoug^ Kay 
had always liked me beAre that incident
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StOI, the overall atmosphere o f the o&ce wasn't as intimidating as the atmosphere 
atSvMXAheark. Phyweve ,^ I  IbwdievTStliat idle em{)k)yex%; at Playmates were taken 
advantage o f financially to a greater degree. The agency fee at Playmates was $250, 
instead o f $175 at Sweethearts, so the customers had less money to t^ . Also, the 
system o f dividing the t^s at Sweethearts allowed the dispatchers an opportunity to 
take a higher percentage o f total earnings out for the owner as well as for themselves.
Playmates was also perceived as a better place to work by the phone gids and 
entertainers because the agency was busier, so the employees earned more. When I  
questioned Lainey about her feelings on the secretive compensation policies at 
Playmates, she rq)lied that she preferred Playmates to Sweethearts anyway, because 
she would rather take home more money at the end o f the day, regardless o f what 
percentage had been returned to the company. I  suspect most o f the other phone 
gids felt the same way.
Research Questions
Two o f my research questions relate speciEcaHy to labor relations. 1) W hat are the 
effects o f third party control o f labor on sex workers and other workers in  the outcall 
setting? 2) H ow  are these effects intensihed or mitigated by the speciGc and complex 
legal and social position o f outcall entertainment in Clark County?
Outcall entertainers working for an agency have mmimal control over the dients 
they ate sent to entertain. They do not have an opportunity to speak to the clients 
before arriving at the client"s hotel room. Because the industry in Clark County is
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controlled by a few latge agencies, the women do not have much choice when 
selecting their employers, either. The top 6ve agencies and most o f the medium sized 
agencies are owned and staffed by people who know each other and share 
inform ation about potential job applicants. AH o f the agencies apply the same abusive 
rules to the dancers and phone girls to a greater or lesser degree.
W hile independent outcaH entertainers are still subject to restrictive laws and 
police harassment, they are better able to choose their clients and their working 
conditions to maximize their income and their safety. By desgning their own 
advertisements, they have more control over the image they project and the clients 
they attract. They can also set their own work hours and are better able to set limits 
on what hotds and areas o f town they w ill work.
A  major beneSt o f working independently is the ability to speak to the customer 
before entering his home or hotel room in order to n^ohate a price and also to 
ensure that he sounds sober and relatively sane. W hen working for themselves, 
dancers also avoid the possibility o f being sent to back-up no-gos or being sent to see 
a customer who has revealed his fuH inform ation, but who never speahcaHy 
requested entertainment
O f course, the independent entertainers also retain the entire fee they collect 
when hey visit a customer. However, due to the vast amounts o f money that the 
agencies spend on advertising in the yellow pages, on billboards and taxi tops, and 
also in adult magazines and leaflets, it is very difBcult for independent entertainers to 
compete with the latge agencies.
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Due to the legal history o f outcall entertainment in Clark County, it is difGcult to 
apply fo r and receive a new outcall promoter's license. Since women who have been 
convicted o f prostitution ate not eligible to work in the outcall industry, the agencies 
are assured a constant stream o f inexperienced, young dancers dazzled by the 
prospect o f earning large amounts o f cash in a small amount o f time.
Also, due to a number o f l^ a l batdes fought between the county and the large 
agencies, the agencies themselves cannot be prosecuted for promoting prostitution, 
even if  one o f their dancers is arrested for prostitution. The agencies are very careful 
about having each entertainer sign an agreement indicating that the company is not 
hiring her as a prostitute, and that she w ill not commit or solicit an act o f prostitution 
while working for the company.
Social pressure is also a 6ctor. W hile the agencies are guilty o f a number o f labor 
violations, the women who work as dancers and phone gids are often unaware o f 
their legal rights. They are also often unwilling to become involved in a legal battle 
that w ill open them to public and pohce scrutiny.
Summary
In  this chapter, I  have described the working conditions for phone gids and 
entertainers at large agencies in Clark County. I  have also shown that the overall 
e^ect o f third-party control o f sexual labor is negative, and that these effects are 
intensified by the quasi-legal status o f outcall entertainment in Clark County.
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In  the next chapter, I  w31 explore issues o f race, dass, and ethnicity, and answer 
my three remaining research questions: 1) W hat discourses are used to fetishize, 
com m odi^ and/ or nullify race and ethnicity in the research setting? 2) H ow  do race 
and dass affect subjects' perceived attractiveness, honesty, reliability, propensity to 
violence, money-making potential, and dass mobility? 3) How  do race and dass aSiect 
entertainers' and phone girls' aruial money-making potential and dass mobility?
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RACE, CLASS, A N D  G ENDER.
In  this chapter, I  w ill explore the intedocking effects o f race, dass, and gender in  
the outcall entertainment industry. W hile all outcall entertainers in Clark County are 
bound by the same restrictive laws and punitive agency r^ulations, the effects o f 
supply and demand, as well as agency wodd mores and inform al policies, are worse 
for women, people o f color, and lower dass entertainers. I  w ill condude this chapter 
by answering my three remaining research questions: discussing how race and 
ethnicity are commodihed, fetishized, and/or minified through racial discourse; how  
race and dass affect perceptions o f attractiveness, honesty, reliability, propensity to 
violence, money-making potential, and dass mobility; and what the effects o f these 
perceptions are.
Race
Racism is a constant undercurrent in  the agency world, a@ecting rdations between 
and among dancers, customers and agency staff. In  this section, I  w ill discuss the 
importance o f race in the agency wodd in three separate ways. The racial composition 
o f dancers and phone gids at each agency reflects two different strat^jes o f 
managing supply and demand. The economics o f race in the outcall industry 
determine, to a large degree, whether a dancer (particulady a female dancei) wiH be
147
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able to earn a liviag in Las V ^^s. And the economic and cultural realities o f race in 
Las Vegas (and die United States) determine the ways that race is discussed by 
customers and agency workers.
The racial composition o f workers at the two agencies was completely different. 
OfGcial agency policies as well as inform al management practices determined the 
racial composition o f phone gids and entertainers at each agency. A t Sweethearts, the 
agency owner had an explicit policy against hiring Black phone gids. Although this 
edict was not universally followed, it resulted in a lower proportion o f African 
American phone gids being hired, compared to the number hired at Playmates, and 
also compared to the number who applied for the job.
A t Sweethearts, the phone gids w e^re p rim arily Caucasian. During the 3 months I  
worked at the agency 21 phone gids were on the payroll for varying lengths o f time. 
O f these, 17 were Caucasian, 2 (including myself) were Latina, and 2 were African 
American. However, I  did not work w ith either o f the Black phone girls fo r more 
than a few days. One African American phone gid, O livia, was fired on my second 
day o f training. The odier Black phone gid was hired in the last week that I  worked at 
the company. The secretary, who had worked briefly as a phone gid in the month 
prior to my employment, K im , was an Asian woman. She w?as the only remaining 
member o f the ofGce support staff, as the ofGce manager, a W hite woman, left 
during my hrst week on the job and was never replaced. Instead, K im  was given the 
opportunity to do her job w ith no corresponding increase in  pay.
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D uring the three months I  worked at Playmates, there were 11 phone gids who 
worked fo r the company. I  was the only Latina phone girl, 4 o f the phone gids were 
African American, and the remaining 6 phone gids were Caucasian. AD three o f the 
dispatchers were Latina. There was no discussion around the ofBce about the 
accq)tability or unacceptability o f hiring Black women as phone girls.
A t Sweethearts, over half o f the available dancers on the company's list, vvhich 
held around 150-200 female and 50 male dancers at any given tim e, were African 
American. Approxim atdy 30-35% were Caucasian, 5-10% were Latina, and fewer 
than 5%  were Asian.
Around 85% o f the 125-150 dancers who woiked for Playmates were Caucasian. 
Another 10% were Asian, and the remaining 5% was split fiid y  evenly between 
Afdcan Americans and Latinas.
W hile the racial supply o f entertainers at Sweethearts and Playmates was quite 
different, customer demand was much the same at the both agencies. The most 
popular customer request, by far, was for a blonde, Caucasian female entertainer. 
Caucasian brunettes and Asian dancers were also very much in demand, latinas were 
requested often enough to keep the small percentage o f Latina dancers at each agency 
busy, especially since they were the most racially versatile entertainers, filling in for 
Caucasian and Asian entertainers w ith relatively little  problem.
However, there was almost no demand for Black outcall entertainers at either 
agency. A t Sweethearts, Black dancers were sent on undesirable calls, or used to back­
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up calls that had little chance o f going through W hen the type o f dancer a customer 
requested was not available, we were instructed to send any dancer who was not in  
demand. Even if  a customer requested a busty, blue-eyed blonde, if  the only dancers 
on call were Sat-chested and dark-skinned, we stiH had to send one o f them and then 
back the call up Eve times vdien it didn't go through.
As the night wore on and the successful dancers earned enough money for the 
night, they would call oS^  to rest for another busy evening. By around 2 am on a 
weeknight or 4 am on a Friday or Saturday, the phones would die down and all o f the 
W hite, Asian, and Latina dancers would be allowed to call o ff But a couple o f hours 
later, when a few calls trickled in , we would need dancers to send on those calls.
So the Black dancers, who had spent the majority o f the evening being sent to 
customer after customer who had requested a W hite or Asian dancer, would be told 
various hes to keep them on calL We claimed that we had a fresh call at a nice casino 
and then we sent them to wake iq) customers \%ho had turned down three or four 
dancers hours ago vdien the night was busy and we didn't have time to back up the 
call five times. We told them that a customer had just called for a Black dancer, but 
that he had something to do Ers^ if  she stayed on call fa r another hour, she would 
get the call.
The African American dancers who signed iq) in droves at Sweethearts were 
simply unable to earn a living under these conditions, so they generally quit after a 
few days or, at most, a week or two. To keep enough dancers available, the company 
was constantly running help wanted ads for entertainers in the newspaper and on the
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radio. These ads attracted a lo t o f entertainers vho were new to the sex industry, new 
to Las V eg ^ , or new to outcall agency work. African American women were 
disproportionately represented in the category o f new or unsuccessful entertainers 
who were recruited at Sweethearts and worked for a period o f a few weeks.
W hile African American entertainers generally quit working for Sweethearts 
because they were earning very litde or no money, many W hite and Asian dancers 
who were just starting out in the industry often quit due to their success. Since 
managers and phone gids at Sweethearts were hard on entertainers, even by industry 
standards, many o f the more experienced and successful entertainers did not consider 
Sweethearts a good place to work. Once new entertainers learned a htde about the 
industry and made a few contacts, they often moved on to better agencies, including 
Playmates.
The non-Black dancers who stayed at Sweethearts because they weren't pretty 
enough, 6t enough, or classy enough for an agœcy like Playmates were able to earn a 
living as long as they continued to work a full-tim e schedule However, this simply 
wasn't an option for the African American dancers, due to the lack o f demand by 
customers.
A^ny customers requested a dancer o f a particular race or hair color. But others 
simply stated that they would see any dancer except an African American. M ost did 
not give a speciEc reason for this prejudice. Some stated that they were not attracted 
to Black women. Others indicated that they knew o f other places that they could pick 
up Black women without having to  pay an agency fee. It  is very possible that the hig)i
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propofticm o f Black women in lower-class forms o f sex work deters men vdio want 
to meet a Black woman from using outcall agencies.
Alm ost all o f the successful entertainers at Playmates, many o f whom were 
M fning tqywards o f $500 on most calls, were W hite. The two exceptions were mixed 
race entertainers o f Asian and Caucasian descent. The high percentage o f W hite 
dancers ensured that customers who wanted to see a W hite entertainer usually had 
their request fulEHed, r^ardless o f the time o f day. Therefore, there was not much 
work fo r the few Black dancers who were signed up w ith the agency. None o f these 
dancers worked full-tim e for Playmates, and they usually did not call on for regular 
shifts. Instead, when a call came in, we paged all o f the Black dancers on the list and 
sent the Erst one who was able to accept the call Since there was no way o f knowing 
if  any Black dancers would be available at any given tim e, and since none o f them  
relied on Playmates as their primary source o f income, it was often hard to EH the few  
calls that did come in for African American entertainers.
The racial balance between the dancer supply and customer demand at Playmates 
may have been one o f die reasons why there was less turnover among entertainers, 
compared to Sweethearts. There weren't many calls for African American 
entertainers, but there also weren't many African American entertainers working for 
the company.
Playmates did not advertise for new entertainers, which may explain vdiy so few  
Black dancers worked for the company. The company received 2-3 calls per week 
from  entertainers who were seeking employment Many had been referred to the
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company by entrent or former employees, and the remainder called in after seeing 
one o f the company's ads in the yellow pages. Usually, one or two o f these dancers 
were hired each week. I t  seems likely that the majority o f experienced, successful 
entertainers do not use the help-wanted ads to secure employment or to change 
employers. More research on the employment patterns o f successful, long-term  
outcall entertainers is warranted.
The racism in the Claik County outcall entertainment industry ensures that the 
m ajority o f dancers are friends with other dancers o f their own race. Therefore, 
successful non-Black dancers are more likely to refer other non-Black dancers to 
companies they have made money at, such as Playmates. On the other hand, African 
American entertainers would not be likely to recommend Playmates to their friends 
and 6mBy members.
O f the dancers working for outcall agencies in Clark County, new entertainers 
were mote likely to be Black and successful entertainers were more likely to be W hite. 
Previous research has indicated that racism against African American sex workers is 
particularly bad in Las Vegas (Chqikis, 1997). However, more research is needed to 
determine whether this is the sole reason for the lack o f opportunity for Black outcall 
entertainers in (Hark County.
Many o f the successful, long-term entertainers at both agencies had worked in 
various parts o f California and Nevada, and the general consensus among the more 
experienced phone girls and dispatchers was that there were a large number o f 
entertainers who traveled the Cahfomia-Nevada sex work circuit and who rarely or
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never used outcaH agencies to End customers. I t  may be possible that successEd 
A frican  American entertainers were more likely to use their circuit contacts either to 
work as semi-independent outcall entertainers w ith no Ees to the major agencies, or 
to bypass the outcall system entirely and work in other areas o f the Las Veg^ sex 
industry.
Asian entertainers may also have been more likely to use non-agency contacts to 
procure sex industry employment Cultural differences may have made it easier for 
Asian immigrants, in parEcular, to work for Asian-owned businesses. A t Sweethearts, 
I  hired two Asian immigrant women who were both older, but very beautiful Both 
said they had previous experience working for agencies, and I  felt that they had the 
potential to make money w ith the company.
However, I  ran in to trouble explaining the agency rules to them. AH new 
entertainers were required to sign a page explaining that they understood that 
prosthuEon was iH ^al, and diat they were being hired to dance nude for the agency's 
customers. When hiring new dancers, it was the phone gid's responsibility to read the 
form  to each new hire and make sure that she understood vdiat she was signing.
When I  explained this clause to the two Asian women, the more outspoken o f the 
two stated, " I don't dance." I  told her that it was up to her to develop her own 
routines and entertainment^ she simply had to understand that she prostitution was 
iH ^al in Clark County and that she was not being hired as a prostitute. When she told 
me that she and her fdend were prostitutes and not dancers, I  had to teH them that 
they could not work fo r the company.
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M ainly, race and ethnicity were seen as fetishes or special requests by customers. 
This understanding was reproduced in the advertisements that described an agenc/s 
entertainers as ''Bhie-eyed Blondes" or "Oriental Dolls" alongside ads for 
"Schoolgids" and "Student Nurses".
Phone girls were responsible for sending the most appropriate entertainer to a call 
based on the criteria given by the customer, as well as other fictors, such as who was 
close to the strp , who was trustworthy, etc. So, if  a customer requested a blonde, by 
which he invariably meant a Caucasian blonde, and one was available, then she was 
dispatched. I f  not, the phone gids had to try to size up the customer's raaahzed 
percepEons o f beauty and decide which o f the available entertainers mig^it best please 
his aesthetic sensibiliEes. M ost o f the customers who requested blondes were fiid y  
adamant, as they often had fetishized images o f cheedeaders and showgirls dancing in  
their heads.
Another common request that always caused problems was for Asian entertainers. 
The following exchange occurred at Sweethearts between N ick, the night manager, 
who was la tin o , and Mdissa, a W hite phone gid:
Nick: Cocoa is going as an Asian, so call her back and teH her she's 
half Asian today.
MeL Does she look Asian?
N ick Just tell her, "You're half Asian, your granr^a's from  China or 
whatever..."  Let her know so that she can teH the customer."
M d: (on the phone, speaking to Black dancer) Cocoa, I  forgot to teH
you, you need to teH him you're half Asian, part Asian, OK?
TeH him your grandpa was from .. .Asia.
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I t  was always difficult to attract and retain Asian entertainers at Sweethearts. 
N either agency had a latge number o f Asian entertainers, but since Playmates had less 
turn over, there were several reliable Asian entertainers at that agency, 
at a P/rakAar
Race was also seen as a reliable way to determine how a phone girl, dancer or 
customer would act. Phone girls, dispatchers and managers at both agencies 
perceived African Americans as lower dass and signiEcantly more prone to 
dishonesty and violence
For example, one African American phone girl, O livia, was Ered on my second 
day o f training at Sweethearts. When I  came in to work on that day, two o f the W hite 
phone girls were discussing their coworkeds terminaEon. One o f the women 
remarked that V ictor, the owner, had a policy o f not hiring Black phone girls 
"because they steal" She stated that she was not surprised that O livia had been Ered, 
and she assumed that V ictor would teH the managers not to hire any more Black 
phone girls.^ The asserEon that Afncan American phone girls and dancers steal was 
repeated Eequendy at Sweethearts and never challenged by anyone other than myself.
W hile aH entertainers were pushed to accept aH types o f calls, such as hotel calls, 
local calls, two-guy calls, and bachelor parties, regardless o f their com fort level, it was 
considered acceptable at both agencies for dancers o f any race to refuse to see Black 
customers. One day in my third week at Sweethearts, I  had a caH for a female dancer 
to entertain a Black male customer at the Luxor. The customer sounded sincere and
' See chapter 5 for more on racial discrimination and other illegal labor practices.
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well-educated, and he was staying at a respectable hotel, but I  could not End an 
entertainer to take the call. I  was getting Eustiated, and I  questioned Ashley, a senior 
phone gid, about the reasoning behind this policy. I  knew that the ofGce was under 
video surveillance, but I  had not realized before that the owner and his Eancee oAen 
listened to what was going on at the ofEce, so I  was startled to hear Maria's voice 
come over a loudspeaker on one o f the desks. She said, ^Tdl the new gid that some 
dancers just don't want to entertain Black customers." When I  asked why, she stated 
diat there were three good reasons for entertainers not to see Afncan American 
customers. 1) M ost Black men don't have much money and that even those who do 
are cheap w ith their money and don't spend that much. 2) They often don't want to 
pay at all or else they pay the dancer, but after she has Enished entertaining they 
demand the money back and won't let the gid leave until she gives back the money.
3) Many Black "customers" are really pimps trying to recruit girls. She concluded by 
reiterating the policy that any gid \:dio didn't want to entertain for Black customers 
didn't have to , and that I  should just keep calling around until I  found someone who 
would.
Playmates had the same policy o f allowing dancers to refuse a customer if  he was 
Afdcan American. Kay, the head dispatcher, told me that many o f the dancers would 
simply refuse if  they were asked to entertain Black customers, either because o f their 
own racism, or conversely, because they had Black men at home who did not allow  
them to entertain Black customers. W hen I  pressed her to explain the reasoning 
behind this last statement, she stated that many Black men told the dancers that it
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would be a sign o f disrespect to them if  the dancers entertained other Black men. She 
did say that while the men in quesEon mig^t feel somewhat disrespected, their intent 
was really to keep the entertainers away from  Black pimps posing as customers. 
However, Kay had a very good relaEonsh^ w ith many o f these men, so she did not 
want to rock the boat by allowing the entertainers to break their rules.
Class
A t Sweethearts, the standard agency fee was $175 cash or $225 credit and at 
Playmates the usual fee was $250, but the price could be lowered to $100 at either 
agency if  the customer was unwnHing to book at a higher pEce, or if  he had been 
quoted a lower price by a competing agency. W hen the entertainer arrived at the hotel 
room , she collected the exact amount that was quoted to him over the phone That 
amount was the agency fee, which was non-refimdable once the customer paid it, and 
went entirely to the agency. A fter collecting the agency fee, the dancer n^otiated  
w ith the customer for her t:^. The dancers then t^ped the phone gids 20% o f the tip  
they earned from  the customer.
The entertainers and the phone gids only made money if  the dancer met the 
customeds expectations o f beauty and dass, and if  the customer was willing and able 
to afford a tip that was acceptable to the dancer. Otherwise, die customer and the 
dancer would not be able to agree on a tp  and the call wMOuld either be a no-go (if the 
customer did not even pay the agency fee) or a base call (if he paid the agency fee, but
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did not tip  and the dancer did not stay and entertain him ). Therefore, it was 
im portant to match ip  the class o f the entertainer with the dass o f the customer.
Phone gids guessed customers' economic dass partly by the hotd he was staying 
in, but also by asking him about his line o f w otk, listening to his style o f speech, and 
sometimes asking him directly how much money he was looking to spend on 
entertainment.
Phone gids operationalized dancers' class based on entertainers' manner o f dress, 
speech, personal grooming, and use or avoidance o f hard drugs. SpectGcaHy, phone 
gids often commented that certain dancers were too "tacky" "sleazy" "strung-out" or 
"dirty". Phone girls noticed when an entertainer wore outEts that were too 
"scandalous" "slutty" or "obvious" for nice casinos. In  other cases entertainers wore 
items that were deady too casual Sometimes this was related to the age and 
upbringing o f the dancers.
Kay: (Watching security camera) Is that Gina? I  hope she didn't
go to the Monte Cado in that sweatshirt.
Lainey: She is so nasty. I  mean, she looks dirty!
Kay: She's just young and stupid. But she's got a pretty face and a
lo t o f the guys want eighteen year olds. I l l  talk to her, take 
her under my wing. She just needs to be straightened out 
and she could be a moneymaker.
SpedEcally, a few o f the more experienced dispatchers and phone gids recognized 
that many o f the entertainers were young women who had never been exposed to 
middle dass values. Even the men who managed the dancers' private lives and 
proEted Eom their labor did not know how to maximize their potential by teaching 
them to appeal to better classes o f customers.
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M e: Why don't some o f these guys make sure theit gids go out
looking decent? They m ate sure their gids work; they call to 
check up on them. Why not tell them they have to wear 
something nicer? They want to make money, right?
Kay: M ost o f the men don't know any better than the dancers do.
Especially the ones diat are small tim e, but even the ones that 
aren't, they grew up on the same streets as the gids, got into this 
by accident, they're just dumb n *****s . G id  goes out, brings 
back money, he doesn't have any ambition for her to better 
herself and he wouldn't know what to t^ ch  her if  he did.
Entertainers could be divided into lower street dass, street dass, working dass, 
and middle dass, while their customers could be divided into working dass, middle 
dass, upper middle dass, and upper dass. Phone gids very consciously divided 
dancers into these groups, though they would use their own categories like sleazy, 
good-enough-fbr (as in "she's good enough for a guy at the Stardust"), and dassy.
For this reason, and because customers simply weren't going to pay as much for 
lower dass service/product, dass very much aEected how much money entertainers 
could make. Non-W hite dancers who were lower dass were doubly disadvantaged.
However, phone girls also had n^ative percepEons o f higher dass entertainers. 
The successful entertainers would refuse to go on calls at lower dass hotels and 
motels, or hotels that were not on the Las Vegas S trÿ . They would also refuse to stay 
and entertain the customers unless the t^  was very high. The phone gids resented 
these behaviors and complained about the high dass entertainers for these reasons.
The lowest o f the street dass dancers, especially those who were 
seriously addicted to drugs, would come in noticeably high, w ith dirty/greasy hair, 
several missing aayhc nails, outEts and shoes that were more appropriate for str^  
dubs than for public (neon colored spandex dresses and pantsuits w ith cutouts that
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showed a lo t o f skhi, high-heeled shoes w ith dear plastic platform s), and visible track 
m arks on arms and 1 ^ . They also had problems with accepting calls and then never 
m aking it  to the hotd, or calling on and never answering pag^. This group was a 
m inonty at Sweethearts. I  did not encounter any dancers who Et into this cat^ory at 
Playmates.
M ost o f the street dass entertainers had culturally acceptable 
levels o f personal hygiene, although their choice o f styles was deady afEected by their 
dass background. Ahmy had tacky, inexpensive hair weaves or extensions, hair dye 
jobs that were overdue for a touchup, and extra long acr^ dic nails in bright non­
standard colors and patterns. O ften these girls would wear dothing that was 
somewhat inappropriate. They preferred to wear trendy dothing (low-cut jeans and 
dub wear tops — never lingerie) and it was difficult to convince them to upgrade their 
wardrobes as an investment in their careers. One night at Playmates, a gentleman at 
the Las Vegas H ilton requested an entertainer come to his room wearing a garter b elt 
I t  was late and all o f our top gids had already called o&  We had nine gids left on call 
and none o f them owned a garter b d t However, the b i^est surprise to me was when 
I  spoke to Roxie, a 19 year old street dass entertainer who had been working for the 
agency for about a year. She asked me what a garter b d t was and had no idea what I  
was talking about when I  described one to her.
Another sign that a dancer Et into this cat^ory was excessive use o f slang and 
non-standard RngHsh. W hile most o f the dancers and phone gids were working dass 
and therefore used very casual Rn^ish, there was a marked difference in the Ebonics-
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st^e speech that the street level dancers used, regardless o f their race. Some o f these 
dancers would also come in h i^ , but their drug use was not severe enough to hinder 
their w otk performance on a r^u lar basis. They usually answered their pages vdien 
they were on call, and if  they accepted a call, they made it to the hotd room. M ost o f 
the entertainers at Sweethearts and about half o f the entertainers at Playmates were in 
this group.
There was more o f a continuum between working dass and 
middle dass dancers rather than two separate groups. W orking and middle dass 
dancers used speech patterns ranging from  casual to standard, wore dothing that was 
sexy but appropriate, from  cute but cheap stuff to the more expensive such as 
designer dresses or pantsuits (dq)ending more on the gid's current levd o f success 
than her dass backgrounc^, and more conservative stijdes o f hair, nails, etc. They 
tended to have w dl-kept acrylic nails, ranging from  the long and bright to shorter 
nails in red or French manicure. H air was generally kept freshly cut and colored, 
nicely washed and styled. Drugs and alcohol were not a signiEcant problem for diese 
two groiq)s, though occasionally a gid would start having personal problems 
concurrent with substance abuse. This would become apparent when they started 
missing calls and pages. This was also the only time gids Eom these dass 
backgrounds would start letting their grooming go, stop taking care o f their hair, etc. 
M ost o f the gids who from  this groiq) who signed up at Sweethearts would become 
top gids very quickly, since so few o f the gids there were this classy. Then they would
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realize that there were better ag^cies to work for and move on within a few weeks. 
About half o f the entertainers at Playmates were in this group.
T ^s varied widely, Eom  $50 to thousands o f dollars, although most t^s were in  
the $100-$500 range. The mote attractive an entertainer was, the higher she would set 
her m inim um  t:^. M ost o f 'dassy dancers would not stay and entertain a customer 
E>r less than $300 in addition to the agency fee. The amount o f the tip also depended 
on the customer's wealth, both parties' negotiadon skills, and many other factors, 
such as the mood the customer was in, whether he had been drinking, and whether 
he had been winning at the tables.
A t Playmates, we had one entertainer, Amy, who was overweight and not 
particularly attractive. She would regularly stay and entertain customers for as little as 
$50, considered scandalously low  by Las V ^as standards, especially since she was 
expected to t^  out $10 o f that money to the phone gid who had arranged the calL I  
was personally able to convince Am y to stay and entertain for $30 on a few  
occasions, w ith the provision that she would not be expected to t^  me fo r the call
O n the other end o f the scale, I  arranged a call, also through Playmates, f3 r a 
gentleman to see two entertainers in his suite at the BeHagio The quality o f the hotd  
is one hint to he^) determine the amount o f die tip , but I  had other indicators that 
allowed me to believe this would be a good call. The customer did not call the a^ncy 
directly — a guest services employee Eom die hotd made the call on his behalf. I  
sdected Nina and Maya, a pair o f roommates who were considered money-makers
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due to theif exceHeat two-gid shows. I  deared my sdecEou w ith the dispatcher on 
duty; however, our logic was hawed. The dancers were unwilling to provide the 
gentleman w ith the type o f entertainment he desired and he sent them away with 
$2000 apiece, in addition to the $500 service fee, stating that he would have spent 
mote if  they could have come to a satisfactory agreement
Although that $4500 call was the largest call I  have personally booked during this 
research period, I  was aware o f some select clients spending well in excess o f that 
am ount A  handful o f very wealthy clients at Playmates, and a conple at Sweethearts 
were regular clients, most o f who visited Eom southern California on a r^;ular basis. 
These men would rent hotel suites for the week and see m ultple entertainers for 
several hours each day, paying regular agency rates o f $150-$250 per hour plus 
hundreds or even thousands per hour in t ^  to the top gids that the agencies sent 
them. In  addition, all o f the successful entertainers had stories, which may have been 
exaggerated, but which I  believe were generally true or tooted in truth, o f clients who 
had purchased expensive dothing, jewelry, and even cars for them.
O f course, the majority o f calls were not this lucrative. Some calls simply didn't go 
through because the customers didn't realize that they would be required to tip the 
dancers in addition to the agency fee, or they didn't realize the range o f tp  that would 
be required. Other calls went througjh, but only as "base" calls. These were calls 
vdiere the agency Ee was paid but the dancer was not given any additional tp . 
Customers were told that dancers would get totally nude for the agency fee, and many 
would do a quick strp to encourage the customer to start tpph%  but odier dancers
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would complete all o f their uegotiaEoiis w ith their clothes on. Dancers often stated 
that they did not Eel like the customers should get a Eee show. I f  pressured by the 
phone gids to do a quick strp on a base call, some entertainers would simply move 
their clothing and lingerie around to give the customer a peek at their breasts and 
genitals, rather than actually take any clothing o ff These customers would sometimes 
call and harass the phone gids E r hours after the entertainers had left, demanding a 
refund on their agency fee. Although the entertainers (and by extension, the phone 
gids) hadn't made any money, the customers had paid out an agency fee o f at least 
$100.
Unfortunately for many o f the dancers, it takes money to make money in the 
outcall entertainment industry. M ost customers had a preference E r dancers o f a 
certain race, hair color, or body type, but they also wanted the dancer to be very 
attractive. The dancers who were most often perceived as beautiful were those who 
had money to spend on their looks. Dancers enhanced their appearance w ith 
cosmetics, dothing, skin treatments, hair extensions, hair color and highlights, nail 
extensions, other salon services, and cosmetic surgery.
Working dass and middle dass women were generally able to make a lo t o f 
money in a short period o f time. W hile it was often difficult E r  them to save money, 
most drove late-m odd cars and many stated that they had saved enough money to 
buy a house or a condo. This is in direct contrast to the street dass entertainers, who 
were unable to move up the socioeconomic ladder at ah There were two mam
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reasons E r  this. One, Eey had more difRculty making money because they were 
unable to  6 t in w ith higher classes o f customers. The role o f mentors, such as a 
dispatchers or managers, taking a girl in hand and helping her become a moneymaker 
in part by aspiring to a différent dass status was ctiEcal to a gid's success in this area. 
Kay, the head dispatcher at Playmates, perErm ed this Enction E r  many entertainers, 
but she usually sdected young women who were working or middle dass.
Second, it was a lo t harder E r  the street dass entertainers to save any money they 
made. Many lived in overpriced weekly apartments, and often had young children to 
support. Some also supported their own drug habits or the habits o f their boyfriends. 
Some worked E r pimps who took all o f their earnings away. Also, street culture does 
not value saving, so many spent their money frivolously on cheap dothes, shoes, and 
other consumer products.
Gender
The outcall industry in Las V^;as is a mixed-gender industry. However, women 
are disproportionately represented as workers. Phone gids are always female. 
Approximatdy ten percent o f the entertainers at each agency were male or 
transgender and the remaining ninety percent were female. ThereEre, general 
comments made about dancers by agency workers usually referred to a universal 
female subject.
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Agency customers were over 95% male. The two most common types o f calls 
were a solo^ male seeking one-on-one entertainment from  a female entertainer and a 
group o f males seeking a female entertainer E r  a bachelor party. About 65% o f calls 
6 t into the Erst category and another 20% into the latter. The owners o f both o f the 
agencies I  worked for were male.
A t both agencies, and througjiout the sex industry, women are not referred to, 
and do not refer to themselves as, women. Phone girls were not receptionists or 
appointment setters, only "phone gids" or "PGs". Entertainers were reErred to by 
agency owners, staf^ and even other entertainers as "gids," or, quite ofEn, "bitches." 
W hile this word choice did not necessarily indicate a conscious lack o f respect on the 
part o f the speaker, it certainly reEects an acceptance o f the gender hierarchy present 
in the outcall industry.^
TmzAwMA ^ A W ;
A t Sweethearts, phone gids were told that entertainers are not trustworthy. The 
training manual stated that we should assume that all entertainers are stealing calls. 
This policy applied to all Emale entertainers, regardless o f how long they had been 
working far the company. Female entertainers and phone gids were also treated as 
E ir game E r male managers to seduce. Female entertainers were also disrespected as
^  By solo, I mean that the gentleman was alone in his hotel room at the time he requested entertainment. The 
majority of sex industry customers are married (cite!), and that seemed to be the case here. Many customers 
stated that they were married but that their wives were at home in another city. A surprising number indicated 
that they were sharing a room w iA  a wife or gjrlfricnd who was shopping, gambling or sightseeing while the
call was taking place. Several times during my fieldwork, the female partner o f  a customer walked in to the 
hotel room in the middle o f  the entertainment 
After several years o f working in  the sex industry, I usually refer to women who work in the industry as girls, 
and male customers as gentlemen. Despite my feminist sensibilities, to do otherwise simply sounds unnatural.
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sex w oiters through the use o f name calhng, both to theif ficass&tui Ibfjiicui idheic 
hac^. One manager in particular, N ick, slept around w idi many o f die dancers and 
then disparaged them as "sluts" and "skank hos". W hile many o f the fanale 
entertainers at Sweethearts were insulted and put down for their sexual availability or 
lack o f class, the higher class female entertainers were not exempt from  this type o f 
treatment. I f  a dancer would stay and entertain a customer for a low t^ , she was 
"cheap" and if  she held out for high t^s  each time and caused calls to no-go because 
she couldn't come to an agreement w ith the customers she was a "stuck-up bitch".
The practice o f distrusting all entertainers did not apply to a few heterosexual 
male entertainers who had been w ith the company for over six months. When these 
entertainers came in to the ofGce the managers often made a point o f commenting 
that they were "good guys". Male entertainers who entertained for women only were 
treated w ith respect and there was no overt stigma attached to being a male sex 
worker. On the other hand, male entertainers who entertained for other males were 
treated very poody. The managers would make jokes about them when they left the 
o&ce, calling them "6gs" or "homos". However, there was one male entertainer at 
Sweethearts who avoided this stigmatization through the way he managed his sexual 
and ethnic identity. Tommy was an older Italian gentleman in his forties who was 
good friends w ith the agency owner and the managers. H e entertained for men only, 
but he projected a stereotypical macho Italian image that allowed him to 6 t in w ith 
the men who worked in the of&ce. They were always quick to make excuses for his 
sexuality, stating that he was a "respectable guy" who was married, owned his own
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home and had children. The fact that he had been working for a long time, but did 
not accept a large number o f calls seemed to suggest that he enjoyed entertaining 
men and worked more to h ilfill his own sexual needs than to earn money. Y et his 
heterosexual respectability remained intact.
In  general, there was less overt disrespxect o f entertainers and phone girls at 
Playmates. SpeciGcally, misogynistic and homophobic attimdes were more prevalent 
at Sweethearts, where the owner and both managers were all heterosexual males with 
macho attitudes. A t Playmates, all o f the dispatchers were female, and there was less 
verbal abuse o f female and gay male dancers. Phone gids and dispatchers would joke 
about the lack o f class some o f the entertainers manifested, but the main difference 
was that gratuitous comments and rude remarks were kept behind the dancers' backs. 
Verbal confrontations between dancers and phone gids or dispatchers were mostly 
restricted to disputes over money. The o&ce staff would yeU at the dancers when 
they lost or stole a call, and the dancers would complain to the ofGce staff when they 
were not getting enough calls or when they were sent on bogus calls.
T k  jEmtAKKf ^  nr Ak
Although sexual labor is provided by male, female, and transgendered individuals, 
sex work is conceptualized as female/reproductive labor and devalued as such (Bell 
1994). Recognizing and valuing women's wodr in the sex industry as labor is key to 
the project o f re-vahiiug "women's wodr" ie ., work that has traditionally been 
classified as feminine. Historically and in the present era, women have worked harder
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and longer hours than men inside and outside o f the home (Marshall 1997, 
Hochschild 1989).
A t both agencies I  worked for, it was very common for customers to try to h a ^ e  
w ith the phone gid or the entertainer to bring down the price o f the service. Many 
customers would ask the price before asking any other information, and would call 
around to  try to End the service w ith the lowest price. They acted as if  there was no 
connection between the amount they paid for the agency fee and the t^ , and the 
quality o f service they would receive. In  our culture, women's sexual labor is not 
valued as waged labor. (Chapkis 1997). I  believe that this is the reason why even men 
vdio are w illing to pay for that labor expect to pay as little  as possible.
W hile the majority o f workers in the Las outcall industry are female, the 
major players are all male. The entertainers take the majority o f the risks, from  the 
possibility o f arrest to the simple economic drain o f driving from  call to call w ith no 
guarantee o f earning any money, but the agency owners reap the larg^t rewards. The 
outcall industry creates hundreds o f millions o f dollars in revenues for die agency 
owners, who are guaranteed a prodt on each call, regardless o f whether their workers 
earn a dime.
Research Questions
M y three remaining research questions deal w ith race, and the intersection o f class 
and gender disadvantage w ith race. 1) W hat discourses are used to fetishize, 
commodi^ , and/or nullify race and ethnicity in the research setting^ 2) H ow  do race 
and class affect subjects' perceived attractiveness, honesty, rdiability, propensity to
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violence, money-making potential, and dass mobility? 3) H ow  do lace and class 
affect entertainers' and phone girls' actual money-making potential and dass 
mobility?
RaÆw/DwwKK
Racial discourse was used to fetishize race in the agency setting by assigning a 
spedEc sexualized meaning to women o f different races and ethnicities and then 
commodifying that meaning by offering it for a price. Asian women were portrayed 
in agency ads as exotic, submissive creatures. Caucasian blondes represented 
unattainable, all-American cover girls and cheerleaders, while brunettes represented 
the 'gid next dood. Black women were seen as sexually adventurous, but also low  
class and very sexually accessible, which diminished their attraction in the high-priced 
outcall industry.
Most Black dancers as well as street dass dancers were perceived as unattractive 
and lazy. For these reasons, they were judged as lacking in moneymaking potential. 
Black women were also perceived as being less reliable and honest than women o f 
other races. Phone gids would often complain that Black dancers did not answer their 
pages, or that they were more hkdy to steal calls than other dancers. However, there 
was never any acknowledgment that the Black dancers had been treated more poody 
than the other dancers. Since Black entertainers did not have a real chance to make 
money at either agency, they had less incentive to answer their pages, and more 
incentive to steal calls, but this was never discussed. Black customers were also
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perceived as being dishonest and potentially violent, and were discriminated against 
on a r^ u lar basis.
Race was the number one 6cto r in determining whether an entertainer (especially 
a female entertainer) would be successful at an outcall agency. There were no 
successful Black female entertainers at either agency I  studied. R^^rdless o f race, it 
was also almost impossible fo r street dass dancers to become money-makers and 
move iq) the dass ladder. Non-Black working and middle dass dancers were much 
more able to relate to their customers and meet their customers racist and dassist 
standards o f beauty.
Summary
In  this chapter, I  have shown that women, people o f color, and street dass 
entertainers are m ultçly disadvantaged in the Las Vegas outcall industry. In  spite o f 
the restrictive laws and punitive agency regulations that aH Clark County outcall 
entertainers must abide by. W hite working dass or middle dass entertainers are able 
to use sex work to move up the socioeconomic ladder. The negative eGects o f gender 
and sexuality are related more to the treatment that women and homosexual males 
hice from  agency staG and society m general, whereas non-W hite entertainers and 
street dass entertainers are affected economically by the racist and dassist attitudes o f 
customers and agency staff, as well as structural constraints in American sode^.
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In  the next chapter, I  wiH review the Endings o f this study and present policy 
proposals to make sex work a more equitable and pleasant profession f3r all outcall 
entertainers and other agency workers in Park County.
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CONCLUSIO NS A N D  PO LIC Y R EC O M M EN D A TIO N S  
In  this chapter I  w ill present my conclusions and policy recommendations, which 
include investigating labor violations at outcall agencies and enforcing existing labor 
laws, decriminalizing prostitution in  Clark County, and calling for social change to  
reduce the racism, dassism, sexism and whore stigma" (Pheterson 199Q experienced 
by outcall agency workers. I  w ill also suggest areas where further research is 
warranted
Research Questions
The purpose o f this study was to answer five research questions: 1) W hat are the 
effects o f third party control o f labor on sex workers and other workers in the outcall 
setting? 2) H ow  are these effects intensihed or mitigated by the speciEc and complex 
legal and social position o f outcall entertainment in d a rk  County? 3) W hat discourses 
are used to fetishize, commodify and/or nullify race and ethnicity in the research 
setting? 4) H ow  do race and dass affect subjects' perceived attractiveness, honesty, 
reliability, propensity to violence, money-makmg potential, and dass mobility? 5) 
How  do race and dass affect entertainers' and phone gids' actual money-making 
potential and class mobility?
174
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Dancers who work for outcall agencies have very litde control over what clients 
they ate sent to entertain. When a dancer signs iq) to work for an agency, she is 
allowed to  set limits on the types o f dients she wiH or w ill not see, such as Black 
dients, coiqxles, women, local dients, hotd dients, clients who want to role-play as 
dominants or submissives, m ult^le clients in the same room, bachdor parties, and 
clients who are at a location outside o f the Las metropolitan area. However, 
dancers are eventually pressured to entertain every type o f dient, w ith the exception 
o f Black dients.
In  addition, dancers are not allowed to speak to their dients before they arrive at 
the dient's location. The d ien f s name and room number are not disdosed to the 
entertainer until she is inside the casino o f the hotd where he is staying. A t that tim e, 
she is instructed not to call the dient, but rather to proceed directly to his hotd room.
When she arrives at his room, she may End that he no longer wants to see an 
entertainer. He may have already turned away up to four other entertainers that 
evening. O r, he may have called for an entirdy different type o f entertainer. She may 
be a tall, voluptuous redhead, when he requested a slender, petite Asian. There is also 
a chance that he w ill be intoxicated or violent.
Even if  the customer is sober and polite, the fic t that the Erst $175 to $250 o f his 
money goes to pay the agency fee makes it difEcult fo r the entertainer to negotiate a 
fair price far her services. She may be able to convince him to spend an equal or 
greater amount on her t^ , or, if  he is not willing to spend that much money, she may
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fductandy stay and entertain him for less money than she would prefer. O r, they 
simply may not be able to come to an agreement, and she wiH have spent about an 
hour o f her time traveling to his location, n^otiating with him , and then returning to 
the ofEce to s ^  a no-go slip. In  addition, she has wasted money on gasoline or cab 
fare.
The type o f ads used to promote outcall agencies also have an effect on the clients 
they attract. Many o f the ads portray stereotypical images o f women: cheerleaders, 
nurses, geishas, and Barbies. Most o f the ads promote Caucasian blondes, while a 
signiEcant m inority represent Caucasian brunettes and Asian women. A ll o f the 
photos are o f slender, yet busty women. Black women, Latinas, larger women, and 
older women are not represented in agency ads.
Phone gids are also put at a disadvantage by outcall agency policies designed to 
maximize proEts for the owners and minimize phone girls' tps. Phone gids are 
subject to extreme role conEict. W hile the owners reap the beneEts o f unfair policies 
that cheat dancers and customers, phone gids must bear the brunt o f these groups' 
anger. Phone gids spend many hours every week being yelled at by irate dancers and 
customers who have been Ened, cheated, or otherwise angered by agency policies.
In  addition to the economic effects o f third-party control o f sexual labor, agency 
workers are subjected to abusive treatment by their supervisors, constant surveillance 
due to a complete lack o f trust by their employers, and a combative workplace 
environment
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Because A e Clark County outcall entertainment industry is dominated by Eve 
laigp agencies and a handEil o f medium-sized agencies, dancers do not have very 
many options vhen choosing an employer. A ll o f the major agencies enhxrce the 
same unfair (and often d l^al) policies and procedures.
The negative effects o f third party control o f sexual labor are also intensiSed by 
the quasi-legal status o f outcall entertainment in Clark County. Women who enter the 
outcall industry may not be knowledgeable about the local laws regarding outcall 
entertainment, prosEtuEon, and workers' Eg)its. Outcall agency owners are very 
knowledgeable about l^ a l issues surrounding outcall entertainment in Clark County, 
however, and they take advantage o f dancers' ignorance. Agency management is very 
careful about having each entertainer sign an agreement indicating that die company 
is not hiring her as a prostitute, and that she wiH not commit or solicit an act o f 
prostituEon while working for the company. Due to a number o f legal batdes fought 
between the county and the large agencies, the agencies themselves cannot be 
prosecuted for prom oting prostitution, even if  one o f their dancers is arrested for 
prosEmEon, as long as this precauEon is taken.
Since women who have been convicted o f prostitution are not eligible to work in 
the outcaD industry, the agencies are assured a constant stream o f inexperienced, 
young dancers dazzled by the prospect o f earning large amounts o f cash in a small 
amount o f tim e W hile the agencies are guilty o f a number o f labor violations, the 
women who work as dancers and phone girls are oEen unaware o f their legal rights.
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They are also often unwilling to become involved in a legal batde that wiH open them  
to public and police scrutiny.
In  addition, because the established agencies spend so much money saturating the 
market, it is very difEcult for independent outcall entertainers or newer, smaller 
agencies to compete w ith agency advertising budgets. Independent entertainers 
advertise online and in trade publications, but the most effiective and expensive forms 
o f advertising — yellow page ads, proprietary dyers and cards, and outdoor ads — are 
prohibitively expensive, and are de hicto reserved for the large agencies.
Stereotypical racial discourse is used in agency advertisements to assign a speciEc 
sexuahzed meaning to women o f different races and ethnicities and then commodify 
that meaning by offering it for a price. Asian women epitomized passive femininity, 
Caucasian blondes signify unattainable 'All-Am erican' beauties, and Caucasian 
brunettes symbolize the 'girl-next-door'. Furthermore, through their absence in  
agency advertising and their prevalence in street and bar prostitution. Black women 
are equated w ith sexual availability and are devalued in the agency setting. This view  
o f race and ethnicity as simply reflecting siqxply and demand is reinforced in the way 
that ofGce personnel assign calls to specific entertainers. I f  a customer request cannot 
be fulGlled honestly, phone girls are expected to send a dancer o f the incorrect 
ethnicity and have her portray herself as something she is n o t
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Ri^ ardless o f their status as workers or customers, African Americans are 
perceived as untrustworthy by non-Black agency personnel Black phone gids and 
dancers were considered more likely to steal from  the agency than workers o f other 
races. Black customers were seen as potentially violent and less likely to spend money 
on entertainment.
In  addition. Black dancers were judged un6vorably based on Eurocentric 
standards o f beauty. Due to their perceived unattractiveness and laziness, they were 
not considered to have very much money-making potential This was also true o f 
street dass dancers.
Due to the combinatkm o f agency discdminanon against Black dancers, 
combined w ith low customer demand for Black outcall entertainers, race is the 
primary basis for determining whether a dancer, particularly a female dancer, w ill be 
successful at an outcall agency. There were no successful Black female entertainers at 
either agency I  studied
Entertainers could be divided into lower street dass, street dass, working dass, 
and middle dass, while their customers could be divided into working dass, middle 
dass, upper middle class, and upper dass. Phone girls very consciously divided 
dancers into these groups, though they would use their own cat^ories like sleazy, 
good-enoug)i-fbr (as in "she's good enough for a guy at the Stardust"), and classy.
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Regardless o f race, there was very little  dass m obility among the street dass 
entertainers. Non-Black working and middle dass dancers were much more able to 
relate to their customers, who were predominantly W hite and middle dass, and meet 
their customers racist and dassist standards o f beauty. They were also mote likdy to 
catch the eye o f a dispatcher, manager, or more experienced entertainer, vpho would 
teach them the skills they need to become successful outcall entertainers.
Women, people o f color, and street dass entertainers are m ult^ly disadvantaged 
in the Las V ^as outcall industry. In  spite o f the restrictive laws and punitive agency 
regulations that all Clark County outcall entertainers must abide by. W hite working 
dass or middle dass entertainers are able to use sex work to move up the 
socioeconomic ladder. The n^ative effiects o f gender and sexuality are related more 
to the treatment that women and homosexual males face from  agency staff and 
society in general, whereas non-W hite entertainers and street dass entertainers are 
affected economically by the racist and dassist attitudes o f customers and agency 
staff^  as well as structural constraints in American society.
Policy Recommendatians
By labeling sex workers as victims o f patriarchy and focusing on sex work as a site 
o f inevitable abuse, feminists have ignored real issues o f exploitation that can be 
solved through the enforcement o f existing labor laws and the repeal o f repressive 
prostimtion laws. W hile the feminist agenda has certainly expanded to indude a more 
comprehensive vision o f social change in the last 30 years, feminists who oppose the 
sex industry need to realize that sex work does not exist in a vacuum. Sex industry
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workers need feminists, activists and researchers to hel^  them gain workers' rights 
and human rights and to help eliminate the racism, dassism, and sexism in their lives 
instead o f trying to eliminate their livelihood 
^La W  Lawj
Labor vioIaEons at outcall entertainment agencies are rampant. In  order to 
improve the working conditions o f phone gids at outcall entertainment agendes, 
existing labor laws need to be enforced Dancers can legitimately be considered 
independent contractors and are not eligible for many o f the protections offered to 
employees under Nevada state law.
A t some outcall agencies, phone girls are labded as indqtendent contractors, and 
do not receive salaries, beneEts, or unemployment compensation. Yet they are treated 
as employees in every other sense. A t agencies where phone gids are paid an hourly 
wage, unpaid overtime is common. Phone gids are only paid for 40 hours o f work 
per week, but they are oAen expected to work 50 hours or more. Outcall agencies 
require phone gids to turn over a portion o f their t^s to the company. Phone gids 
and entertainers are also routinely Ened for any infraction o f agency policies. Racism 
is widespread at Las V ^as area outcall agencies, and employment discriminaEon 
against AfEcan Americans is common.
These problems cannot be solved without the governmental intervention. As long 
as legislators and law enforcement agencies in Clark County concentrate on 
eradicating prostituEon in outcall entertainment, without any eGbrt to protect
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workers' rights, women and men who work in the industry wiH be subjected to unfair 
and illegal treatment by agency management.
The Metropolitan Police Departm ent has 30 vice ofGcers and two investigative 
specialists who set up stings every weekend to arrest outcall entertainers who ih^ally  
oGier their services as prostitutes. They arrest approximately 150 outcall entertainers 
on prostitution charges every year. In  addition, they arrest almost 3,000 street and bar 
prostitutes annually. Every outcall agency, every strp dub, and every bar or street 
that illegal prostitutes are know to Aequent are targeted by the vice department Most 
stings are not prec^itated by any citizen complaints.^ ^ Last year the vice department 
made 3,506 total arrests, based on only 121 citizen complains. To carry out their 
investigations, the vice department was given a budget o f $4,040,214 last year. This 
year, that budget is being increased to $4,672,210.^
In  contrast, the Nevada labor commissioner's has only six staff members to 
investigate all complaints o f labor violations in all industries in the state o f Nevada. 
An additional nine staff members provide support services. A t this time, the 
department does not have enou^ personnel to investigate businesses unless a 
spedAc complaint has been made. Last year, the ofGce investigated 3,939 complaints 
o f labor violaEons with a budget o f only $1,158,571.*^
All arrest data for the Metro vice department was gathered during a telephone interview with Jackie 
Anderson, Metro Vice.
^  Budget information for the Metro vice department was gathered during a telephone interview with Janelle 
Craft, ftom the LVMPD budget department.
^  E-mail communication with Carrie Foley, assistant to the labor commissioner. Additional information found 
on the Nevada State Budget and Planning Division's website (http://budget.state.nv.us) and the Nevada Labor 
Commissioner’s website (http://www.LaborCoinmissioner.cQm).
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W hile many feminists believe that pfostitutioii is iahetentfy demeaning to women 
and other sex workers, and cannot be considered legitimate work, empirical studies o f 
the industry indicate otherwise Sex workers, including prostitutes, have had positive 
and negahve eqxeriences in all areas o f the sex industry. According to Chapkis (1997) 
there are four factors that can affect a woman's experience in the sex industry: third 
party control o f labor, socioeconomic status, cultural attitudes about sex work, and 
position w ithin social hierarchies such as race and age. M y data supports these 
Endings.
By decriminalizing prostitution and lifting restrictions on other areas o f the sex 
industry that are intended to deter workers Aom engaging in prostitution, Clark 
County ofEcials wiH be able to focus on the workers' rights issues outlined above, as 
well as customer violence and police brutality against sex workers, ^;^ch are less 
common problems in the outcall industry, but still a serious concern for street 
prostitutes and other sex industry workers.
Outcall entertainers w ill also be able to choose whether or not to engage in  
prostitution, and advertise appropriately. Those ixho do not wish to offer sex for 
money wiH not be pressured by customers or agency owners to do so. Those who do 
choose to engage in prostituEon w ill be able to work without the threat o f arrest and 
conviction. Prostitutes who want to leave the trade w ill not automatically be 
burdened w ith a rnm inal record that makes it difEcult to secure employment in other 
industries.
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In  addition, reducing the legal risks for outcall agency owners wiH increase the 
attraction o f owning these already profitable companies. Attracting ethical 
businesspeople and investors to own and operate outcall agencies can only decrease 
the power that the major outcall agencies currently hold over workers. W ith more 
competition, outcall agencies w ill be forced to provide better working conditions in  
order to attract and retain employees.
Unfortunately, there is no easy solution to the main problems 6dng  sex workers 
today: sexism, racism, dassism, homophobia, and "whore stigma" (Pheterson 1996). 
Like the rest o f society, sex workers are mistreated due to their gender, race, dass and 
sexuality. In  addition, sex workers hice discrimination and abuse based on their 
profession.
As noted by Chapkis (1997:106), "reforms directed at the sex trade itself w ill only 
partially address the problems sex workers face. The far greater challenge lies in 
tackling structural inequalities reEected in the industry but rooted in society at large."
As in all occupations, especially low-prestige occupations that require few form al 
qualifications and litde education, many sex workers stay in the sex industry due to 
economic pressures. Sex workers and customers alike would beneEt from  an industry 
where all o f the partic^ants had freely chosen their profession. However, until we 
have a truly egalitarian society w idi an equal distribution o f wealth, sex industry 
workers w ill not have the ability to Eeely choose their line o f work.
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EvfAkr a* Ak ZaakuAry
M y Efial recommendaEoa is to call for further research cm outcall eutertaiumeat 
iu Clark County. Due to the preliminary nature o f this research, many avenues o f 
inquiry were leA unexplored. More research is needed on the career longevity o f 
outcall entertainers and phone gids, the role o f mentoring in the careers o f successful 
outcall entertainers, the prevalence o f current or former entertainers in other areas o f 
the sex industry, the emotional labor performed by agency employees, customer 
fantasies and satisfaction levels, independent outcall entertainers, smaller outcall 
entertainment agencies, the Califbmia-Nevada sex work circuit, and the recruitment 
and promotion o f successful Black entertainers.
In  addition, more research on the outcall entertainment industry in other markets 
would shed ligAt on w tich aspects o f agency operations are commonplace in the 
industry and which are speciEc to Clark County. Comparative studies vhich contrast 
the conditions o f outcall entertainment in Clark County to other areas, and 
longitudinal studies which track the changes in the lived experience o f outcall 
entertainers due to changing laws and social conditions in Clark County would be 
particularly illuminative.
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